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This work describes a concept generation system to provide designers and 
engineers with better ideation support in a very early phase of creativity. We focus 
on cross-domain innovation and introduce a new search scheme called Multi-area 
Inspiration Search.  
Our motivation is to assist human beings in complex problems that require 
cross-domain knowledge. In a multi-domain problem, it is common to encounter 
blockage due to lack of knowledge integration. In a single-domain one, the lack of 
cross-domain knowledge inhibits designers or solution engineers to explore other 
methods. Without any guidance, they may either unconsciously or forcefully limit 
their search domains to meet time and resources constraints because it is time-
consuming, frustrated and risky to venture in an unknown territory of knowledge.  
Existing ideation support systems stimulate thinking processes by popping 
new keywords (verbs, phrases), representing design workflows, which improves 
brainstorming process to a certain extent. Though valuable, such systems often 
result in an explosion of irrelevant suggestion and do not provide useful guidance in 
a new domain.  
In contrast, this work uses Conceptual Blending framework, a cognitive 
theory, to learn and to imitate human creativity model. The word ‘blending’ comes 
from integration of existing knowledge to form a new one.  
We introduce a representation of Conceptual Blending framework based on 
Conceptual Graph (CG), a well-known theory to represent knowledge. In particular, 
we formalize and discuss in details four typical Conceptual Blending networks and 
their blending elementary operations, which makes a computational theoretical 
foundation for the framework.  
The Multi-area Inspiration Search is an application of Conceptual Blending, 
which provides inspiration search results in different areas of knowledge from that 
of a query. We are especially interested in applying Multi-area Inspiration Search in 
Biomimicry, a research branch mimicking nature design in design and engineering 
solutions. There are two possible approaches to implement the new search 
algorithm: Knowledge representation approach and statistics-based (non-KR) 
approach. We encounter major challenges in implementing KR approach as many 
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concepts in Biomimicry do not exist in current ontologies, which results in 
incomplete background knowledge. Since constructing ontologies for Biomimicry 
domain is too time-consuming, we decided to use the second approach leveraged 
on Google search engine. An empirical study on Statistics-based approach in 
Biomimicry domain with up to 7000 concepts provides promising results and 
justifies the use of statistical measure, Normalize Retrieval Distance, for the search. 
Most importantly, the search is able to retrieve existing information in a database 
and through a comparison of search results distribution; it also behaves reasonably 
to a query outside its database. 
As an interwoven research of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, this 
work suggests that by combining existing knowledge from different domains, 
designers can come up with creative solutions to a domain-specific problem. 
Conceptual Blending framework is a suitable theory for such exercise, especially 
when we leverage on traditional search engine web knowledge with a statistics-
based approach. Finally, we recognize how complementary approach and 
statistics-based approach can be to solve an artificial intelligence problem. 
Together, they present different angles and levels of theory formulization, which 
provides complete view of such a complex research problem of Concept 
Generation support.  
 
Do Thanh Mai 
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This book is about a concept generation support system in a very early stage of 
creativity.  
Section 1.1 introduces and motivates computational support for concept 
generation. Section 1.2 states research questions and two main approaches in this 
Book, namely Knowledge Representation (KR) approach and statistics-based 
(non-KR) approach. Section 1.3 summarizes the key contributions of our work in 
both theoretical and empirical studies. Finally, section 1.4 presents the book’s 
structure.  
1.1. Brief introduction to Concept Generation Support System 
“Innovation is now recognized as the single most important ingredient in any 
modern economy.” (TheEconomist, 2002) 
Design, innovation and creativity have a strong influence on advancement of our 
industrial society. In addition to promote economy, innovation is also a product of 
pursuit social wellness. As such, expectation of a design goes beyond novelty, 
practicality, cost, user-friendly, energy efficiency, diving into spiritual dimension 
such as sense of social well-beings or humanity. In current design and industrial 
innovation, designers bear a huge pressure of competition in time, cost, and 
quality, so efficiency becomes a main pillar of design process. However, in the next 
generation of design, we wish to free ourselves from “the sole belief in design 
efficiency to reach to a deeper perspective of design and creativity” (Taura & 
Nagai, 2013, p. 69). The support for human concept generation is to cater for that 
quest.  
In a technology era, innovation implies creative engineering and industrial 
design, which has been examined by numerous studies (Cross, Christiaans, & 
Dorst, 1996; Dorst & Cross, 2001; Oxman, 2002; Taura & Nagai, 2013) to identify 
features of designers’ thinking process. Among interesting issues related to design 
process (e.g., rationality, expertise and learning), this research focuses on a very 
early stage of conceptual design. In that stage - an eve of initial ideas formation, 
there is a critical process, an ‘unsystematized and interdisciplinary phenomenon’, 




1.2. Research Questions, Scopes and Approaches of the Book 
The central research question of this book is: 
How can a computer be a support for human concept generation process? 
We focus especially on supporting knowledge awareness and knowledge 
integration in interdisciplinary domains where new knowledge is created from 
existing knowledge. Computers, which possess calculation power and vast 
knowledge background from the World Wide Web, could offer inspiration and 
suggestion at the early stage of design.  
Let us take an example that Janine Benyus has given in one of her TED 
talks in 2005 (Benyus, 2005a): engineers have spent their careers solving scaling 
problem which refers to the built-up of minerals inside pipelines. Current solutions 
include flushing the pipeline with high pressure, high temperature, toxic chemicals, 
and bacterial treatment, but we haven’t had the best way to deal with such 
problem. Benyus suggested us to look into nature whose million years of evolution 
can solve most of human challenges. She suggested us to look at sea shells, 
which contains calcium carbonate crystallized from ions in sea water. It turns out 
that their scaling process is similar to the scaling process inside a pipeline. We all 
know that sea shells do not keep growing. The engineers did not know that 
relation. Janine said: ‘It’s not a lack of information but a lack of integration’ 
(Benyus, 2005a) . If at an early stage of design, a computer can inspire scientists 
related creature in nature that can solve their problems, we will have more nature-
friendly and efficient solution to all human problems. That is the center of this 
study. 
The central research question gave rise to three questions or three main 
contributions in our research 
1. What is a suitable cognitive or artificial intelligence framework to support 
concept generation? 
2. What are real life applications of such support? 
3.  What are methods or approaches to materialize such application?  
Before moving on to answer these questions, let us reiterate vision of our research. 
Our main focus in this work is ‘How can a computer be a support for human 
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concept generation process?’ and not ‘How can a computer be a creative 
creature?’ Our vision is that computers help human to identify knowledge 
association across vast domain knowledge, to generate as many as possible 
blending results and to evaluate those results some extents. Human will interact 
with computers during such activities, evaluate the results and elaborate it. We do 
not intend to understand how human mind carries out its blending operation in this 
work.  
First and foremost, new concepts are generated from existing concepts. 
Although we are aware that concepts could suddenly appear from nothing in the 
human mind, this type of concept generation is not discussed because of our 
limited understanding of the phenomena. Secondly, we limit our discussion to 
‘objects’ which could be physical or non-physical in the real world or human mind. 
Within the scope, this research is to implement a computational support for 
concept generation. The hypothesis is that a computer can generate new ideas to 
accelerate human concept generation process.  
An analogy can be drawn between this support and an electronic calculator. 
Since the development of electronic calculator in the early 1970s, it has freed 
human from time-consuming large scale calculation and fear of inaccuracy to focus 
on analysis. Similarly, our motivation is to facilitate human concept generation 
process, to release us from individual limited knowledge, unnecessary pressure on 
design efficiency and to allow us to better integrate knowledge across domains. 
Our computer-aid concept generation develops inspiration from Fauconnier and 
Turner (2002) works on Conceptual Blending in linguistics and cognition theory. 
They propose that we all think in mental space, a small packet of concepts. 
Conceptual blending, in general, is the combination of those concepts in a 
subconscious process to create brand new concepts.  
This research aims to support concept generation in two aspects: break 
mental fixations by introducing other perspective and enhance communication in 
cross-domain concept generation.  
In a related thesis (Do, 2013), we have explored possibility of such a 
support by conceptual blending framework. We also suggest three potential 
applications of the technology: a search engine which operates on semantic links 
among inputs to suggest search query; a database which produces combinatory 
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knowledge between unrelated fields and a security threat detection system which 
generates random combination of threats based on a wide range of internet 
sources.  
In this thesis, we propose two complementary approaches to the research 
questions. Firstly, we develop in more details the formulization of Conceptual 
Blending to represent different viewpoint and propose a solution to represent 
intangible concepts, to which we refer as theoretical or knowledge representation 
(KR) approach. We then choose to explore an application of Conceptual Blending 
named Multi-area Inspiration Search. Secondly, in addition to the KR approach, we 
also explore a statistic-based approach. The two approaches are complementary: 
they represent different levels of theoretical formulization and tackle different areas 
of implementation challenges.  
In brief, as the goal and motivation of this thesis is to give a different view of 
Conceptual Blending research, we have contributed to current literature the two 
approaches to explore Computer-aid Concept Generation System: theoretical 
approach based on Knowledge Representation and a potential application of the 
framework based on both KR and statistical (non-KR) approaches. We conclude 
that the two approaches, which often deem to be contradictory, are actually 
complimentary in this artificial intelligence research. 
1.3. Historical Background and Contribution 
This book is derived from the fields of cognitive science and artificial intelligence to 
answer the three aforementioned questions (section 1.2): (1) to choose a suitable 
framework for Concept Generation support, (2) to find a real life application of such 
framework and (3) to propose suitable computational approaches. In this section, 
we will present our proposals and examine the historical background on which our 
work is based. 
1.3.1. Concept Generation System based on Conceptual Blending 
Framework: Multi-area Inspiration Search  
Computer-aid Concept Generation System in this work follows the theory of 
Conceptual Blending in which new knowledge are generated from existing 
knowledge. We choose Conceptual Blending because it is not only a ubiquitous 
phenomenon of creativity but also an elaboration of many other related works. In 
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addition, Conceptual Blending has been argued to be a ‘computational tractable’ 
framework (Veale & O'Donoghue, 2000, p. 279).  
First of all, it is common to observe how ‘blending’ or ‘integration’ of existing 
knowledge gives rise to creative angles or even new knowledge. A typical example 
of cross-domain reasoning in linguistics is Metaphor and Analogy, which includes 
metaphorical concepts such as ‘TIME is MONEY’ or ‘YOU’RE MY SUNSHINE’. 
Structure Mapping Engine (SME) and Sapper are typical works involving cross-
domain mapping to direct reasoning, to make a guess in unfamiliar domains or to 
generalize an abstract schema (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989; Gentner, 
1983; F. C. Pereira, 2007, p. 69). Other works such as that of Zawada (2007) 
showed that Conceptual Blending mechanism and networks accounted for both 
semantic and grammatical changes in intercategorial polysemy1 (Zawada, 2007).  
In addition to academic recognition of blending mechanism in linguistics, 
there are numerous examples of intuitive ‘blending’ in various areas such as arts 
(e.g. Japonisme (1872) is the influence of Japanese arts on western culture), and 
engineering innovation (e.g. Biomimicry examines nature’s model to inspire design 
and solve human problems). To sum up, as Pereira said, Conceptual Blending is 
an important model to describe many creativity phenomenon (F. C. Pereira, 2007, 
p. 68): 
“… regardless of how Fauconnier and Turner [fathers of Conceptual 
Blending]  describe its [Conceptual Blending’s] processes and principles, it 
is unquestionable that there is some kind of blending happening in the 
creative mind.” 
We do not focus on using Conceptual Blending to explain phenomenon in 
human mind. Our attention is to use Conceptual Blending as a tool to generate 
new concepts, which supports problem-solving and design process.  
Secondly, Conceptual Blending is elaborated from many researches in 
creativity. Conceptual Integration or Conceptual Blending framework was born in 
the early of 1990s when Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner published the theory in 
some sections of their books (Fauconnier, 1997; Turner, 1996), their jointly 
                                                          
1
 “Traditionally, polysemy refers to a lexical relation where a single linguistic form (…) has different senses that 




authored articles (Fauconnier & Turner, 1998, 2000) and especially in a book 
called ‘The way we think: Conceptual Blending and the Mind’s Hidden 
Complexities’ (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002). However, the idea of combining 
existing knowledge to produce new concepts is not new, especially in linguistics or 
media. The awareness about metaphoric fusion dated back the seventeenth 
century by scholars such as Richards, Buhler, Perelman and Obberchts-Tyteca 
(Broccias, 2004) or with the principle of the collage by Andre Breton and the 
montage theory of Sergei Eisenstein (Forceville, 2004). Grady et al (Grady, 
Oakley, & Coulson, 1997) explored the complementary relation between 
Conceptual Integration and Conceptual Metaphor Theory which was developed by 
Lakoff and Johnson in 1980 (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Therefore, Conceptual 
Blending is not a totally novel work, but an elaboration of many other research on 
creativity, and a widely recognized framework for concept generation.  
 Thirdly, Conceptual Blending quickly gained attention of cognitive linguists 
and influenced other areas because it offered intuitive explanation and reasonable 
mechanism of many creativity processes. However, the main concern is that the 
original work from Fauconnier and Turner lacks of algorithmic description, so 
computational perspective is one of the weaknesses of the original work. On this 
point, Tony Veal and Diarmuid O’Donoghue assured the research community by 
stating that:  
“… the mechanisms of the theory [Conceptual Blending] are shown to be 
sufficiently well articulated to support an algorithmic view […] and 
sufficiently well constrained as to make this algorithmic view computationally 
tractable” (Veale & O'Donoghue, 2000, p. 279). 
 All in all, I choose Conceptual Blending framework to construct Computer-
aid Concept Generation System because the framework provides intuitively 
explanation to ubiquitous phenomenon of creativity, elaborates many other works 
related to creativity and possesses computational implementation potentials. I 
argue and demonstrate that it is possible to formulize Conceptual Blending 
Framework using existing AI theory such as Conceptual Graph.  
 As far as our knowledge, there are only a few formal accounts for formal or 
algorithmic description of the framework (Goguen, 1999; Lee & Barnden, 2001; F. 
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C. Pereira, 2007, p. 55; Veale & O'Donoghue, 2000) and even fewer looks into 
using Conceptual Blending to generate new knowledge (Huang, Huang, Liao, & 
Xu, 2012; F. C. Pereira, 2007; Tan, 2007). Even after 20 years since its birth, 
Conceptual Blending is still in the early stage to be considered a mature field. 
Researchers have not found a suitable approach to bring computation perspective 
efficiently and effectively into Conceptual Blending framework. This work 
contributes to the literature as another attempt to bring the framework into AI as a 
support for concept generation. Especially, I propose Multi-area Inspiration Search, 
a real life application that inspires designs and creativity. The new search applies 
principles of Conceptual Blending to recommend nature discovery from Biomimicry 
to a design problem. 
1.3.2. Knowledge representation (KR) versus non-KR approach 
This book presents two approaches to Conceptual Blending: KR and statistics-
based (non-KR) approach. KR approach prefers to expressive representation such 
as Conceptual Graph, ontologies and their reasoning capability to formulate theory. 
Statistics-based (non-KR) approach prefers to search engine statistics such as 
page counts, Normalized Google Distance to measure relatedness among 
concepts. 
Although the two approaches are significantly different in current artificial 
intelligence theories, they appear to be two complimentary approaches in 
investigating Conceptual Blending Framework in Computer-aid Concept 
Generation System.  They point to different levels of theory to be formulated, 
analyzed and implemented.   
In current AI theories, instead of KR and non-KR approach, we often hear of 
symbolic and non-symbolic approach. Symbolic approach refers to manipulation of 
symbols which represent concepts and conform to specific rules or syntax. Non-
symbolic approach does not contain any strict symbolism but it refers to a network 
of interacting computing units. Non-symbolic approach is categorized in three 
typical alternatives, namely computational neuroscience, neural network and sub-
symbolic systems (Willshaw, Dennett, & Partridge, 1994). The second part in this 
work adopts the idea of sub-symbolic approach where we do not express relation 
among entities by rules or logics but express those relations through weighted 
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connection over a network. However, since we do not follow the framework of 
neural nets or any similar work in non-symbolic approach, we call the second part 
of this book non knowledge representation (non-KR) approach to avoid confusion. 
The two approaches provide us with different angles of investigation of 
Conceptual Blending in Computer-aid Concept Generation System.  
First of all, KR approach provides us explicitly visualization and well-
established reasoning mechanism for formulating and analyzing Conceptual 
Blending framework. However, as we would like to create a flexible system to 
support concept generation, KR approach requires a high level of efforts to handle 
such flexibility artificially. The comment from cognitive science professor Douglas 
R. Hofstadter (1980) is applied directly in this case (D. R. Hofstadter, 1999; Voss, 
1995, p. 6): 
 “The strange flavor of AI work is that people try to put together long sets of 
rules in strict formalisms which tell inflexible machines how to be flexible.” 
(Douglas R. Hofstadter) 
Although we are aware of limited success of KR approach, KR approach has 
played an important role at the conceptual phrase of the research.  
Secondly, non-KR approach provides us with flexibility to cope with broad 
and dynamic knowledge base in concept generation. It enables better adaptation 
through learning mechanism. Although we do not explicitly use neural networks or 
any of its related formalism in this work, we closely follow the principle of non-
symbolic approach in our second phase. Similar to most of non-symbolic approach 
work, the scope of the second phase is modest and its theories are formulated in 
more details. In the second phase, we deep dive into only one of potential 
applications of Computer-aid Concept Generation System called Multi-area 
Inspiration Search. As a result, the non-KR approach provides a better outlook in 
term of practicality.   
Despite of different levels of theory formulation and implementation between 
two approaches, as Willshaw et al (1994) pointed out in their review, non-KR 
approach is not merely an implementation of the symbolic approach in the first 
phase. In the two phases, we ask different questions, which require different levels 
of theory formulation. There are three levels of theory formulation which are widely 
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quoted from Marr: computational level which expresses the nature of computation; 
algorithmic level which describe the procedure to perform the computation and 
implementation level which often leads to hardware development (Marr, 1982). 
Rumelhart & McClelland (1985) referred to computational and implementation level 
as two extremes of many middle algorithmic sub-levels (Rumelhart & McClelland, 
1985).  
The KR approach of this work corresponds to the highest level and can be 
mapped to knowledge level (Newell, 1982), semantic level (Pysyshyn, 1984), 
intentional stances (Dennett, 1971) or computational level (Marr, 1982). The non-
KR approach aims at algorithmic level. The symbolic approach addresses the 
question of translating human understanding of Conceptual Blending into a 
machine language, which follows certain logics, representation rules and 
manipulation of symbols. Non-KR approach addresses the challenge to replicate 
Conceptual Blending behavior based on limited computational and time resource, 
yet to still conform to the Conceptual Blending theory of the first approach.   
All in all, the two approaches in this book correspond to two phases of 
research, two distinguished set of questions and hence, two levels of theory 
formulation and analysis. Both approaches have its advantages and criticism that 
we will explore in the subsequent chapters.  
1.3.3. Summary of Key Contribution and Conclusions 
From the central research question “How can a computer be a support for human 
concept generation process”, this book answers three component questions:  
1. What is the suitable cognitive or artificial intelligence framework to support 
concept generation? 
2. What is the real life application of such support? 
3.  What are the methods or approaches to implement such application?  
First, we propose to use Conceptual Blending framework as a base for Concept 
Generation support. The framework has been widely accepted to be able to 
explain a wide range of creativity phenomenon and computational tractable. Prior 
to this work, there are several studies on Conceptual Blending framework; 
however, few studies have addressed its formalization in order to build a support 
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for concept generation (section 3.2). In this work, we see that Conceptual Blending 
is compatible with existing Knowledge representation theory such as Conceptual 
Graph language and propose to use Conceptual Graph as a representation for 
Conceptual Blending. 
Second, from the theoretical work, this book gives rise to a new type of search 
named Multi-Area Inspiration Search. This is a cross knowledge area search to 
inspire design and creativity. Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry takes in a 
query from a domain knowledge like any normal search engines. The main 
difference is that it can associate knowledge from totally different domain 
knowledge to produce results answering the query. Specifically, in this thesis, 
taking a query, the Multi-area Inspiration Search will associate Biomimicry 
knowledge, a domain in which nature structure and organisms inspire human 
design challenges, to respond to the query. As further as our knowledge, there is 
no search mechanism to integrate knowledge from different areas like Multi-area 
Inspiration Search 
Finally, we identify two possible approaches to materialize the new search 
algorithm: Knowledge representation approach and statistics-based (non-KR) 
approach. The knowledge representation approach in this work refers to the use of 
Conceptual Graph to formulate Conceptual Blending, which has not been explored 
in Conceptual Blending previous works. The statistics-based approach refers to the 
use of Google search engine statistics as a heuristic to evaluate the blend result 
instead of semantic derived from a representation structure. This work is the first to 
apply such heuristic to evaluate Conceptual Blending. We perform empirical study 
on Statistics-based approach in Biomimicry domain. The positive results support 
the use of statistical measure, Normalize Retrieval Distance, for the search. 
1.4. Structure of the Book 
In Chapter 2, the historical background and contribution are discussed by 
highlighting previous works in Concept Generation and Conceptual Blending. We 
then present two approaches, namely KR and statistics-based (non-KR) approach 
and show how our work distinct from others.  
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In Chapter 32, the theory of Conceptual Blending based on Conceptual 
Graph is developed based on a related thesis. We show that Conceptual Graph 
possess expressivity and reasoning mechanism for Conceptual Blending. In 
addition, we attempt to capture multi-viewpoint and other intangible concepts (i.e. 
emotion) in the framework.  
In chapter 4, we approach Conceptual Blending in a practical perspective by 
proposing Multi-area Inspiration Search. We discuss a general framework for Multi-
area Inspiration Search which contains KR and non-KR approach, yet our focus is 
on non-KR approach.  
In Chapter 5, we experiment the proposed solution in Chapter 4 by using 
statistic based approach as the only relatedness heuristic. There are three 
experiments to justify the statistics-based approach against our intuition and 
theoretical work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  
Finally, Chapter 6 presents extensions, limitation and conclusions that we 
can draw from this work.  
  
                                                          
2
 Chapter 3 is called ‘Theoretical approach’ is to make it complementary with Chapter 4 “Practical 
approach”. In another dimension, we can always refer to Chapter 3 as a ‘KR approach’ and chapter 4 as a 
mixed of KR and non-KR approach with more focus on non-KR approach.   
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2. BACKGROUND ON CONCEPT GENERATION AND APPROACHES 
“Concept generation characterizes human beings” 
 – (Taura & Nagai, 2013, p. 16) 
In this chapter, we review previous work on concept generation in Conceptual 
Blending to give readers a general background on the subject. First, in section 2.1, 
we discuss related research on the field concept generation, and existing ideation 
support methods, from which we explain why we focus on Conceptual Blending. 
Second, in section 2.2, we discuss the previous work in Knowledge Representation 
(KR) approach to Conceptual Blending, especially the works based on Conceptual 
Graph. Finally, in section 2.3, we review the previous work in non-KR approach. 
Section 2.4 summarizes the chapter.  
2.1. Research on Concept Generation: An Interdisciplinary View 
This section follows the review of Taura and Nagai (2013) 3 to consider 
three main aspects of cocept generation, namely dissimilarity, association and 
complexity in three specific methods of concept synthesis (property mapping, 
concept blending and concept integration). We would like to give readers a high 
level overview before bringing Conceptual Blending into our focus.  
2.1.1. Definition of Concept Generation and its criteria 
Two main drivers of concept generation are: problem-driven phase (innovation to 
meet a goal or to deliver a solution) and inner sense-driven phase (innovation to 
pursue an ideal). Based on these drivers, the definition of Taura and Nagai 
captures the process, object and context of Concept Generation: 
“Concept Generation is the process of composing a desirable concept 
towards the future.”(Taura & Nagai, 2013, p. 15)    
In the definition above, the process ‘composition’ refers to the use of inner 
sense to pursuit ideals by combining desirable concepts. The object ‘desirable 
concept’ refers to two main objects: to solve a problem (problem-driven) or to 
satisfy human desire for creation. The context ‘Towards the future’ distinguishes 
                                                          
3
 The book ‘Concept Generation and Design Creativity’ of Taura and Nagai is an excellent introductory work to 




two main contexts corresponding to objects: in the problem-driven aspect, ‘future’ 
is up-coming events/issues to address (such as market forecasts); in inner sense-
driven aspect, ‘future’ is desire for creation.  
Based on this definition, there are many criteria of Concept Generation, 
among which novelty and usefulness are the most recognized ones (Sternberg & 
Lubart, 1999). Other criteria by different researchers include ‘values’ (Weisberg, 
1993), novelty and quality (Vargas-Hernandez, Shar, & Smith, 2010),  
unexpectedness (Gero, 2007), diversity of products or speeds of achieving goals 
(Runco & Pritzker, 1999), and marketing results (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2004). We do 
encounter disagreement or various interpretations of these criteria. For example, 
Taura and Nagai argued that by their definition novelty is a ‘by-product’, and it 
should not be a ‘causal factor for creativity’ (Taura & Nagai, 2013, p. 17). They 
emphasize that the pursuit of creativity for the sake of uniqueness never 
‘approaches an ideal’.   
Our work on Concept Generation mainly focuses on a problem-driven 
motivation although inner-sense does play an important role and an ideal may 
become a goal of problem-driven phase. In Concept Generation process for 
personal enrichment or joy, there would be less necessity for a support. However, 
if Concept Generation is to solve a challenging problem in which designers 
encounter difficulty and blockage, a support system is important to give them 
efficiency and confidence in their creative work. 
2.1.2. Ideation support methods 
There are several existing methodological supports for Concept Generation, which 
can be classified as follows: 
a. Visual method: This method assists designers to visualize shape, interface, 
usage scene, etc. for industrial design. The method includes imagery, 
graphical resources (Dagman, Söderberg, & Lindkvist, 2007; Dahl, 
Chattopadhyvay, & Gorn, 1999; Edmonds & Soufi, 1994; Herring, Chang, 
Krantzler, & Bailey, 2009; Lugt, 2002; Nakakoji & Yamamoto, 2001; 
Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2011),  and virtual information (Park, Son, & Lee, 
2008). The visual method is especially helpful at concrete levels of design. 
However, visual support based on randomness may not be helpful at early 
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stage of design when domain knowledge of a solution is yet to formed; it is 
often results in an explosion of possibilities. In this thesis, we propose a 
support system that focuses on the beginning stage of design when relevant 
ideas are gathered across domains to inspire users. In that support, we also 
suggest using visual methods as much as possible.  
b. Linguistic method: This method assists creative thinkers, stimulating their 
thinking process by verb stimuli, word stimuli or lexicon technology (Chiu & 
Shu, 2007; Linsey, Wood, & Markman, 2008; Liu, Bligh, & Chakrabarti, 
2003). The family of linguistic method includes support systems which help 
organizing/ documenting ideas for easy retrieval and which promote and 
centralize conversations on social media platform on idea development. 
Some software (e.g. OneDesk) includes analysis tool to visualize and 
prioritize requirement of concept generation across different metrics. Idea 
Space System (ISS) (Segers, 2004; Segers & de Vries, 2003; Segers, de 
Vries, & Achten, 2005) combines both of visual and linguistic methods. 
Other tools following this approach generate random words or phrases to 
stimulate creativity flow (e.g. IdeaGenerator, Content Idea Generator of 
Quandary). 
Similar to Visual method, linguistic method without a proper support system 
normally results in many irrelevant words or phrases. We would like to 
create a support system that would be more effective than random 
suggestion, but at the same time, still allow ideas to come from many 
different domains.  
c. Brainstorming: This is a popular method to increase efficiency of ideation 
quantitatively (Taura & Nagai, 2013), of which mind-mapping is a well-
known technique (Buzan & Buzan, 2006) . However, though widely applied, 
this method undergoes controversial discussion on its qualitative 
effectiveness (Howard, Dekoninck, & Culley, 2010; Shah, Kulkarni, & 
Vargas-Hernandez, 2000; Vidal, Mulet, & Gómez-Senent, 2004; Yang, 
2009). Moreover, brainstorming is an ideation method for human beings, 
which has not been applied to computational support system at the moment.  
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d. Knowledge-based method: We classify TRIZ and Biomimicry under 
knowledge-based support as they promote systematic innovation based on 
existing knowledge base. Their similarity is a broad database across 
disciplines: A universal principle of invention of TRIZ is extracted from 
thousands of patents; while Biomimicry database is constructed from 
Biology and Nature studies. Knowledge-based method provides problem 
solvers with cross-domain suggestions to a problem in a specific domain. 
Biomimicry, however, does not contain any support mechanism or intelligent 
search to link its knowledge to a problem. It requires experts’ intervention. 
Similarly, TRIZ also requires human experts to generalize or classify 
knowledge into principles. We would like as much as possible to create a 
support system that is based on live data source and that minimizes expert 
maintenance efforts. 
e. Others: In addition to the main methods, there are other support techniques 
such as Psychological mechanism of creative activity – Synectics (Gordon, 
1961), Computational Cognitive model of analogy: Copycat, Jumbo, Numbo 
(D. Hofstadter, 1994; D.R Hofstadter, 1995; D. R. Hofstadter, 2001) and 
other creative thinking technique such as Six Thinking Hats (De Bono, 
2008).  
In brief, there are numerous methods to support ideation ranging from 
visual, linguistics to brainstorming and knowledge-based method. In this thesis, we 
would like to explore interdisciplinary knowledge-based support to ideation at an 
early stage of design. Similar to linguistic method, our proposed support system 
provides stimulation for concept generation at an abstract level. We would like to 
use concepts and knowledge across various domains for creativity stimulation. The 
combination of base concepts across domains is closely related to Concept 
Synthesis that we are going to present in the section 2.1.4. Before that, section 
2.1.3 introduces one of Concept Synthesis frameworks, which is called Conceptual 
Blending.  
2.1.3. Conceptual Blending Framework 
There are several Concept Synthesis frameworks, among which is 
Conceptual Blending. As Conceptual Blending is the focus of attention in our work, 
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we would like to provide readers with brief introduction of the framework before 
moving on to a bigger picture.  
Conceptual Integration or Conceptual Blending framework was born in the 
early 1990s by Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner. The theory describes mental 
operations and theoretical frameworks of human information processing and 
rationalizing. Conceptual Blending operates on mental spaces, small conceptual 
packets which are constructed, modified and destroyed during our thinking and 
conversation. Fauconnier and Turner (2002) suggest that humans unconsciously 
or subconsciously integrate existing mental spaces to generate new ideas in 
everyday life.  
A simple model of Conceptual Blending is shown below.  
 
Figure 2. 1 Simple Integration Network – reproduced from ‘Tactical Plan Generation Software for Maritime Interdiction Using Conceptual Blending Theory’ 
(Tan, 2007) 
There are four mental spaces represented by four circles: two input spaces, 
one blended space and one generic space. Input spaces contain existing 
knowledge which is elements of the blend connecting by cross-mapping solid lines. 
The generic space contains rules and guidelines for selective projection of 
elements from input spaces. The blended space contains emergent structures 
resulting from blending mechanism which include three stages: 
a. Composition: the framework composes elements from its input spaces by 
“selective projection” of elements.  
b. Completion: the framework recruits background knowledge and structure 
into the blended space. The purpose is to complete the blending results with 
conventional pattern.   
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c. Elaboration: this process is often referred as “running the blend” based on 
principles and logics which are often recruited from completion stage. This 
simulation of imaginative mental space can continue indefinitely as 
completion continues to add logics to the blend or new principles arise from 
elaboration stage itself.  
Without interruption, the three stages continue in cycle and resulting 
knowledge in blended space can be projected back into input space for 
subsequent blends, which allows enrichment of existing knowledge after blending.  
There are four types of blending networks. Simplex network contains cross-
mapping between input spaces as frame-to-value connection. Mirror network 
contains all spaces (inputs, generic and blend space) sharing the same organizing 
frame. Single scope network contains at least two input spaces with different 
organizing frames, only one of which is projected in the blended space. Finally, 
double scope network allows different frames from all input spaces to be projected 
in a blended space. Fauconnier and Turner present a wide range of creativity 
examples based on these four blending networks. The examples are explained by 
compressions and vital relations among concepts. Fauconnier and Turner’s work 
on Conceptual Blending is an attractive theory because of its simplicity and 
ubiquity in explaining creative phenomenon. 
Conceptual Blending quickly gained attention of cognitive linguists and soon 
influenced other areas. Huang et al suggested a theoretic framework for metaphor 
understanding based on Conceptual Blending and Conceptual Metaphor Theory by 
using ontology model to represent mental spaces in Conceptual Blending  (Huang 
et al., 2012). Kian Moh Terence Tan used Conceptual Blending to create an 
intelligent defense system in his master thesis (Tan, 2007). Although he managed 
to apply Conceptual Integration in a new domain - defense, the issue of formalizing 
knowledge representation in blending was not addressed. Pereira proposed a 
computational model of Conceptual Integration that was applied to linguistics 
(blending pairs of nouns) and to visual domain (combining 3D graphical models to 
create mythical creatures). These domains of application, however, did not 
highlight the representation of knowledge, but only demonstrated Conceptual 
Blending in a new context of creativity, i.e. ‘blending’ 3D visual to create new game 
creature or combine nouns to create new meanings (F. C. Pereira, 2007). The 
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representations in the above-mentioned works, therefore, were highly context-
dependent and could not be easily generalized to other domains, which has limited 
the development of Conceptual Blending framework.  
All in all, Conceptual Blending Framework of Fauconnier and Turner is 
about integration of existing knowledge represented by input spaces to introduce 
new knowledge stored in blended space. With only four integration networks, the 
researchers managed to present a wide range of examples in daily life, making 
Conceptual Blending a simple yet ubiquitous theory for knowledge-based 
creativity.  
2.1.4. Concept synthesis and specific methods 
The process of combining base concepts is termed concept synthesis, which is 
‘the simplest and most essential process for generating new concepts from existing 
ones’ (Bilda & Demirkan, 2003; Chiu & Shu, 2007; Taura & Nagai, 2013, p. 41). A 
systematized theory of concept synthesis classifies concept generation process 
into three methods: 
Property mapping is the method of first-order concept generation, which is 
based on the similarity-recognition process.  
Conceptual Blending and Concept Integration in thematic relation are 
methods of high-order concept generation, which is based on the dissimilarity-
recognition process. 
The main difference between first and higher-order concept generation is 
whether resulting concepts reside in input domain knowledge, which implies 
different level of innovation. The larger the thought base are at the very early stage 
of design, the more highly creative its outcomes are; and higher-order concept 
generation is all about expansion of the thought space or mental space based on 
design’s inner sense.  
The main difference between Conceptual Blending and Concept Integration 
in thematic relation is the two relations of abstract concepts that they handle: 
taxonomical relation and thematic relation4 respectively (Findler, 1981).  
                                                          
4
 Taxonomical relation refers to the resemblance between two high-order abstract concepts, e.g. 
‘rose’ and ‘daisy’ or ‘car’ and ‘vehicle’. Thematic relation implies a thematic scene or context between those 
concepts, e.g. ‘cow’ and ‘grass’ in the context of ‘cows eat grass’.  
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On one hand, Conceptual Blending proposed by Fauconnier and Turner is a 
concept generation process in which resulting concepts in blended space inherit 
partially properties and frames (features) of its inputs spaces (Boden, 1998). A 
well-known example is the Boxing CEOs blend where rival corporations are 
depicted as competitors in a boxing match. There are two abstract concepts of 
‘commercial competition’ and ‘boxing match’ blended together in the new concept. 
The blend makes use of resemblance of the base concepts (their taxonomy 
relation) to construct blending space.  
On the other hand, conceptual integration in thematic relation goes beyond 
resembling base concepts by their taxonomical relation but requires the 
consideration of situation and roles (thematic relation). Conceptual integration in 
thematic relation is further interpretation of blending results from Conceptual 
Blending based on the thematic relation of base concepts. For instance, we can 
further interpret the blending result of the example ‘Boxing CEOs’ to the new 
concept of ‘rope-a-dope in corporate world’. ‘Rope-a-dope’ is a technique when a 
boxer puts himself in a seem-to-be losing position, waiting for opportunity for a 
counter-attack. This concept can be merged to the CEO boxers to arrive at a new 
concept: a person seeks revenge in patience and silence.  
As readers may feel, the distinction between Conceptual Blending and 
Concept Integration is not clear cut. We could obtain the same results of 
Conceptual Integration by blending different groups of base concepts or perform 
blending in multiple stages. Researchers sometimes use these terms in an 
exchangeable manner. In this thesis, we will not try to distinguish between 
Conceptual Blending and Concept Integration by the depth of interpretation, but 
consider them under a same family of high-order creativity process.  
“… the expansion of the thought space during the very early stage of design 
leads to a highly creative designed outcome”  




Figure 2. 2 Relationship table extracted from “Concept Generation for Design Creativity: A 
Systematized Theory and Methodology” (Taura & Nagai, 2013, p. 38) 
Up to this point, we have discussed the background of Conceptual 
Generation and the position of Conceptual Blending in this paradigm. Next, we are 
going to introduce the two approaches to Conceptual Blending in literature.  
2.2. A Knowledge Representation (KR) approach on Conceptual Blending: 
Conceptual Graph 
A KR approach refers to the utilization of representation tool such as 
ontologies or graphs, making use of their reasoning and visualization capacity. In 
this section, we first give an overview of several KR approaches to Concept 
Generation. We then reviewed main attempts to formulize Conceptual Blending to 
make a computational tractable support system out of it. We also discuss briefly 
the strength and short-falls of each attempt to spell out our contribution in Chapter 
3. Finally, we reviewed quickly the research done on Conceptual Graph to make it 
a candidate to represent Conceptual Blending.  
a. Since 1990s, researchers have considered to create a knowledge-based 
design system to support Concept Generation process (Coyne, Rosenman, 
Radford, Balachandran, & Gero, 1990). Kan and Gero proposed Function-
Behavior-Structure ontology that captures semantic design information to facilitate 
deeper and multi-perspective understanding of design thinking (Kan & Gero, 
2009). Hofstadter (1995) and other members of Indiana University’s Fluid 
Analogies Research Group studied a computer model such Copycat, Jumbo, 
Numbo to depict thinking process (Cole, 1996). Sarkar and all (Sarkar, Dong, & 
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Gero, 2010) propose a singular value decomposition and un-supervising-based 
method to reformulate design problem. As pure symbolic AI failed to explain the 
behavior of their methods, they proposed a set of theoretical postulates and an 
alternative perspective on the interaction of symbols to “reify semantic knowledge 
from design representation’.  
b. The previous work gave us a theoretical and philosophical foundation to 
explore a support system based on Conceptual Blending. In the following 
discussion, we reviewed several attempts to formulize Conceptual Blending based 
on KR approach.  
Gilles Fauconnier (1984) introduced mental space in discourse linguistics and 
analytic philosophy as “structured and modifiable sets of elements and relations 
that are satisfied by the elements” (Brandt, 2005, pp. 1579-1580; Fauconnier, 
1984). 
Researchers have attempted to define mental space from different 
perspectives. From cognitive mechanism point of view, Joseph Grady discussed 
the basic cognitive operations which might perform Conceptual Blending, i.e. 
composition and binding, pattern completion, object recognition and spreading 
activation (Grady, 2000). He pointed out how mental space is actually constructed 
along a discourse. The work, however, did not address the problem of modeling 
mental space in machine language.  
The work of Huang et al. (2012) in metaphor cognitive computation 
represented mental spaces as ontology and used Conceptual Blending framework 
to explain metaphor meaning. While Huang et al. focused on language 
understanding, our research focused on computer-aid innovation. Their research 
heavily depended on ontology while our research paid more attention to the visual 
qualities of knowledge to facilitate concept generation process.  
In computational perspective, Pereira implemented some aspects of blending 
theory, i.e. “cross-space mapping, bisociation, the knowledge base, the reasoning 
engine, the evaluation and elaboration” (F. C. Pereira, 2007, p. 100) in linguistics 
and visual creativity. Pereira’s computational creativity system named Divago 
divided knowledge base into domains. There were different domain knowledge 
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type such as Concept Map, set of Instances, set of Rules, set of Integrity 
Constraints and set of Frames (Francisco C. Pereira & Cardoso, 2006). 
Concept Maps are the representation of concepts as nodes and relations as 
edges. This representation is simple and good enough for fundamental creativity 
such as generating noun-noun combinations or 3D-graphical models. However, it 
is nowhere closed to an expected representation for Conceptual Blending 
framework because of the lack of relation nodes, partially ordered structure and 
multi-perspective point of view. 
First of all, the fact that relations are not captured in nodes but only in edges 
inevitably leads to computational inefficient and redundancy due to relation 
repetition. An edge, encoding a relation, cannot be reused to connect different 
pairs of concepts. In one of his simple concept map which has less than 15 nodes 
(Pereira, 2007, fig. 22, p.107), Pereira (2007) repeated four times a relation part-
whole. Imagine the complexity due to repetition in more complex concept maps.  
Secondly, elements in concept maps are not partially ordered, which makes it 
impossible to control the graph granularity and refinement level computationally. In 
addition, this representation imposes difficulties of maintenance domain 
knowledge.  
Thirdly, concept graph does not cater for multi-perspective on an entity. This 
feature was not in scope of Pereira work. The multi-perspective view, however, 
plays an important role in quality of domain knowledge. We may not know 
something because the concept of that knowledge does not exist in our domain 
knowledge. However, most of the time, we do not come up with something 
because we do not think about it in a particular way. The latter relates to mental 
fixations in creativity and innovation.  
In brief, despite Divago’s success in computational experiments, its 
representation is too simplistic to support human creativity. The main concerns are 
the representation of relations, partial order structure and multi-perspective point of 
view. We attempt to address them by using conceptual graph in our proposed Flexi 
representation. 
c. Our thesis explores Conceptual Graph Theory introduced by John Sowa in 
the late 1980s as a representation for Conceptual Blending. In this thesis, we 
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explore power of Conceptual Graphs as a support for human creativity in addition 
to its common usage as “an intermediate language for translating computer-
oriented formalisms to and from natural languages” (Ellis, 1997). Sowa has 
actually envisioned this usage of Conceptual Graph:  
“Besides using conceptual graphs for interpreting sensory icons, the 
brain can also use them [Conceptual Graph] for generating or imagining new 
icons that were never before seen or heard” (Sowa, 1984).  
However, the path has never been explored fully by researchers in the 
following decades. We imagine when people can interact with computers to 
generate new ideas based on existing knowledge. This research integrates the two 
areas, cognitive science and knowledge-based artificial intelligence, to make such 
vision happens. 
 Many theoretical and practical researches have been done providing 
Conceptual Graph with a solid theoretical foundation and high potential for 
computational implementation. In theory, Chein & Mugnier (2008) have developed 
Conceptual Graph of Sowa into a complete theory of graph-based representation 
(Chein & Mugnier, 2008) upon which we base the chapter 3 of our thesis. In real 
world applications, especially in Semantic Web, Conceptual Graph is one of the 
main candidates, together with Object-oriented (OO) representation formalism, 
Description Logics (DL). Rose Dieng-Kuntz and Olivier Corby emphasized the 
strength of Conceptual Graph “which [in the framework of Semantic Web] has 
enough expressivity for knowledge representation and enough reasoning 
mechanism for real-world application” (Dieng-Kuntz & Corby, 2005, p. 20).  
In brief, researchers have explored several KR approaches to Concept 
Generation. The previous attempts to formulize Conceptual Blending have built a 
foundation in term of cognitive theory, a framework for computational 
representation and philosophy on concept generation. In the previous thesis and in 
chapter 3, we focus on defining representation and blending operation in 
Conceptual-graph based approach. In this thesis, we explore a new approach to 





2.3. A statistics-based (Non-KR) approach on Conceptual Blending 
A review of the book ‘Knowledge-based design systems’, Amit summarized the 
feelings after reading the book in a doubt of symbolic approach: 
“Indeed, at the end of the book [‘Knowledge-based design systems’], the 
authors do what all other AI researchers are doing today – they look briefly 
toward neural networks in a gesture of half hope and half despair. We are 
then left with an unanswered question: Isn’t symbolic AI enough? Say it isn’t 
so!” (Mukerjee, 1991, p. 122) 
As KR approach has shown limited success in the past decades, in the 
second phase of our research, we propose to explore Conceptual Blending in a 
non-KR approach. The KR approach still remains as general guidelines and 
theoretical foundation for the non-KR experiment in the chapter 4 and 5.  
A statistics-based (non-KR) approach in this thesis refers to the use of 
search analytics such as Normalized Retrieval Distance or Normalized Google 
Distance (NGD) without having a representation of knowledge. The term ‘statistical 
approach’ originated from the formulation of NGD based on search distribution 
model and has been used to refer to the method in previous research (Maree & 
Belkhatir, 2010). NGD is statistics developed by Paul Vitanyi and Rudi Cilibrasi of 
the National Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science in Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands (Cilibrasi & Vitanyi, 2007) to estimate semantic distance between any 
two concepts. The number of hits between a pair of concept is an indication of their 
relatedness. This process, as Vitanyi said, “is automatic meaning extraction. It 
could well be the way to make a computer understand things and act semi-
intelligently” (Graham-Rowe, 2005). This method is especially useful if the 
background knowledge ontologies are incomplete (i.e. domain ontologies miss out 
so many concepts that it is impossible to use KR approach). 
Up to our knowledge, there has not been any research using statistical (non 
-KR) approach on Conceptual Blending Framework. A few accounts used 
statistics-based approach in other related domains. Sarkar et al (2010) automated 
a symbolic design reformulation. Their research originally studied symbolic 
approach, but as pure symbolic approach could not give a satisfactory explanation 
to the behavior of their methods, the non-symbolic approach served as an 
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alternative perspective (Sarkar et al., 2010). In merging heterogeneous domain-
specific ontologies, Maree and Belkhatir (2010) used statistical approach, i.e. 
Normalized Google Distance, to measure relatedness between missing 
background information and a merged ontology. The Normalized Retrieval 
Distance function produces a number from 0 to 1, which does not contain the types 
of semantic relation (synonym, hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy or holohymy). 
They proposed an algorithm to derive the relatedness semantics through their 
statistical information (Maree & Belkhatir, 2010). This endeavor inspires us to 
explore statistics based approach with Google Distance in Concept generation 
domain.  
2.4. Summary 
In brief, chapter 2 provided readers with general background knowledge on 
Concept Generation and the two implementation approaches, namely KR and 
statistics-based (Non-KR) approach.  
First, in this work, concept generation is a problem-driven process of 
composing existing knowledge to achieve a useful and novel idea. There are many 
methods to support human concept generation ranging from visualization to 
linguistics, but, their effectiveness as a model to construct computational supports 
has been limited. Conceptual Blending stands out among others as a 
computational tractable framework which represents various creativity scenarios.  
Second, there have been many existing research in KR-based and non-KR 
research to materialize Conceptual Blending framework. Conceptual Graph is a 
major candidate in the former because of its expressivity and reasoning 
mechanism. Statistics-based approach, despite of its current underdevelopment, is 
emerging as a new method to exploit available vast knowledge-based on World 
Wide Web.    
The subsequent chapters will introduce the theory of Conceptual Blending in 
Conceptual Graph. Chapter 3 focuses on KR approach, following by chapter 4 and 





Knowledge is “the organized body of information that serves as a jumping-
off point for creative thinking. It is a prerequisite to creative thinking”(Sternberg, 
2011).  
Domain is an area of knowledge or activity in which somebody is interested 
to generate new ideas5. In other words, a domain is a context of idea generation, 
such as housework, transportation, or painting. 
Entity is an object, a fact, characteristics or phenomenon, which has its own 
identity in domain knowledge, an area of organized information of interest. Entity 
can be abstract or concrete, i.e. entity is not necessary material existence. In our 
research, entity is different from concepts that represent it.  
Idea generation or concept generation is to generate new ideas that have 
not existed before in domain knowledge. In concept integration framework, idea 
generation includes three operations (not necessary in a sequence): composition, 
completion and elaboration. We focus on Composition in this research.  
  
                                                          
5
 This definition is based on the definition of Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary 
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3. A THEORETICAL APPROACH: THEORY OF CONCEPTUAL GRAPH AS 
A REPRESENTATION TO CONCEPTUAL BLENDING 
“One is almost tempted to say that quite apart from its intellectual mission, 
theory is the most practical thing imaginable....” 
—Ludwig Boltzmann (Broda & Gay, 1983, p. 104)  
3.1. Introduction 
Our theoretical approach, a Knowledge Representation (KR) approach, uses 
Conceptual Graph as formal language for Conceptual Blending. Conceptual Graph 
possesses graph-based reasoning mechanism and good quality of expressivity, 
which makes it a good candidate to formalize Conceptual Blending.  
Despite limited success of KR approach in literature, this approach has 
played an indispensable role at the conceptual phrase of the research. KR 
approach contributes to a computational level of theory formulation and analysis 
where the nature of computation is examined.  
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 summarizes the proposed 
representation for Conceptual Blending. In this section, we construct a Conceptual 
Graph-based model from basic semantic elements (concepts, relations and their 
connection) to support structure (vocabulary and graphs), and finally arrive at a 
final representation for mental spaces. Section 3.3 proposes elementary 
operations to make the representation model dynamic. Section 3.4 presents a KR 
approach to represent viewpoints and use viewpoints to define intangible concepts 
such as feelings, emotions. The two sections 3.3 and 3.4 are built upon Sowa’s 
Conceptual Graph theory in the Chein & Mugnier’s work. Section 3.5 discusses 
characteristics of the representation and validates it against the ideas from 








3.2. Representation for Conceptual Blending  
Motivation and Existing work 
There are many studies on Conceptual Blending framework; however, few 
studies have addressed its formalization in order to build a support for concept 
generation. By integrating Conceptual Graph in Conceptual Blending, we explore 
power of conceptual graphs as a support for human creativity in addition to its 
common usage as “an intermediate language for translating computer-oriented 
formalisms to and from natural languages” (Ellis, 1997). Sowa has actually 
envisioned this usage of Conceptual Graph:  
“Besides using conceptual graphs for interpreting sensory icons, the 
brain can also use them [Conceptual Graph] for generating or imagining new 
icons that were never before seen or heard” (Sowa, 1984).  
However, the path has never been explored fully by researchers in the 
following decades. We imagine when people can interact with computers to 
generate new ideas based on existing knowledge. This chapter integrates the two 
areas to make such vision happens. 
Gilles Fauconnier (1984) was the first to introduce mental space in discourse 
linguistics and analytic philosophy. At that time, it was defined (in French) as a set 
model whose “structured and modifiable sets of elements and relations that are 
satisfied by the elements” (Brandt, 2005, pp. 1579-1580; Fauconnier, 1984). 
Researchers have attempted to clarify definition of mental space from 
different perspectives. From cognitive mechanism point of view, Joseph Grady 
discussed the basic cognitive operations which might perform Conceptual 
Blending, i.e. composition and binding, pattern completion, object recognition and 
spreading activation (Grady, 2000). He pointed out how mental space is actually 
constructed along a discourse. The work, however, did not address the problem of 
modeling mental space in machine language.  
The work of Huang et al. in metaphor cognitive computation represented 
mental spaces as ontology and used Conceptual Blending framework to explain 
metaphor meaning. While Huang et al. focused on language understanding, our 
research focused on computer-aid innovation. Their research heavily depended on 
ontology while our research paid more attention to the visual qualities of 
knowledge to facilitate concept generation process.  
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In computational perspective, Pereira implemented some aspects of blending 
theory, i.e. “cross-space mapping, bisociation, the knowledge base, the reasoning 
engine, the evaluation and elaboration” (F. C. Pereira, 2007, p. 100) in linguistics 
and visual creativity. Pereira’s computational creativity system named Divago 
divided knowledge base into domains. There were different domain knowledge 
type such as Concept Map, set of Instances, set of Rules, set of Integrity 
Constraints and set of Frames (Francisco C. Pereira & Cardoso, 2006). 
Concept Maps are the representation of concepts as nodes and relations as 
edges. This representation is simple and good enough for fundamental creativity 
such as generating noun-noun combinations or 3D-graphical models. However, it 
is nowhere closed to an expected representation for Conceptual Blending 
framework because of the lack of relation nodes, partially ordered structure and 
multi-perspective point of view. 
First of all, the fact that relations are not captured in nodes but only in edges 
inevitably leads to computational inefficient and redundancy due to relation 
repetition. An edge, encoding a relation, cannot be reused to connect different 
pairs of concepts. In one of his simple concept map (Figure 22, page 107), Pereira 
(2007) repeated four times a relation part-whole. Imagine the complexity due to 
repetition in more complex concept maps.  
Secondly, elements in concept maps are not partially ordered, which makes it 
impossible to control the graph granularity and refinement level computationally. In 
addition, this representation imposes difficulties of maintenance domain 
knowledge.  
Thirdly, concept graph does not cater for multi-perspective on an entity. This 
issue has not been in the scope of Pereira work. The multi-perspective view, 
however, plays an important role in quality of domain knowledge. We may not 
know something because the concept of that knowledge does not exist in our 
domain knowledge. However, most of the time, we do not come up with something 
because we do not think about it in a particular way. The latter relates to issue of 
mental fixations in creativity and innovation.  
In brief, despite Divago’s success in computational experiments, its 
representation is too simplistic to support human creativity. The main issues are 
the representation of relations, partial order structure and multi-perspective point of 
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view. All of these issues are addressed by the use of conceptual graph in Flexi 
representation. 
3.2.1. General Theory Framework 
 
Figure 3. 1 Structure of representation in Knowledge-Representation approach 
In the KR approach, we need to find a symbolic representation for semantic 
knowledge before performing blending. The Flexi-representation is the proposed 
CG-based model to capture the knowledge. Flexi- representation then composes 
of two structures: Vocabulary (ontology or domain knowledge) and Simple Graphs 
(facts, stories) built from the Vocabulary.  
By common definition, vocabulary, the fundamental of languages or any 
kinds of human representation of knowledge, is all words or phrases that a person 
knows and uses. Analogically, Vocabulary in machine representation is all ‘words’ 
that a computer ‘knows’ and ‘uses’. Vocabulary contains information (in form of 
words, such as concepts or relations) ordered into hierarchy or lattice called 
ontologies. In daily life, people use vocabulary to communicate, to argue, to tell 
stories, to express ideas, etc. Similarly, in machine language and Conceptual 
Graph approach, we represent these stories, facts, ideas by Simple Graphs which 
comprise of ordered information from Vocabulary.  
The basic components of Vocabulary (and hence of Simple Graphs) are 
concepts, relations and connection among them. The next three sub-sections in 
the section 3.2 correspond to the 3 levels of construction: Elements, Structures 















This section details the most elementary component in Firgure 3.1, Elements. 
They are the fundamental building block of structures and mental space 
representation.   
Entity is an object, a fact, characteristics or phenomenon, which has its own 
identity in domain knowledge, an area of organized information of interest. Entity 
can be abstract or concrete.  
Definition 1: Concept   t is a representation of an entity  . We denote:   
   ( )    
Definition 1.1: Concept node – Concept type 
Concept type is a label of concept in a graph-based representation. 
Concept node is a node in a graph-base representation of concept. 
Concept node is denoted by   or a rectangular  in a conceptual graph.  
Definition 1.2: Primitive Concept type 
Primitive concept type set     is an ordered set (   ) with a greatest 
element,  , the universal type.       means concept type      subsumes    or 
   is a generalisation of    or    is a specialization of   . Two primitive concept 
types are called incomparable if there is no subsumption relation between them. 
Definition 1.3: Conjunctive Concept type 
Given a non-empty set of incomparable or comparable concept types C 
={          }    , a conjunctive concept type associated with C is denoted 
⋂   
 
  is a concept type such that: 
There is an entity   in the domain knowledge D that is represented by ⋂   
 
  
  (   )     ⋂  
 
 
             (  ) 
A set of concept types C which forms a conjunctive type is called 
Non-redundant if and only if       C: ⋂      
 
    
Complete if and only if   d  C: ⋂      
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Conjunctive type set is an ordered set (       )  where       denotes the 
set of conjunctive type over the set of primitive type T. 
Given two conjunctive types c = ⋂   
 
  and b = ⋂   
 
  
c   b if :   bj  b, 1  j   m,  ci   c, 1  i   n : ci  bj 
Special case: ⋂        , i.e. any concept type is a conjunctive type of itself. 
The definition says: merging concept types    in a subset of incomparable 
concept type set results in a concept type   called conjunctive type if we can find 
the concept type   in the domain knowledge .  
Conjunctive type can arise from different primitive concept type sets. For 
instance, ‘tablet mini’ and ‘car mini’ are conjunctive types from the three primitive 
concepts of different concept type sets.  
 
Figure 3. 2 Example of Conjunctive from different primitive concept type sets 
Conjunctive type can also arise from a primitive concept type set.   
 
Figure 3. 3 Example of Conjunctive type from a primitive concept type set 
Definition 1.4: Banned Concept type 
Given a non-empty set of concept types C ={          }    , a banned 
concept type associated with C is denoted as ⋀   
 
  and a node .  
Small size Tablet Car 
Tablet mini Car mini 
Person 
Male Female Adult Child 
Spec: Age Spec: Sex 
Boy Girl Woman Man 
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We say that ⋀   
 
  is banned in the domain knowledge D. Banned concepts 
are to restrict certain combination or blending in domain. For example: C = {male, 
female}, and the combination of ‘male’ and ‘female’ is banned in certain domain 
knowledge D.  
Banned concepts are important in blending because it provides a systematic 
way to prevent unauthorized or non-sense blend: Given a banned concept type  
  ⋀   
 
  , a conjunctive concept type  
 is banned with respect to   if    contains 
at least one descendant of  , denoted             ( ). In other words, we denote 
B and B’ as a set of concept types which compose b and b’.             ( )   
                  .  
For example, if system bans the combination of ‘male’ and ‘female’, other 
child concepts such as ‘boy’ and ‘girl’, ‘woman’ and ‘man’ are also banned 
concepts. 
Definition 2.1: Relation node – Relation type 
Relation represents relationships among entities. Relation node is denoted by   or 
a circle  in a graph. In general, relation nodes only connect concept nodes.  
For example:  
Arity 
a. Valence or degree of a relation node  ( ) is the number of edges going in 
or out a relation node (to a concept node) in conceptual graph. Arity of a 
relation type      ( ) is the number of arguments (or concepts in our 
context) that a relation type can take. Hence      ( ) of a type is always 
equal to  ( ) degree of a node. 
 ( )    then the relation is called i-ary relation. 
b. Signature of a relation is a list of concepts that a relation take as arguments.  
c. Incomparable relation: Two relations are called incomparable relations if 
their arities are different. 
                     (  )     (  ) 




Similar to concept type, we also define conjunctive relation type, banned 
relation type before defining relation hierarchy.  
Definition 2.2: Primitive Relation type    set is an ordered set (   ) with a 
greatest element,   , the universal type of valence  .  
Here is an example of relation type set. 
 
Figure 3. 4 A relation type set of arity 2. 
We can also define a specialization node to describe the aspect of 
specialization in relation node. This will be a special case when a relation node 
connecting two relation nodes. However, in case of no ambiguity, we can simply 
connect the two relation nodes by an edge of subsumption.   
Definition 2.3: Conjunctive Relation type. Given a non-empty set of comparable 
relation types R ={          }    , a conjunctive relation type associated with C 
is denoted ⋂   
 
  is a relation type such that: 
There is a relation type   in the domain knowledge D that is equivalent to ⋂   
 
  
       ⋂  
 
 
    
Special case: ⋂        , i.e. any relation type is a conjunctive type of itself. 
Definition 2.4: Banned Relation type 
Given a set of banned relation type,           , we say that R2 is banned with 
respect to R1, denoted as             (  ) if and only if: 





Figure 3. 5 Example of Banned relation type in a relation hierarchy 
As R1 = (parentOf, siblingOf) is banned, the set R2 = (fatherOf, brotherOf) is also 
banned. 
Up to now, we have defined two basic components of knowledge, namely 
concepts and relations. The next section follows theory of Conceptual Graph to 
construct two support structures based on these components. The two support 
structures for conceptual blending are vocabulary and graphs which correspond to 
the two main relations among abstract elements: taxonomical and thematic 
relation. Vocabulary captures taxonomical relation (ontology) among elements. 
Conceptual Graph (basic graph and simple graph) captures thematic relation 
(scenes, facts, stories) of elements in input spaces.    
3.2.3. Structures 
Definition 3. Vocabulary 
A conjunctive vocabulary ( )  is a couple   (     ) where    is a concept 
type lattice.    is a relation type lattice.       are disjoint sets.  
Definition 3.1. Concept Hierarchy  
A concept type hierarchy    is a triple ( 
       ) where    is the set of 
primitive concept type containing the universal type ;    is the set of conjunctive 
concept type and    is the set of banned concept type.   and    must have no 





Definition 3.2. Relation Hierarchy 
A relation type hierarchy    is a triple ( 
       ) where    is the set of 
primitive type with a universal type  ;    is the set of conjunctive type and    is 
the set of banned type.   and    must have no common elements         
Definition 4. Graph 
Definition: Co-reference link 
Given a concept node c and n structures S1, S2... Sn. If there exists c1, c2... cn 
such that ci   Si (i.e. Si contains ci) and         (i.e. c, c1, c2... cn coincide), then c1, 
c2... cn and c are linked by co-reference link. We denote all co-reference links of 
concept   as      ( ). 
Definition: Synonym link 
Given a concept node c1 and c2, if       (i.e. c1 and c2 are synonym), then 
c1 and c2 are linked by synonym link. Notation:      (     ). 
Definition: Multi-perspective link 
Given a concept node c1 and c2 and entity  ,         ( ) and         ( ), 
we denote        and link them by multi-perspective link.. Notation:       (     ). 
Definition 4.1. Basic Graph 
Basic conceptual graph (BG) over a vocabulary is a 3-tuple 𝐵𝐺= <𝒞, ℛ, ℰ> 
where <𝒞, ℛ, ℰ> is a finite, undirected (will become directed in graph similarity part) 
and bipartite multi graph. 𝒞 is the set of concept nodes. ℛ is the set of relation 
nodes. ℰ = 𝒞 x ℛ  is a family of edges. (Adapted from Chein & Mugnier (2008)).  
Definition 4.2 Simple Graph 
Extended Simple conceptual graph (ESG) over a vocabulary is a 4-tuple 
tuple 𝑆𝐺= <𝒞, ℛ, ℰ, L> where < 𝒞,ℛ,ℰ> is a basic conceptual graph and L = <ℛ x ℛ 
, 𝒞 x 𝒞 >  is the set of co-reference link, synonym link and multi-perspective link.   
3.2.4. Flexi-representation of mental space 
Definition 5. Flexi representation 
Input space is mental space that is activated in working memory (Zawada, 
2007). It contains two main structures of knowledge namely vocabulary and simple 
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graphs. Vocabulary represents ontology of concepts and relations extracted from 
domain knowledge in ad hoc basis along a discourse or an action. Extended 
Simple Graph represents facts, stories, chain of thoughts which are constructed 
upon a vocabulary (Figure 2.1).  
Definition of Input space by Flexi representation:  
Input space is a 5-tuple    𝒞 ℛ   ℰ    where 𝒞 ℛ are sets of all 
concept type and relation types respectively. 𝒞 is partitioned into set of concept 
hierarchies             .     is a concept hierarchy   in     Similarly, ℛ is also 
partitioned into sets of relation hierarchies in  .        ℛ  𝒞   𝒞     is sets of 
directed edges between concept types and between relation types in their 
hierarchy. An edge is in   if and only if it connects two relations or two concept 
nodes in a relation hierarchy or a concept hierarchy respectively. The direction of 
an edge represents the direction of subsumption relation between two types. 
 ℰ       ℛ    and        ℛ  𝒞   𝒞   are edges in ESG structure. ℰ is the set 
of edges connecting a relation node and a concept node.   is the set of co-
reference, synonym and multi-perspective links. 
Input space will be constructed ad hoc from domain knowledge without any 
condition of completeness. As long as a discourse or an action continues, input 
space will be modified. The 5-tuple    𝒞 ℛ   ℰ    refers to an instance of 
input space at a moment of thoughts.  
Next, we will use Flexi representation language to define all four Conceptual 
Blending networks.  
Definition 5.1 Simplex network 
In a Simplex Network’s blended space, we see projection of relevant parts 
the second input space as roles and elements from the first input space as values 
of these roles. 
Given input spaces     𝒞  ℛ     ℰ      and     𝒞  ℛ     ℰ     . 
A simplex integration is substitution of    in   , which results in a 5-tuple blended 
space:  
      ℛ     ℰ      
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Example: (Sally, Peter) is projected to the frame (daughter, father) when 
Peter is father of Sally. ‘Peter’ substitutes ‘father’ and ‘Sally’ substitutes ‘daughter’ 
in the blended space. 
Definition 5.2 Single-scope network 
A Single-Scope network contains input spaces with different organizing 
frames and the blend frame-topology is provided by only one of the input space 
and not the other. 
Given input spaces     𝒞  ℛ     ℰ      and     
𝒞  ℛ     ℰ     . A single scope integration is substitution of    in   , which 
results in a 5-tuple blended space:  
      ℛ       ℰ        
ℛ       ℰ       are extensions of ℛ     ℰ     due to clash of structure 
between the two input spaces.  
Definition 5.3 Mirror network 
A mirror network has common frame that is shared by all spaces (input 
spaces, blending space, and generic space).  
Given two input spaces     𝒞      ℰ    and     𝒞      ℰ   . 
Mirror network integration is the comparison of    and    in their common frame, 
which results in a 5-tuple blended space:  
                 ℰ    
For example: “By this point, Roosevelt was far ahead of Clinton” contains 
Roosevelt and Clinton’s presidencies as input spaces. The two spaces have 
similar frames and brought together in the same timeline for comparison.  
Definition 5.4. Double-scope network 
A Double-scope network requires essential frame and identity from both 
input space, which may be different fundamentally in both content and topology.  
Given input spaces     𝒞  ℛ     ℰ      and     
𝒞  ℛ     ℰ     . Double scope integration is a 5-tuple blended space:  
      ℛ      
 
    ℰ            
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Where ℛ      
 
    ℰ           are the compositions of the frames of both input 
space. 
3.3. Elementary Operations of Conceptual Blending 
In this section, we propose a set of elementary operations in Conceptual Graph 
that can perform blending.  
3.3.1. Previous Implementations of blending and blending operations 
Gilles Fauconnier (1984) was the first to introduce mental space in discourse 
linguistics and analytic philosophy. There are three basic cognitive procedures, 
namely composition, completion and elaboration 
From cognitive mechanism point of view, Joseph Grady elaborates and map 
the three procedures afore-mentioned into the basic cognitive operations, i.e. 
composition and binding, pattern completion, object recognition and spreading 
activation (Grady, 2000). He pointed out how mental space is actually constructed 
along a discourse. As further as we know, no research has identified a general set 
of computational operations for Conceptual Blending Framework. The reason is 
that current major practical research is in domain of linguistics, e.g. metaphor 
understanding (Huang et al., 2012; Francisco C. Pereira & Cardoso, 2006) or 3D 
modeling (F. C. Pereira, 2007) which contains domain-dependent operations. Our 
elementary operations are based on Conceptual Graph and Conceptual Blending 
text (Chein & Mugnier, 2008; Fauconnier & Turner, 2002; Grady, 2000). In 
Conceptual Graph theory, operations are grouped into three clusters namely 
equivalence, generalization and specialization operations to transform Simple 
Graphs (Chein & Mugnier, 2008). However, since the origin of conceptual graph is 
not for conceptual blending, its operations are not designed to perform blending. 
We need a new set of operations for blending.  
In this section, we combine the work of Joseph Grady in cognitive science 
and Chein & Mugnier in Conceptual Graph to propose a list of blending operations. 
We identify six elementary operations: copy, disjoint sum, split and merge L-nodes, 






3.3.2. List of blending operations 
The list of blending elementary operations is adapted from graph operations of 
Conceptual Graph theory (Chein & Mugnier, 2008) and cognitive operations 
proposed by Joseph Grady (Grady, 2000).  
Copy6. Copy creates a disjoint copy of an  𝑆𝐺 or vocabulary from activating 
memory to input space and blended space.  
Disjoint sum7. Given    𝒞 ℛ   ℰ    and      𝒞  ℛ     ℰ     ,  disjoint 
sum                       ℰ  ℰ        connects different structures 
into an input space. The operation includes: merge primitive types into conjunctive 
types; compress mental space by merging co-reference and synonym type and 
create L link if necessary. 
Split and Merge Co-reference node. Splitting or merging a concept node (relation 
node) into co-referent/synonym concept nodes (co-referent/synonym relation 
nodes) gives input space flexibility and modularity in representing entity. Let   be a 
concept node of  𝑆𝐺 that have co-reference node    and   . There are two cases 
split/merge synonym and perspectives.  
a. Synonym: Since      and    are synonyms, their context and content 
representation are similar. As such, they belong to the same ESG.  We merge 
synonym to reduce sizes of simple graphs while maintaining their expressiveness. 
Splitting synonym is a reverse operation of merging.  
Example: ‘poisonous’ and ‘toxic’ are synonym. If the two concepts appear in a 
simple graph, we can merge them to reduce the size of the graph.  
 
Figure 3. 6 Split and Merge Synonym 
b. Perspective: When      and    are not synonym but they are different 
perspectives on an entity, splitting and merging become more complicated. 
                                                          
6
 This operation is extended from Copy on Simple Graph (SG) in Chein & Mugnier (Chein & Mugnier, 
2008).  
7
 This operation is extended from Disjoint Sum on SG in Chein & Mugnier (Chein & Mugnier, 2008) 
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Splitting requires us to know the corresponding frames of each perspective. 
Merging requires us to resolve potential conflicting of different perspectives. If the 
conflicts cannot be solved, the merge is not possible. In that case, instead of a 
simple merging operation, the resulting ESG is copied to an input space as a raw 
material of a blending operation.  
We consider the fundamental case when there is no conflict, i.e. the two 
structures can be added together. Let ESG1 and ESG2 are partition of ESG that 
belongs to two perspectives     and   . ESG1 and ESG2 share some common 
structure since     and    represent the same entity. Split 
(   𝑆𝐺           𝑆𝐺    𝑆𝐺 ) means creating two concepts         and attach them to 
  𝑆𝐺    𝑆𝐺  respectively. We then add multi-perspectives link between         and 
 . The entity C once represented by concept node   is now represented by        . 
 
Figure 3. 7 Split and Merge Perspectives 
For example: ‘a stuffed bear’, ‘a pillow’ and ‘a bear friend’ are concepts represent 
the same entity, a stuffed toy bear of a girl, in three perspectives: the girl’s parents, 
her dog and herself respectively. To her parents, the toy bear, ‘a stuffed bear’, is 
just one among her toys. To her, the toy bear, ‘a bear friend’, is a type of imaginary 
friends. To her dog, it is nothing more than a ‘pillow’. These concepts have 
different frames but they all prefer to one entity, the stuffed toy bear. If we ask the 
girl, her parents and her dog to show us their corresponding “the stuffed bear’, ‘the 
pillow’ and ‘bear friend’, they will point to the same entity. The three concepts are 
co-reference and they are not interlinked. We can always split them to obtain 
individual point of view or merge them to obtain group viewpoint. As we see, 
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conflict in this case is possible. The kid may think that her friend is alive and talk to 
the stuffed bear like human, which is obviously childish to her parents.  
Split and Merge a conjunctive node. Split a conjunctive node results in a set of 
primitive types and deletion of conjunctive type. Merge primitive types result in the 
formation of new conjunctive type. Merging co-referent nodes only reduces the 
number of nodes but does not create new conjunctive type.   
 
Figure 3. 8 Split and Merge Conjunctive nodes 
For example: ‘Woman’ is a conjunctive type of ‘female’ and ‘adult’. The split and 
merge of conjunctive produces new concepts which are not identical to the 
concept(s) prior to the operations. We apply such operations when we would like to 
look at a particular angle of simple graph by playing around with the composition of 
concepts and hence simple graphs.  
Note: Although the figure 3.7 and 3.8 look quite similar, they are totally different. 
What looks similar is the ‘topology’ of the graphs, content, context and usage of the 
two cases (perspectives and conjunctives) are related. 
Simplify and Extend8. These operations allow input space to be defined and 
modified as the requirement of concept integration. Vertical simplification or 
extension allows us to choose if we want to delve into certain level of details of an 
entity, i.e. depth of a vocabulary hierarchy. Horizontal simplification or extension 
allows us not to consider or consider certain aspect of an entity depending on 
                                                          
8
 This set of operations was not in Chein & Mugnier’s book. We developed the idea from the research 
of multi-level influence diagrams (Wu & Poh, 2000). 
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context in simple graphs. It is important to note that vertical axis is only applicable 
for Vocabulary (hierarchy) while horizontal axis is applicable for Simple Graphs.   
a. Vertical axis – simplification and extension:  
Vertical simplification or extension allows us to choose if we want to delve 
into certain level of details of an entity, i.e. depth of a vocabulary hierarchy. There 
are two directions in this axis: upstream and downstream. 
1. Upstream simplification or extension allows us to consider or not the 
predecessor of a node. This operation is usually used in conjunctive type node 
if we want to decompose them or not. We have mentioned previously an 
example: ‘boy’ is a conjunctive type of ‘male’ and ‘child’. Sometimes, we don’t 
need to decompose ‘boy’ into ‘male’ and ‘child’ in the input space. We can 
choose to extend or simplify the concepts to make the input space as simple 
and informative as we wish. 
 
Figure 3. 9 Upstream Simplification and Extension 
2. Downstream simplification or extension allows us to consider or not the 
successor of a node. 
 
 





b. Horizontal axis – simplification and extension: 
Horizontal simplification or extension allows us not to consider or consider 
certain aspect of an entity depending on context. This operation saves 
computational time and resources. For example: when first developing an idea of a 
product, we may not include its end of life, i.e. how the product is recycled or 
destroyed, in our input space. However, as the product design taking place, it may 
be necessary to extend the input space to include such aspect.  
 
Figure 3. 11 Horizontal Simplification and Extension 
Inhibition and Spreading Activation. Inhibition and Spreading Activation are 
cognitive conditions to make the above-mentioned operations more efficient. In 
cognitive science, especially in language, inhibition and spreading activation refer 
to the mechanism by which activation of one neural leads to activation or 
inactivation of another. This mechanism is translated in graph-based approach as 
degree of association (strong or weak) among nodes. Association information is 
stored in domain knowledge to automatize parts of the above-mentioned 
operations. For example, ‘pink’ and ‘girl’ are strongly associated by spreading 
activation. When copying the concept ‘girl’ from domain knowledge to input space, 
there will be a high probability to copy ‘pink’ as well if extraction algorithms include 
this operation. 
3.3.3. Why blending mechanism is not presented in this research 
While current theories on Conceptual Blending analyses existing blends and 
efficient construction of novel blends, we focus on using the framework to support 
an early stage of creativity. We search for possible input spaces of the blend to 
facilitate the blending mechanism inside human brain. As such, in this research, 
deriving a computational blending mechanism is not as critical as analyzing and 
representing input spaces. 
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The literature remarks three key procedures in blending mechanism for any 
blending task: selection of input spaces, selective projection of input spaces into 
the blend and stopping criteria for blending elaboration. According to Li et al 
(2012), these procedures ensure the efficiency of blending results and avoid “a 
combinatorial explosion of possible blends” (Li, Zook, Davis, & Riedl, 2012). While 
these procedures are essential to construct an end-stage computational model of 
creativity, they are not critical to support the very early stage of creativity. At the 
end-stage of creativity, we expect a convergent mechanism to arrive at a final 
creative product; therefore an explosion of blends may not be desirable. However, 
in this research, we do not intend to create a computer that can select and blend 
base concepts to arrive at a final product. Instead, we propose a support to 
suggest possible input spaces and leave the blending mechanism to complex 
human brain. As a result, implementing the blending mechanism in a computer is 
not relevant for us.  
3.4. Viewpoint representation 
In this section, we would like to introduce a feature called viewpoint into 
Conceptual Blending. Viewpoint is a way to create new knowledge from existing 
knowledge. 
3.4.1. Literature Review on viewpoint 
Viewpoint is an important concept in object-oriented representation. In software 
design process, viewpoints are specified by a partial knowledge about a domain 
and particular representation scheme (Finkelstein, Kramer, Nuseibeh, 
L.Finkelstein, & Goedicke, 1992) 
The “Introduction of Viewpoints in Conceptual Graph Formalism” is among 
the first papers to integrate multi perspectives in conceptual graph (Ribière & 
Dieng, 1997). Ribière and Dieng identified two main interpretations of the notion: 
(1) spatial interpretation considers observer’s position as a source of different 
perception of an object or viewpoints; (2) knowledge domain interpretation states 
experts’ different “translation of knowledge” into their areas of competence, “know-
how” or social context as their viewpoints. The first definition focuses on different 
perceptions on an object while the second refers to different usage (translation) of 
the same object based on social context. The two interpretations are actually 
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closely related as observers’ position is usually defined by their domain 
competence in a context of a problem. The second interpretation is depicted in 
systems such as KRL, LOOPS, SHOOD, ROME and TROPES. They chose 
TROPES and ROME as their base of viewpoints notion in conceptual graph. 
In TROPES model, each viewpoint of a concept is represented by a layer or 
a class. The common concepts in all of the classes are linked by bridges. 
TROPSES facilitated access to information and complex system manipulation.  
ROME identified an object by a main class which linked to multiple viewpoint class, 
i.e. there is one simple link between an object (instantiation) and its basic class 
(identity), and multiple links between the basic class and viewpoint classes.  
To explicitly represent viewpoint in conceptual graph, Dieng and Ribière 
proposed a viewpoint relation between two concept types C and C’ where C is a 
“basic concept type” and C’ is a “viewpoint oriented” concept type. The structure 
resulted by this representation forms a viewpoint base which is independent of 
vocabulary (a support which contains concept lattice and relation set).  
1. What is viewpoint or multi-perspectives in Conceptual Blending? 
Definition of Viewpoint. Viewpoint is partial knowledge, i.e. perception, a fact, a 
story of an entity (object), etc. with respect to an observer’s position or social 
context. In our graph-based Flexi representation terms, viewpoint is a particular 
way to group concepts and relations to express one’s position and context.  
2. How to classify viewpoints and how to represent them in Flexi 
representation? 
Flexi representation captures viewpoints in three aspects: 
1) Viewpoint on concept nodes by Viewpoint subtype 
2) Viewpoint on relation nodes by Viewpoint Vector 
3) Viewpoint-Oriented definition of emotion by Viewpoint Matrix 
3.4.2. Viewpoint subtype on concept or relation type 
In the Support component (Concept and Relation lattice), a subtype viewpoint on 
nodes is a way to group them under families called viewpoint-oriented families. 
Members of a viewpoint-oriented family are consistent and complete to define the 
viewpoint. Ribièrer and Dieng introduces viewpoint relation node to capture the 
thematic of each viewpoint on concept nodes (Ribière & Dieng, 1997). To 
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generalize the viewpoint concept to relation nodes, we propose a special node 
dedicated to represent viewpoints of subtype. It is called subtype viewpoint node. 
Since this node is not a relation node, it does not violate the Conceptual Graph’s 
rule that relation node cannot be directly connected. 
Example on ‘A stuffed bear’ view point: Let us reconsider the example given 
in section 3.2.2 on perspectives of a stuffed bear. There are three perspectives on 
the same entity, each of which links to several concepts: 
‘a stuffed bear’ links to ‘toy, insensible, cute, childish, furry’ 
‘a bear friend’ links ‘emotional, lovely, soft’ 
‘a pillow’ links ‘hug to sleep, soft, furry’ 
 There are three subtype viewpoint nodes which correspond to the three above 
perspectives. Instead of using three different concept nodes ‘stuffed bear’, ‘bear 
friend’ and ‘pillow’, we should use these subtype viewpoint nodes which are parked 
under the same concept ‘bear toy’. Such representation allows better integration 
and representation of perspectives on Simple Graphs. It also facilitates graph 
operation by treating the subtype viewpoint node as a normal concept node to 
simplify, extend, copy or disjoint sum.  
3.4.3. Viewpoint vector on concept nodes’ relationship 
In Knowledge base of CG component, a viewpoint vector is assigned to a 
relation type with respect to its neighboring concept types (its signature). The 
vector is to assess how well the relation type relates its signature in a particular 
viewpoint. 
For example: The below syntax captures the statement ‘Baking soda can be 
used to brush teeth’ and ‘tooth paste can be used to brush teeth’ 
(1) [BAKING SODA]  (IS_USED)  [TEETH BRUSHING] 
(2) [TOOTH PASTE]  (IS_USED)  [TEETH BRUSHING] 
In a teeth whitener viewpoint, the relation node IS_USED in (1) and (2) 
receives the same score denoted as w > 0. It is because baking soda removes 
plaque deposits from teeth. However, in an overall teeth protection viewpoint, 
IS_USED in (1) receives c- < 0 point whereas IS_USED in (2) receives c+ > 0 point. 
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It is because frequent use of baking soda may irreversibly damage teeth’s enamel 
while baking soda does not kill bacteria, leading to teeth sensitivity and cavities 
over time. In total, the vector (w,c) of IS_USED is (w, c-) and (w, c+) in (1) and (2) 
respectively.  
Table 3. 1 Two Atomic Viewpoint Vector for the relation node IS_USED in two different 
conceptual graphs 
 
While we can always represent the statement (1) and (2) in a more complex 
and expressive conceptual graph, atomic viewpoint vector allows us to both 
compact our representation and give a quantifiable measurement on the 
integration level of a conceptual graph. The assessment of integration level is 
useful for conceptual blending algorithm.  
In addition, as the atomic viewpoint vector is able to capture users’ 
evaluation of a relationship under different criteria. Our new structure can be used 
in decision analysis task involving weighted criteria operation.  
3.4.4. Viewpoint matrix to define emotion on Conceptual Blending network 
In the Support component, an Emotional viewpoint matrix is assigned to a 
concept type to define levels of emotion associated with a particular concept or 
relation. We do not create an emotion markup language to capture emotion; 
instead we consider emotion both as a type and a viewpoint of concept types or 
relation types. In other words, Flexi representation defines intangible emotion 
from concrete concepts and relations.  
There is two ways to capture emotional matrix. The first way is to assign 
emotion vectors of each concept or relation node. These emotional vectors will 
then form an emotional matrix for the concept or relation node. The second way is 
that for each emotion, we evaluate an association between emotion and concept or 
relation node. Regardless of the two choices to capture information, there are 
undeniable efforts to evaluate and enter information into the system. One way to 
automatically capture such information is counting word occurrences from various 
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documents which contain emotion tags. In a large enough document set, the 
neural concept node or relation node would occur equally in different documents 
whereas special emotional node will more likely to appear in certain documents.     
For example: ‘sun’ is a concept that can be associated with ‘happy’, 
‘hopeful’, ‘angry’, ‘irritating, etc. The ‘Sun’ is associated with happiness and 
hopefulness as it is the important support of life on earth. However, for certain 
women who prefer a fairer skin or people who enjoy cool weather, the sun’s heat 
may be associated with irritation or anger. 
Table 3. 2 An Emotional Viewpoint Matrix of concept type [SUN].  
There are three emotion traits associated with [SUN] namely happy, angry and irritating. Basic 
viewpoint scores ‘happy’ as the only positive score for [SUN]. We denote as h+. Another [viewpoint1] 
also associates [SUN] with [angry] and [irritating] with a positive score of a+ and i+ respectively.  
 
Whenever a concept is linked to an emotion type, we need to provide the 
system with the emotion matrix. It can be extracted from statistics of large data set 
or human inputs. A mechanism of such extraction is out of scope of this thesis, but 
it is a promising research domain to encode ‘emotion’ to a computer. By Emotion 
Matrix, emotion can be defined by concrete concept types and relation types with 
respect to certain viewpoints. 
Table 3. 3 Definition of Emotion 'Happy' based on Emotion Matrix.
 
In a particular context, [Happy] is related to concepts such as [sun], [ice-cream], 
[love], [tears], [smile]. [Sun] and [smile] are both rated as positive score in basic 
and viewpoint 1. [ice-cream] has no relation with [happy] in general, but positive 
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relation in [viewpoint1] – probably as a comfort food. [Tears] and [Love] are ranked 
opposite in the basic view and [viewpoint1]. This representation surfaces one of 
fundamental difficulties in representing emotion in computational language: 
definition of emotion has many viewpoints and level, which are based extensively 
on context, personality and experience.  
3.5. Theoretical work and Characteristics of mental spaces as benchmark 
for KR approach 
The above sections have introduced the theoretical approach to formalize 
Conceptual Blending in Conceptual Graph language. It is time to examine if the 
proposed formulization satisfies the requirement of bending in the classic work. 
Based on previous work of Fauconnier and Turner, we identify four characteristics 
of mental space: flexibility, structuring, modifiability and variation in perspectives 
(Fauconnier & Turner, 2002). Our proposed representation satisfies all of these 
characteristics. 
3.5.1. Flexibility 
A representation of mental space should be easy for manipulation and 
visualization, especially in a complex knowledge domain. In our graph-based 
proposal, the feature Graph control allows a representation to be flexible, intuitive 
and modular. As a result, its visual quality is not severely deteriorated by 
increasing complexity of a network.  Graph control in KR approach allows direct 
access to manipulate structured databases. 
1) Vertical control (or Refinement control) 
We should be able to control how detailed information that we would like to 
consider. The way that we construct our vocabulary (section 3.4) composing of 
hierarchies serves as marking points for us to stop at certain stage of refinement 
and keep our input space as simple and informative as needed. In term of 
operation, the vertical simplification and extension operation allow us to manipulate 
various level of refinement.  
Definition A path between two concept nodes is called a hierarchical path 
if it contains no relation nodes other than ‘Specification’ relation nodes, denoted as 
‘Spec’. Level of refinement of a concept node   to a concept node    is the 
number of ‘Specification’ relation nodes in their hierarchical path.  
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The setting of refinement control is twofold: by level of refinement and by 
types of ‘Specification’ relation node. Users or computers can access both of these 
controls. In other words, the default setting is n-level of refinement; a support 
system only extracts concept nodes that are maximum n levels away from a 
chosen concept node in all hierarchical paths. Users can choose to not include or 
include certain type of ‘Specification’ relation node.  
For example: In a blending scenario to create new outer design of a car, a 
designer may want to deactivate ‘Spec: energy source’. However, to explore 
different model of car engine, an engineer may want to deactivate ‘Spec: color’. 
Their settings inform a support system to ignore all concept nodes under the 
specified ‘Spec’ relation node (i.e. ‘Spec: energy source’ and ‘Spec: color’) in doing 
blending and presenting the mental space. The control results in both reduction of 
computational complexity and increase user experience.   
2) Horizontal control  
In the same logic, we should be able control what information of a concept 
node to consider. In term of structure, the way we construct vocabulary and ESG 
allows us to choose certain areas of information and ignore the rest. In term of 
operation, the horizontal simplification and extension operation allow such 
manipulation. 
We restrict the definition of horizontal control by single level of refinement of a 
concept node. In other word, we only consider a single ‘layer’9 of information at a 
time. Horizontal control means choosing to include or to not include certain 
concept nodes in the same level of refinement, which results in the addition or 
reduction of Extended Simple Graphs that attached to them. For example: In a new 
outer design of a car, the designer in the above example decides to use only bright 
color to produce a festive theme. Given ‘Dark color’ and ‘Bright color’ as two 
concept nodes under ‘Color’, he may choose not to include ‘Dark’ concept node10.  
 
 
                                                          
9
  The notion ‘layer’ in Conceptual Graph theory refers to ‘Layer Conceptual Graph’ (Croitoru, 2006), 
which is reviewed in the subsequent section. To avoid confusion and respect works of other researchers, we 
do not re-use the term ‘layer’ to describe horizontal control. This description simply provides an intuitive 
visualization.  
10
 The implication is more profound than deletion of one concept node. The support system needs to 
decide which part of its surrounding structure to keep and which to delete with the node. A support system also 




3.5.2. Structured representation of knowledge 
Structured database and support system enables computationally (semi-) 
automatic construction of mental space. Ordered background knowledge allows 
the computer to generalize, find specialization or derive simple relation among 
concepts simply by following the hierarchical paths in ontologies and linkages 
database. This feature is satisfied by the partial order of representation elements in 
our model (concept and relation hierarchies) and their links in Extended Simple 
Graphs. 
As can be seen from section 3.2, our proposed representation enables all 
possible semantic relation among concepts and relations. There are three main 
families of relations: hierarchical relation (synonym, generalization, specialization 
or hypernym - hyponymy), CG-based relation (co-reference, multi-perspectives) 
and normal relation represented in relation hierarchies. The foremost allows 
generalization (resp. specialization) of a mental space by substituting it elements 
with corresponding elements in upper (resp. lower) level of a hierarchy. The 
second allows computers to assign new identify to a concept based on user 
context. The last one includes all other relation among concepts, which form 
relation hierarchies in vocabulary. The combination of three ontologies and CG-
based link systematically encode all semantic relation between any concepts, 
which created a dense and ordered semantic structure of our representation. 
3.5.3. Dynamical modifiability 
Dynamical modifiability assures that a system can follow the dynamics of 
concept formulation in mental spaces in time horizon. Graph-based representation, 
in this case, offers a unique user interface to materialize such dynamics manually 
and systematically. 
“Mental spaces […] are constructed as we think and talk. […] They 
(mental space) are interconnected, and can be modified as thought and 
discourse unfold” (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002, p. 40). 
Modify means construct/destruct and integrate/disintegrate. 
1) Construction – Destruction: While destruction simply deletes current mental 
space at the end of live, construction copies structures in domain knowledge in the 
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mental space and disjoint sum them up. The disjoint sum allows great flexibility of 
mental space as we impose no constraint of ontology in its results.  
For example: reading a health article, a user is constructing a mental space. 
He is interested in two groups: exercise people and non-exercise ones. Such 
ontology does not exist in his domain knowledge before. However, ontology of 
exercise/non exercise individual exists. Our representation allows copying 
individuals who exercise and individuals who do not into the input spaces. Disjoint 
sum operation will merge certain nodes of together. There are two entities: 
‘exercise’ and ‘not exercise’. The nodes such as ‘never go jogging’, ‘hate 
exercising’, and ‘prefer sleeping’ are considered as ‘not exercise’. The individuals 
associated with these nodes are then connected in an ESG. This is how our 
representation allows the construction of mental space based on domain 
knowledge. As we see, the vocabulary is a material to construct ESG, but it does 
not impose any rigidity on the mental space. 
2) Integration - Disintegration  
Integration/disintegration enables an existing mental space react to an event 
or stimulation from environment. While integration is an innate characteristics of 
Conceptual Blending, Carl Bache (2005) considered disintegration as an 
“indispensable counterpart to blending” (Bache, 2005, p. 1). Elementary operations 
playing a key role in this case are splitting/merging and simplification/extension.  
3.5.4. Variation by perspectives  
Finally, perspectives or viewpoints are one of the important ways to create 
new understanding from existing knowledge; as a result, the feature variation by 
perspectives, viewing of a concept under different aspects, is valuable in mental 
space object-oriented representation. We have initiated the work on viewpoints as 
an enhancement for the original Conceptual Blending framework. 
In this work, viewpoints and perspectives exist in all levels of structure. In 
element level, the viewpoint subtype viewpoint allows the choice to view a concept 
in a certain direction and ignore the rest. For example, from concept ‘human’ which 
contains all subtypes ‘man, woman, adult, child’, we can choose to ignore gender 
viewpoint and focus on maturity and age viewpoint. We have also presented 




Despite its simplicity, this feature is potentially one of the most important 
supports for human creativity. Human mind are prone to unconscious prejudice 
and fixed perception due to our background education, environment and culture. 
Although prejudice, stereotype or any pre-perception make our thinking process 
convenient, they are the source of limiting ‘out-of-box’ thinking. Unlike human 
beings who may have difficulty in segmenting our own brain, focus versus ignore 
certain viewpoints; a computer can manipulate viewpoints as any other on-off 
switchable information. Implementing viewpoints in a computer, we can observe 
how a creative result alters as we switch on and off a viewpoint. For example, all 
debates about gender in workplace and accusation of managers’ bias decision 
could be revealed by switch-off or switch-on certain gender viewpoint influence in 
that decision. For instance, imagine a decision to allocate parking lot for special 
needs in a company, lacking a viewpoint of gender make people recognize only 
two types of parking disable or non-disable parking lots. Adding gender viewpoints 
may allow us to think of a pregnant parking lot for these women who have difficulty 
in finding their own.  
 Although we did not manage to implement such feature in our current work, it 
potentially changes how computers could support and suggest new ideas for 
human beings.  
All in all, there are four main characteristics of mental spaces that any 
representation should be able to support, namely flexibility, structuring, modifiability 
and variation in perspectives. In a brief discussion, we have explained each of 
these characteristics, their role in Concept Generation and how our representation 
potentially enables them. The work is still in its early state as theoretical and 
philosophical arguments, but we manage to put together a comprehensive 
formularization of blending in Conceptual Graph language. This work builds a 
theoretical foundation and representation for computationally implementation of the 
Conceptual Blending.   
3.6. Summary 
“We are evidently unique among species in our symbolic ability, and we 
are certainly unique in our modest ability to control the conditions of our 
existence by using these symbols.” 
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- Heinz Pagels, in The Dreams of Reason (Minsky, 2006, p. 129) 
The chapter has presented the KR approach: formalization of Conceptual 
Blending framework by Conceptual Graph. We propose Flexi representation of 
mental space based on the basis of extended CG-based theory. This formalization 
is a computational model for conceptual generation process. By the construction of 
Flexi representation and a set of elementary operations, we proved that 
Conceptual Graphs can be used as a Conceptual Blending representation. In 
addition, we have proposed viewpoints as an enrichment feature to original 
Conceptual Blending framework.  
We also recognize two innate weaknesses of KR approach. Firstly, we need 
experts’ efforts to construct ontology manually. This requires a huge amount of 
time and efforts to obtain background knowledge coverage as complete as current 
World Wide Web database. Presently, there are too many concepts missing from 
existing ontologies which cause problem in using KR approach for searching 
application. The manual construction may be replaced by the automatic extraction 
of information from text, but it is still challenging to maintain our ontological 
knowledge base up to rate of information in the current web. Secondly, 
visualization of concepts in mental spaces does not imply visualization of results 
for end users. As the nature of search, people may only glance through search 
results and investigate a few of them. Representing search results in CG-based 
format, therefore, is usually not user friendly enough. These innate weaknesses 
need addressing if we choose to continue KR approach for Concept Generation 
support.  
 The following chapter 4 and 5 will bring to readers to a practical application 
of concept generation. The goal to actualize such application strongly impacts our 
method of approach Conceptual Blending. A theoretical approach is not sufficient 
to move forwards. In addition to the KR approach in chapter 3, we venture in a new 
method called statistics-based (non-KR) approach.   
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4. A PRACTICAL APPROACH: MULTI-AREA INSPIRATION SEARCH 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter focuses on an application of Conceptual Blending for concept 
generation called Multi-area Inspiration Search. We tackle the problem of search in 
various areas of knowledge by both KR and statistics-based (non-KR) approach.  
Section 4.2 presents the challenge and motivation of Multi-area Inspiration 
Search. Multi-area Inspiration Search is an application of Conceptual Blending to 
generate and to inspire new ideas based on existing expert knowledge from 
various domains. In daily life language, if one looks for inspiration in new domains 
of knowledge, existing search engines will not work. Given a query, existing search 
engines’ goal is to return results which are in the same area of knowledge of the 
query. Multi-area Inspiration Search can produce inspiration to the query in a 
totally different areas of knowledge. In other words, while existing search engines 
surface the existing knowledge connection, Multi-area Inspiration Search can 
detect and even create knowledge connection that might not exist before.  
Section 4.3 shows how the goal of Multi-area Inspiration Search is different 
from current search techniques. The literature reviews cover popular search 
techniques that based on keyword matching, domain linking, meta-search to 
semantic search and other multi-disciplinary search.  
Section 4.5 and 4.6 present system architecture and describe procedure of 
the search. Section 4.7 describes the Multi-area Inspiration Search methods which 
based on both KR and statistics-based approach. The non-KR approach allows the 
search: 
- to cope with the dynamic, ever-changing content of the Web,  
- to handle incomplete background information of a database based on vast 
knowledge body of World Wide Web, 
- to perform knowledge integration with lower computational cost than KR 
approach does by leverage on other search engines 
All in all, Multi-area Inspiration Search is a new search for awareness and 
inspiration. Together with KR approach, the non-KR approach gives us complete 
investigation of Conceptual Blending in Computer-aid Concept Generation System.  
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4.2. Challenge and Motivation 
 Real world problems are rarely confined within one discipline, and even if they are, 
reaching for other disciplines for inspiration has proved to be an effective approach 
for innovation.  
Let us consider an example by Janine Benyus11, a biologist and innovation 
consultant in Biomimicry, at her TEC talk in 2005. The example is a typical problem 
of multi-disciplinary problem solving: engineers encounter problem of scaling, a 
build-up of minerals inside the pipes, so they need to flush them with toxin or dig 
the pipes up for replacing (Benyus, 2005b).  
 
Figure 4. 1 Boiler Scale on water side (LoGrasso, 2011) 
 The scaling problem resembles life cycle of shell in sea water. Shells go 
through the very similar process of scaling yet they manage to stop and do not 
keep growing. Organisms in nature have solved the problems that engineers 
spend their careers finding a solution.  
To generalize Janine Benyus message, if there is a problem, it is very likely 
that information to solve that problem has already existed. We do not know it due 
                                                          
11
 Janine Benyus was one of the eight recipients of the 17th annual Heinz Awards, which honor the 
contributions of individuals whose “remarkable mix of vision, creativity and passion has produced significant 
achievements benefitting the environment. Benyus is a scientist who has made an indelible mark on the world 
of design engineering (O'Connor, 2011)  
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to lack of information or lack of integration. The lack of integration is what we would 
like to tackle by Multi-area Inspiration Search: We wish to enter a query regarding 
a problem in a domain and receive suggestions and inspiration from various 
domains. Multi-area Inspiration Search connect knowledge in different disciplines 
to solve a real world problem. This research contributes a tool that not only 
facilitates interdisciplinary approach but also changes how information is 
associated among disciplines.  
First, we encounter many theories of a specific domain which is applied 
successfully for other domains, but a fundamental problem remains unsolved: How 
to bring knowledge across domains when needs arise, especially when there 
is not pre-existing connection among domains? Our research would like to 
solve this challenge by applying Conceptual Blending framework in a search to 
create/detect connection, which has not been existed among specialized 
disciplines. We propose a method to detect the potential connection across 
disciplines based on general knowledge available on the World Wide Web.   
Second, there exist research areas explicitly studying multi-disciplinary 
solution (e.g. TRIZ and Biomimicry), but as far as our knowledge, there is no 
simple and common method to connect any given disciplines. For instance, 
TRIZ, the Russian acronym for the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving, was 
created in 1946. By analyzing thousands of patents (1940-1980), the innovation 
patterns are extracted to prove a hypothesis of universal principles of invention. In 
other words, there are basic principles across different domains that can be 
identified and codified to support the process of invention. However, it requires 
high level of efforts to maintain TRIZ database with latest patents, and to extend 
TRIZ to other domains. The extension and maintenance process is still far from 
automation.  
Another example is Biomimicry, which examines nature’s model to inspire 
design and solves human problems. Typical examples from Biomimicry is the 
washable paint inspired from lotus leave surface called Lotusan® or bullet train 
inspired from kingfisher’s beak shape. However, similar to TRIZ, research in 
Biomimicry requires experts to connect knowledge across domains. 
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These research areas make an effort to explicitly relate different domains, 
but it is unrealistic and impossible to wait for a creation of a new discipline every 
time we wish to combine any two or more existing disciplines. Therefore, our main 
contribution is a simple search tool that operates in any database - proposing 
solution from those databases by detecting semantic relation between them 
computationally with minimum expert intervention. 
Third, and most importantly, while promoting interdisciplinary exchange, our 
proposed method ensures the complementary between interdisciplinarity and 
specialization. Despite clear needs of interdisciplinarity over excessive 
specialization in problem-solving, specialization is indispensable for without leading 
experts, there would be no knowledge base for interdisciplinarity. This dilemma 
forces disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity to be complementary. On the same page, 
the Multi-area Inspiration Search engine has no intention to replace existing search 
engines operating on mono-disciplinarity. In fact, performance of our search engine 
heavily depends on quality of information and accuracy of specialized search 
engine in each domain.  
In brief, our main contribution in this chapter is a Multi-area Inspiration 
Search to connect knowledge across disciplines to direct and inspire problem 
solving process.  
4.3. Use Case Definition of Multi-area Inspiration Search 
Input: users enter a query q to look for inspiration or solution from different areas 
of knowledge. Users may or may not have a preference on degree of novelty and 
practicality.  
Output: system finds inspiration from various areas of knowledge (i.e. different 
disciplines or domains), and classifies results under three groups based on their 
novelty and practicality:  
(1) Existing solutions 
(2) Inspiration sources  
(3) Others 
The system also ranks results within each group based on users’ reference. 
For example: give a query ‘scaling problem in sea water pipe’, existing search 
engines only return definitions, treatment types or vendor websites. A Multi-area 
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Inspiration Search, however, can provide not only existing solutions to scaling but 
other related concepts in nature, in chemistry, etc. to inspire new ideas (e.g. a 
scaling phenomenon in nature: how seashell forms in sea water and then stops 
growing.).  
4.4. Previous work in search engines 
A straightforward approach for Multi-area Inspiration Search is to use tags to link 
across disciplines. However, tagging is a manual, ad hoc activity which is not 
reliable. Vagueness and ambiguity of key words often lead to unrelated tags. 
Another approach is to leverage on current search techniques where it is well-
known to rank search results based on popularity (link analysis) or thematic 
similarity level (keyword matching). None of these techniques can be easily applied 
in cross-discipline search.  In this section, we will show why current search ranking 
factors (both non-semantic and semantic search) are not suitable ones for Multi-
area Inspiration Search.  
4.4.1. Conventional Search Engines  
This section is to analyze current ranking factors on common search engines and 
assess their usefulness in Multi-area Inspiration Search. Common or conventional 
search engines refer to existing search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, MSN, 
etc. in which users enter a query to look for more information on the web.   
The main difference between Multi-area Inspiration Search and conventional 
search engine lies in the problems that they address: 
Since its birth, common search engines have been used to look for more 
information which is ‘relevant’ to input keywords. As relevancy is defined by 
proximity between inputs and search results in a search domain, a search engine 
explores only similar domains of a specified input. For example: entering the 
keyword ‘fast train without noise’ in Google Search return videos on rail noise 




Figure 4. 2 An example of Google search on query ‘fast train without noise’ 
Multi-area Inspiration Search, however, studies relevant data in different 
domains and acts as a source of cross-domain inspiration. The relevancy is 
defined by proximity of search results and specified input in some aspects. Multi-
area Inspiration Search is a branch of Semantic Search accounting for context-
dependency and cross-domain searching. For example: If we search for the same 
keyword as above in Biomimicry domain to find an inspiration for noise problem, 
we expect a return of kingfisher bird or a swordfish.  
Although conventional search engine and Multi-area Inspiration Search both 
search for information relevant to a specified input, inputs of the conventional ones 
often imply domains of search results. Multi-area Inspiration Search should be able 
to look for results from different domains.  
In brief, it is the focus of relevancy by similarity or matching of information in 
existing search engines that make them irrelevant for Multi-area Inspiration 
Search. Goal of normal search engines is to find information that matches a given 
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query in more details. In Multi-area Inspiration Search, the goal is to find new, 
creative ideas across domain that may not be explicitly matched to the given 
query. Although common search engines do not solve Multi-area Inspiration 
Search problem, they may contain interesting search factors to perform cross-
domain search. The next few paragraphs examine conventional search factors to 
find solution for Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
Conventional search engine has evolved quickly with sophisticated and 
intelligent algorithms. Nowadays, search engine ranking accounts for content 
quality (uniqueness and resourcefulness), user perceived value, page-level social 
signal, inbound link, etc. Exact keyword matching is no longer among the top 10 
ranking factors (MOZ, 2011). Relevancy is improved as major search engines start 
to include semantic search which takes into account the search context and user 
intent (John, 2012). All of these above-mentioned search techniques are to ensure 
the relevancy of search results to specified information. We extract the search 
factors based on the biennial report of MOZ’s Search Engine Ranking Survey. The 
latest report was in 2011 which compiled opinions of marketers into a ranking 






Figure 4. 3 Percentage of Search Ranking Factors - Reproduced from Ranking Factors Data 
2011 (MOZ, 2011) 
In the above figure, we see three main groups of search ranking factors: 
1. Link-based Factors 
2. Social Media-Based Factors 
3. Keyword-based Factors 
First, keyword is definitely not a useful factor in Multi-area Inspiration 
Search because different disciplines share few common keywords. Even if they do 
share certain common concept or knowledge, those concepts may be referred as 
different words in a different ontology. Semantic search resolves this problem in 
several ways, among which is replacing a query by semantically most approximate 
terminologies so that the search returns approximate results (Ma & Jin, 2006).  
Second, link-based or social media-based factors require pre-existence of 
connection between source/query and different sources. Link-based is a logical 
approach since density of linkage is an indication of relatedness between two 
sources (Langville & Meyer, 2004). HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) and PageRank (Brin, 
Page, Motwani, & Winograd, 1998) are two notable works which use linking 





















However, link-based approach does not work for Multi-area Inspiration 
Search. A main reason is the lack of pre-established connection across multi-
disciplinary knowledge, especially if two disciplines are new to each other. It takes 
expert efforts and time to solicit social awareness that in turn create those links. 
Multi-area Inspiration Search mission is also to reduce expert efforts in this 
solicitation. A search could suggest cross-disciplinary inspiration by auto-
establishing a potential connection among concepts. Another reason is the 
irrelevance of Social media information in research. One does not expect to 
explain his comprehensive findings in Biology in his Facebook or Twitter. As such, 
link-based or social media-based factors in existing search are irrelevant and 
inapplicable in Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
In brief, none of current search ranking factors caters for the need of Multi-
area Inspiration Search. We next look for Semantic Search to see if there is an 
available solution.  
4.4.2. Semantic Search and Semantic Web 
“The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which 
information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and 
people to work in cooperation.(Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001)”. 
Semantic means ‘of or related to meaning’, and there are two technologies 
related to the term, namely Semantic Search and Semantic Web. A common 
feature of any semantic technologies is their account for context and underlying 
meaning of data while traditional methods only consider keyword meaning. Yet, 
Semantic Web and Semantic Search are different. The latter takes a single type of 
data in a single domain while the former can query across different types of related 
information. As a result, Semantic Web technologies can contain all Semantic 
Search capabilities (Gonzalez, 2012). Semantic Web containing documents written 
in RDF or OWL is a parallel web universe to the HTML web universe. In Semantic 
Web, data is linked to facilitate sharing and processing automatically or manually 
(Berners-Lee & Miller, 2002). 
Since the vision of Semantic Web delivered by Tim Berners-Lee in 1998 
(Berners-Lee, 1998), researchers have been extensively using ontology for explicit 
semantic annotation. As a result, semantic web has been closely related to 
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ontologies as its most important and popular annotation tools (Esmaili, 
Abolhassani, Neshati, & Hariri, 2006). In that approach, Conceptual Graph has 
been identified as one of major candidates for semantic search engines’ reasoning 
mechanism (Dieng-Kuntz & Corby, 2005).  
Major semantic search projects are categorized by Esmaili and his 
colleagues including two broad schemes: Ontology Search Engines and Semantic 
Search Engines (Esmaili & Abolhassani, 2006).  
Ontology Search Engines require documents to be in Semantic Web 
specific languages based on RDF such as RDFS, OIL, DAML+OIL and OWL 
(Arroyo, Stollberg, & Fensel). This scheme comprises of two approaches Ontology 
Meta Search Engines and Crawler Based Ontology Search Engines. The former 
extracts metadata from Semantic Web Documents using file names or labels (e.g. 
OntoSearch (Zhang, Vasconcelos, & Sleeman, 2004). However, meta-search 
engines are not as useful in ontologies as they are in traditional web since it is 
impossible to collect all ontologies using file type command. The later uses a 
specific crawler to find, index and extract metadata from Semantic Web documents 
(e.g. Swoogle (Ding et al., 2004), Ontokhoj (Patel, Supekar, Lee, & Park, 2003)).   
Semantic Search Engines hope to improve performance of current web 
search engines using Semantic Web standards and languages (Esmaili et al., 
2006). They are classified into three main groups: Context based Semantic Search 
Engines, Supplementary Search engines and Semantic Association Discovery 
Search Engines. As the names suggest, the first group matches RDF graphs to 
obtain better quality of results and their results heavily depend on properties of 
ontologies and special context (e.g. CORESE (Dieng-Kuntz & Corby, 2005), SHOE 
(Heflin & Hendler, 2000), DOSE (Bonino, Corno, & Farinetti, 2003), SERSE (Tama, 
Blacoe, Smith, & Wooldridge, 2004), OntoWeb (Spyns et al., 2002), QuizRDF 
(Davies & Weeks, 2004)). The second group enhances ordinary search engines by 
auto-retrieving information on a topic by using external metadata (e.g. Semantic 
Search, ABC (Guha, McCool, & Miller, 2003)). The third group refers to logic and 
proof in a higher layer of Semantic Web Stack. The search engines are able to 
detect semantic relations between inputs for results ranking based on semantic 




In addition to search engines, other related works in semantic web and 
semantic search include: SAMOVAR was the first application of CORESE to enrich 
ontology based from textual sources or a structured database semi-automatically. 
Distributed system, CoMMA, addressed the creation of semantic annotations 
manually through an editor. It also provided a method of distribution annotation in a 
memory, information retrieval and evaluation corporate memory by scenario-
guided and user-centered evaluation. There were also several projects to support 
different discipline: MEAT project for DNA-micro-array experiments support, Life 
Line project for collaborative reasoning in healthcare, KmP project for skills 
cartography support (Dieng-Kuntz & Corby, 2005).  
In spite of advancement in semantic web, its search engine does not solve 
the problem that Multi-area Inspiration Search addresses. 
First, the goal of current semantic search is similar to that of other existing 
search engines: sources are in same area of knowledge as query. Multi-area 
Inspiration Search does not look for matching information to the query but for an 
inspiration (which may be totally novel and hence has a far semantic distance) for 
the query. In other word, we look for sources in different areas of knowledge of 
query (i.e. searching for an inspiration for surface treatment, the results could 
include sharkskin, lotus leave or forest layer). Cross domain association is out-of-
scope of aforementioned Semantic Association Discovery Search Engines.  
Another a challenge to ontology-based approach is how to efficiently 
manage and update multiple ontological resources, especially when social 
knowledge involves, creating changes in semantic distance among existing 
concepts. On one hand, domain ontologies should be detailed enough into some 
specialized areas of knowledge. On the other hand, it is time-consuming for human 
experts to create large number of high quality ontologies, especially when expert 
involvement is required (Esmaili et al., 2006). Researchers have proposed various 
methods to work with multiple ontologies (Ma & Jin, 2006; Maree & Belkhatir, 
2010). Ma and Jin (2006) proposed to semantically approximate queries to 
improve query interoperability. Maree and Belkhatir (2010) merged heterogeneous 
domain-specific ontologies by a semantic and statistical framework. Other 
researchers constructed new ontologies which are extensible with higher coverage 
such as YAGO, an ontology extracted from Wikipedia and unified with WordNet 
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(Fabian M. Suchanek, Gjergji Kasneci, & Gerhard Weikum, 2007). There still exists 
limitation of constructing domain ontologies as a manual process.  
All in all, there have been many works on Semantic Web search engines or 
applying semantic techniques to improve ordinary search. Ontology-based 
approach is widely adopted, but manual creation and managing ontologies 
challenge scalable implementation. Current work focuses on searching for 
information in a single area of knowledge while we focus on inspiring design ideas 
across areas of knowledge. Despite the different goal of our research and current 
semantic web research, achievement in semantic web provides us with resources 
and inspiration for Multi-area Inspiration Search. 
4.4.3. Cross domain search and meta-search 
Cross-domain search and meta-search improve search results by increasing web 
data coverage of search engines.  
Cross domain search (CDS) combines resources from various web 2.0 
domains (e.g. Flickr, Delicious, Youtube, etc.), allowing users to search for all web 
2.0 systems via a single search portal (L. Chen, Sai, Shouxu, & Anthony, 2012). 
Chen Liu et al (2012) proposed to use Wikipedia to semantically connect different 
domains. Instead of relying on tags to identify resources, they associated tagged 
resources to Wikipedia extracted concepts, which are of higher semantic quality. 
They came up with a system overview of a cross-discipline search, which included 
offline phase (where discipline source was mapped to Wikipedia concept by their 
tags to produce a uniform resource vector) and online phase (query was mapped 
to produce uniform query vector). Comparison of the two vectors based on 
semantic distance and intra-discipline search (cosine distance of document and KL 
divergence of image feature vector). Although our research topic is different from 
theirs, their techniques and idea of using a general knowledge database (i.e. 
Wikipedia) to connect concepts are highly relevant to our work. 
Multi-search meta-search engine combines results from various search 
engines to improve search result (Maree, Saadat, Belkhatir, & Bashar, 2010). 
Multi-search meta-search engine includes three techniques: meta-search, 
ontology-based semantic translation and statistically based semantic relatedness 
measure, and the two latter ones are applied for Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
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Meta-search is about combining or merging results from multiple search engines 
(Google, Yahoo!, MSN and ASK) to solve the problem of limited web-coverage of a 
single search engines. As such, it is an extension of existing search in multiple 
search engines, and as mentioned earlier, it is not related to the goal of Multi-area 
Inspiration Search. Ontology-based semantic translation is a KR approach using 
multiple or single ontologies to deduce meanings in text-based or content-based 
information retrieval systems (Maree et al., 2010). The statistic-based approach is 
a non-KR approach and is used to compensate for lack of domain coverage of 
ontology-based approach. Moreover, multi-search is a user-centered tool where 
“users can filter and rank the results by giving them a weights according to their 
relevancy to the query intent’ (Maree et al., 2010, p. 111).  
Again, although their research topic is totally different from us, their 
statistics-based approach and user-centered idea are highly relevant to Multi-area 
Inspiration Search. 
In brief, because of the gap between current search techniques and the 
quest for knowledge integration, we need to find a new tool, an innovative way, to 
connect innovative ideas across disciplines. Although none of current search 
methods including existing search engines, current semantic search and meta-
search can solve Multi-area Inspiration Search problem, previous works provide us 
with background techniques and ideas for Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
4.5. Other related works to Multi-area Inspiration Search  
We strongly believe that when facing a challenging research problem, researchers 
should not confine themselves in their knowledge domain but explore different 
areas. The same applies to our work. In addition to current search techniques, 
there are many other areas that inspire our work in Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
In the KR approach, researchers have explored the use of Conceptual 
Graph or ontologies as representation in information retrieval. Gilad Mishne in his 
Master thesis proposed a method to retrieve source code by conceptual graph 
representation using both its content and structure. We base on his work to rank 
similarity to a query, especially his idea of collapsing surrounding information of a 
concept node. The fundamental difference between Multi-area Inspiration Search 
and Gilad Mishne’s retrieval is relative importance of surrounding information with 
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respect to content kept in a node. While Gilad Mishne considered this information 
is of lower importance than information kept in the node, we treat the extended 
information of a node as the most critical factor (Mishne, 2003).   
Also in KR approach, graph similarity or graph matching is a well-explored 
techniques to analyze the representation (Blondel, Gajardo, Heymans, Senellart, & 
Dooren, 2004; Koutra, Parikh, Ramdas, & Xiang, 2001; Nikolic, 2012; Zhong, Zhu, 
Li, & Yu, 2002). Jiwei and al proposed a polynomial constrained algorithm to match 
conceptual graph for semantic search. Similarity of concepts was measured by 
their distance in a hierarchy. Similarity of relation node was simplified into a 1 or 0 
value based on their subsumption relation. We adopt these similarity measures in 
our method as well as the weighted sum to calculate graph similarity. A general 
idea of this approach is to capture knowledge in form of graph (e.g. conceptual 
graphs) and apply topological or semantic metric to match nodes or sub graphs 
from different graphs. We then compute similarity or dissimilarity score between 
matched nodes to derive relation between two graphs. Tools following this 
approach (e.g. ConNEKTion) are able to find connection between concepts, filter 
concepts by perspectives, extract keywords and retrieve information (Leuzzi, Ferlli, 
& Rotella, 2013). In addition to information and language processing, graph 
matching method is used to generate phylogenetic trees for study of organisms’ 
relationships (Maureen & Singh, 2003).  
In non-KR approach, researchers have considered statistical approach. 
Normalized Google Distance (Cilibrasi & Vitanyi, 2007) is one of the most 
important statistical metric to calculate relatedness between two concepts. The 
research in 2007 drew high attention of search community because of its simplicity 
in leveraging on Google search power, especially when background knowledge is 
missing from tradition ontology-based approach. The important premise is that “the 
probabilities of Google search terms approximate the actual relative frequencies of 
those search terms as actually used in society.” The Google similarity distance has 
been well adopted as relatedness measure to predict keyword automatically (P.-I. 
Chen & Lin, 2010), approximately match and merge ontologies (Gligorov, ten Kate, 
Aleksovski, & Harmelen, 2007; Maree & Belkhatir, 2010) and perform hierarchical 
clustering (Cilibrasi & Vitanyi, 2007). 
 Normalized Google Distance (NGD) and its generalization Normalized 
Retrieval Distance (NRD) are adopted in our research as statistics-based metric to 
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measure relatedness between sources and queries. More importantly, NGD serves 
as a gateway to access the vast World Wide Web knowledge which is a good 
approximation of society knowledge. General domain knowledge is of great 
importance to connect concepts in different areas of knowledge based on their 
contexts.  
Up to now, we have reviewed a wide range of research area inspiring our 
work; subsequent sections will present Multi-area Inspiration Search in term of 
Ecosystem (section 4.5), system architecture (section 4.6) and search method 
(section 4.7). 
4.6. Ecosystem of Multi-area Inspiration Search 
Multi-area Inspiration Search is a searching tool that interacts with users 
and knowledge domains to generate desired results. In other words, like other 
conventional search engines, the search tool is not a stand-alone system but part 
of an ecosystem of World Wide Web and other domain knowledge.  
In user perspectives, Multi-area Inspiration Search should be able to 
suggest novel ideas in different areas of knowledge from a query. In this research, 
we especially focus on using Biomimicry which contains nature models to be a 
source of innovation for human technical problems, ranging from product designs 
to social and landscape structure.  
Multi-area Inspiration Search deals with source and query which are in a 
totally different universes, i.e. which belong to different ontology (if any), comprise 
of different vocabulary, description and do not connect to each other.  As 
vocabulary in different domains usually does not match and there is no existing 
hyperlink, the search needs to ‘understand’ a query and source to make intelligent 
judgment. What do humans do to connect unrelated concepts? An intuitive way is 
to look at their context in a common sense to detect any hint of connection.  
From the above idea, we need to provide the search with common 
knowledge from general knowledge database to understand context of concepts. 
Yet, common knowledge is not sufficient for creativity; the search also needs 
discipline-specific database.  
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The figure below describes the eco-system of Multi-area Inspiration Search 
which includes two main types of information: a general knowledge database and 
discipline-specific databases.  
 
Figure 4. 4 Ecosystem of Multi-area Inspiration Search 
Figure 4.4 represents two layers of search techniques that we can choose 
either one or combine them together: KR approach expresses query and sources 
in formal language such as description logics or conceptual graphs and uses graph 
matching, and graph similarity techniques to find search results. The measure of 
relatedness is often topological, ontology-based or logic-based metric. This 
approach often requires construction of ontology via Ontology Tool. The task 
becomes tedious if we would like to construct ontologies for every single discipline-
specific domain.  
Statistics-based approach (non-KR approach) calculates the relatedness 
of concept’s context by statistical metric such as Normalize Retrieval Distance. 
There is no need to construct ontologies or any form of knowledge representation. 
The search needs to extract part-of-speech of sources and query. It then finds the 
relatedness of source-query pair by dropping the pairs into two types of search 
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engines (general search engines such as Google, Bing and domain internal search 
engines). Search statistics from those search engines are then used to evaluate 
relatedness between sources and query. A main challenge of this method is 
access restriction of many common search engines for robot. Multi-area Inspiration 
Search needs to interact with other search engines via Query Tool to obtain 
necessary statistics for its algorithm. 
All in all, the two KR and statistic-based approaches both connect concepts 
by its context. Their difference lies in the methods of measuring relatedness. KR 
approach uses ontology-based, logic-based or Conceptual Graph-based measure 
while the other only uses statistical-based measure. Because of ontology-based 
metric, KR approach requires construction of ontologies in all database and reach 
to the outer layer in Figure 4.4. Statistics-approach does not require such 
construction and appear to have a simpler ecosystem. However, the latter’s 
performance totally depends on other search engine analytics results which can be 
ambiguous.  
Let us now examine implication of cross-domain search on KR and non-KR 
approach. Multi-area Inspiration Search is characterized as follows:  
1. Query context heavily influences search results.  
2. Compatible cross-discipline concepts may be dissimilar but there are 
connection in their context structure and content. Therefore, query and 
source concept nodes should relate to each other by their context. 
3. Semantic ambiguities exist. 
These assumptions are applicable for both KR and non-KR approach. 
The first assumption leads to a requirement in Multi-area Inspiration Search 
that users need to specify a direction or viewpoint in their query to guide the 
search. For instance, with concept ‘submarine’, if we look for an inspiration in 
nature to speed up a submarine with minimum energy consumption, we may be 
interested in an aerodynamic shape of kingfisher’s beak or swordfish. However, if 
we seek an improvement of submarine outer coat, shark skin is an expected result 
to reduce friction and auto-clean ecto-parasites (bacteria, algae, etc.) from their 
surface (BiomimicryInstitute, 2007). As a result, an effective query should contain 
not only search keyword, but also as much context as possible to direct a search. 
For KR approach, users need to construct a simple graph as context of a query. 
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For non-KR approach, a query may be a ‘phrase’, sentence or paragraph that 
describe search context. The search needs to incorporate text-processing tool to 
receive the query. 
 In addition to context, users can also input their reference of novelty and 
usefulness level of search results. This reference will help the search engine 
produce desirable results addressing a specific need. We propose to use a 
parameter, called semantic threshold (section 4.10), to measure such reference. 
However, we have not quantified such threshold to an exact value for different user 
references in this research. In order to do so, it is necessary to perform 
experiments on sufficient quantity of users to produce a mapping between 
preference and the threshold.    
The second assumption implies that a relation type and its ‘counterpart’ in 
other disciplines have similar syntactic structures. For KR approach, the 
assumption directs us to use graph matching or graph similarity technique to 
assess relation between two concepts. Nevertheless, dissimilarity in concepts is 
also desirable as it plays a role in assuring novelty.  For non-KR approach, the 
assumption guides us towards comparing semantic distance of two contexts to 
derive relation of their key concepts.  
The third assumption mentions innate character of human concepts: 
ambiguous. In KR approach, semantic ambiguity is due to presence of a concept 
or relation in multiple hierarchies. We say that vocabulary set is limited but 
contains multi hierarchy from different disciplines. In non-KR approach, it refers as 
the fuzziness and variance in search statistics. The meaning of concepts changes 
according to context and search database.  
4.7. Multi-area Inspiration Search framework to measure and to classify 
resources across disciplines 
Multi-area Inspiration Search is a semantic-based search engines that measure 
and classify sources based on their relative distance to query.  
Given a source and a query, we propose the Semantic Distance Matrix 
(SDM) to measure their relative semantic distance in two dimensions: general and 
discipline-specific dimension.  
Corresponding to the two dimensions, there are two semantic distances: 
General semantic distance (GSD) and Disciplines-specific semantic distance 
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(DSD). GSD refers to relatedness of two concepts in a general society’s 
knowledge. The Worlds Wide Web database, the largest database on earth, is 
considered as a good representative for such a general knowledge.  DSD refers to 
database of a particular discipline which may contain in-depth research articles, 
papers, blogs, etc.   
The disciplines-specific database is often included in the World Wide Web 
database; however, we differentiate GSD and DSD by their target audience, 
popularity and awareness. DSD of any two concepts is measured in the specific-
disciplines point of view or experts’ point of view. GSD, however, is measured in a 
much broader context with common people’s point of view. For example: ‘shark-
skin’ and ‘boat surface treatment’ are generally known as unrelated concept, so 
they have a long GSD. However, in Biomimicry domain, they are related by a 
relatively short DSD.   
 
Figure 4. 5 Semantic Distance Matrix between query and resource 
In brief, given a query and a source, we can classify their relation in one of 
the four groups according to their GSD and DSD. The four groups in SDM are 
classified as follow: 
Table 4. 1 Semantic Distance Matrix’s four groups 
 Small DSD Large DSD 
Large 
GSD 
Group 2: Unpopular concepts from 
a specialized domain knowledge 
Group 3: Open for further research 
or unrelated concepts 
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GSD is large while DSD is small. 
The given source is associated with 
the query only by experts in the 
source’s discipline. The source, 
however, is not well known to be 
associated with the query in general. 
There are rooms for creative 
application from the source.  
 
Both DSD and GSD are large. 
There is little evidence and semantic 
connection between the source and 
the query.   
Small 
GSD 
Group 1: Well-known concepts  
Both GSD and DSD are small. The 
source in a discipline is associated 
with the query in both experts in the 
source’s discipline and in general. 
Group 4: Discipline-specific 
knowledge that has yet been 
recognized and connected  
GSD is small while DSD is large. 
The source is recognized as related 
to the query in general. However, in 
discipline-specific database, the 
source is not related to the query. 
We see opportunities to research 
further to enhance or reject this 
relation between the source and the 
query.  
 
This framework takes into account both similarity and dissimilarity aspects 
between sources and query by short or long semantic distance. Moreover, the 
relatedness is measured in two different points of view: general people and 
expert’s point of view, which makes the search more user-friendly and 
comprehensive (the search considers parameters from common people without 
expert knowledge. The suggestion is therefore easier to understand than those 
from an in-site embedded search engine).  
 
Based on this proposed framework, the research questions are:  
1) What should be the semantic related measure? 
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2) How to determine the threshold to capture user’s preference of novelty or 
conventionality degree? 
Before going to the proposed solution in KR and non-KR approach, let us 
review the problem formulation in section 4.1 in SDM language.  
General Problem Formulation of Multi-area Inspiration Search based on SDM 
framework 
Input: users enter a query q which includes a query’s target concept cq and 
a context. Users also enter preference such as degree of originality and 
practicality.  
Output: the system returns results that are classified under four groups in 
the SDM and ranked based on users’ reference.   
Method:  
(1) Extract the query content and context.  
(2) Measure semantic distance of each query’s element to that of each source.  
(3) Combine semantic distance of each element to obtain an overall semantic 
distance between the given query and a source.  
(4) Classify and rank sources accordingly into SDM.  
4.8. Multi-area Inspiration Search Process in KR approach 
In KR approach, concept hierarchy and relation hierarchy will be 
constructed to better assess thematic similarity and dissimilarity. WordNet (Miller, 
1995), Yago (F. M. Suchanek, G.  Kasneci, & G.  Weikum, 2007) and OpenCyc 
(Cynthia, Cabral, Witbrock, & Deoliveira, 2006) are main concept hierarchies for 
researches on semantic searching (Esmaili et al., 2006; Maree & Belkhatir, 2010; 
Patel et al., 2003; Samantaray, 2012). Our main resource for Multi-area Inspiration 
Search is Biomimicry database. The database contains concepts and their 
application in nature. The database also suggests applications of such concepts, 
which is served as useful tags or intra-discipline links. We hope to identify similar 
concepts between Biology discipline and human real life problem with minimum 
guiding tags.  
In KR approach, it is inevitable that relation hierarchy will need to be 
constructed manually based on Sowa’s thematic roles theory. Aware of this 
inconvenience, we have simplified our algorithm to assess only whether two 
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relations have any subsumption relation or not so that not an entire relation 
hierarchy is needed. The subsumption relationship between relations may be 
extracted from a dictionary, e.g. related verb or synonyms. Construction of 
hierarchy is weakness of ontology-based approach in practice. That is why 
although we present this method, we strongly refer statistics-based approach 
which is also focus of our experiments in Chapter 5. 
4.8.1. KR-based Search Architecture 
The figure below shows a simplified schema of Multi-area Inspiration Search 
process in the KR approach.  
 
Figure 4. 6 Figure 9 Multi-area Inspiration Search process by KR approach 
First of all, in an offline process, articles in webpages are identified by target 
concepts and context and extracted into tokens called source elements. For 
instance, in AskNature, “Adhesive glues prey: velvet worm” article12 describes 
                                                          
13 
Article extracted from AskNature: “Adhesive glues prey: velvet worms 
Two nozzles next to the mouth of velvet worms help ensnare prey via an ejectable adhesive liquid 
that dries in seconds. 
"They shoot at prey with an adhesive liquid ejected by two nozzles next to the mouth. The nozzles 
move from side to side as they fire, causing the stream of glue to crisscross in a lasso-like motion. The glue 




velvet worm and its method of catching insects. The creature, velvet worm, is a 
target concept and the article about it is its context. The system first parses out the 
article content into source elements such as “nozzle”, “multi-strands”, “insects”. In 
KR-approach, source elements are often part-of-speech (noun, verb, adjectives, 
etc.) and rarely short phrases.  
Second, we construct Conceptual Graph and Ontologies based on the 
source elements and store them in the repositories. This step incurs innate 
limitation of KR approach since manual construction of Conceptual Graph and 
ontologies is extremely time consuming and resource intensive. It is also 
challenging for any system to maintain and update its repository with ever-
changing domain knowledge. 
 Third, in an online process, Multi-area Inspiration Search receives queries 
from users and constructs Conceptual Graph. The more context information and 
search direction a query has, the more informative the Conceptual Graph is and 
the better results we can obtain. The query graph can provide information to a 
repository filter to reduce size of potential search results.  
Afterwards, the search combines source and query elements and obtain 
relatedness measure. Relatedness measures can be topological, semantic or text-
based measures. Finally, Multi-area Inspiration Search combines the measures to 
form a relatedness matrix, which classifies and ranks sources according to three 
groups: existing solution, inspiration search and others. 
To improve the results, an ideal Multi-area Inspiration Search should be 
able to perceive user’s preference on level of creativity by users’ inputs, users’ 
search history or intelligent guess based on the query. The preference is a 
parameter to derive thresholds for grouping and ranking algorithms. 
 
4.8.2. KR-based semantic relatedness measure 
Our KR approach is Conceptual Graph-based and ontology-based relatedness 
measure. In a nutshell, we are going to measure, classify and rank relatedness of 
any two nodes (concepts or relations) by their contents and their surrounding 
structures (neighboring nodes, topology of neighboring graph).  
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a. Problem Formulation for KR approach 
We formulate a search problem in KR approach as follow: 
Input: a query graph that includes a query target concept cq and query 
context. Users’ preference on novelty is translated into a threshold for SDM 
classification. 
Output: system returns source graphs that are classified under four groups 
in the SDM and ranked them based on users’ reference.   
Method:  
(1) extract/receive the query content and context into a query graph (SCG) Gq.  
(2) Measure semantic distance of each query’s element (concepts and relations) to 
that of each source.  
(3) Combine semantic distance of each element to obtain an overall semantic 
distance between the given query and a source.  
(4) Classify and rank sources accordingly into SDM.  
Next, we will present the measure of relatedness and how to combine the 
measures into an overall assessment of relatedness. 
b. Algorithm to calculate overall relatedness distance 
We first need to obtain relatedness measure for individual pair of query elements – 
source elements, and then overall relatedness of a query and a source will be 
evaluated by a weighted sum of relatedness measure of their neighboring nodes.  
Our final goal is to compare two target concepts by their content and 
surrounding graph13. In the picture below, target concepts are green squares. 
Other related concept and relation nodes are grey.  
                                                          
13
 As two concepts are often in different hierarchy, i.e. bird and car, the support hierarchy of the two concepts 





Figure 4. 7 Comparing two concepts by their surrounding graphs 
We follow the methods Concept Extension of Gilad Mishne to “collapse 
information ‘around’ a node into it”. In other words, depending on breadth of 
extension, a target concept node will be extended to absorb information of its 
surrounding environment, i.e. surrounding relation nodes, concept nodes and their 
topology. There are two main sources of comparison: topology similarity and 
semantic relatedness. Comparing relation node’s arity can capture the topology 
similarity. Calculating semantic distance among concepts and relation nodes can 
capture the semantic relatedness.  
Up to this stage, a target concept node contains multiple bits of weighted 
information. We store information in target concept node in separate partitions, 




Figure 4. 8 Concept Extension. Target concept is ‘ANT’ which absorbs information of its 
surrounding graphs. 












double extdis (scg Gq, scg Gs, int n, database D pointer): 
//This function is to calculate the relatedness distance between source Gs and 
query Gq with n-level of extension in a database D. Database D can be a 
discipline-general or discipline-specific database. 
//input: query graph Gq and source graph Gs with their respective target concepts 
//output: relatedness distance between source and query concept 
dis := 0  
count :=0 
// Gnq is a subgraph of Gq with n-level extension from cnode_q 
// Gns is a subgraph of Gs with n-level extension from cnode_s 
for each node q belongs to Gnq,  
 for each node s belongs to Gs  
  count = count +1 
                              dis := (dis+ dis (x, msn,D))/count  
//The function dis(x,y,D) calculate relatedness distance which are defined in the 
below section (section c. under 4.8.2)  
return dis 
 
In the algorithm above, we calculate relatedness distance of every pair of 
query-source element. The complexity is O(|Q||S|). We could perform an allocation 
task (using Hungarian algorithm for example) to reduce the number of pairs to 
consider and save computational resources. However, the allocation function may 
incur higher complexity (Hungarian algorithm is up to O(N3)) and ill-defined 
allocation criteria (allocation based on similarity would negatively impact creativity; 
allocation based on dissimilarity hurts quality and relevancy of search results). 
Therefore, in this work, we do not perform allocation prior to calculation of 
relatedness distance.  
int classifySDM ([scg] GRPH_SRC, scg q, pointer to G, pointer to D): 
// This function is to classify sources to corresponding groups in SDM.  
// Input: set of sources GRPH_SRC (set of SCGs), query q (in form of SCG) and 
pointers to database G and D which are discipline-general and discipline-specific 
database respectively 
// Optional: discipline-general threshold, discipline-specific threshold  
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// Output: classification of sources into four groups of SDM matrix based on 
threshold 
int count_src = count_num(GRPH_SRC) //number of sources in GRPH_SRC 
double sum_G := 0 
double sum_D :=0 
double extdis_G[count_src] = 0 
double extdis_D[count_src] = 0 
int groupSDM[count_src] = 0 
For each source graph Gs in GRPH_SRC: 
 extdis_G[Gs] =  extdis (scg Gq, scg Gs, int n, G) 
 extdis_D[Gs] =  extdis (scg Gq, scg Gs, int n, D) 
 sum_G += extdis_G[Gs] 
 sum_D += extdis_D[Gs] 
End for loop 
threshold_default_G = sum_G/ count_src 
threshold_default_D = sum_D/ count_src 
For each Gs in GRPH_SRC 
switch (true){ 
case (extdis_G[Gs] < threshold_default_G && extdis_D[Gs] < 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 1 
case (extdis_G[Gs] < threshold_default_G && extdis_D[Gs] > 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 2 
case (extdis_G[Gs] > threshold_default_G && extdis_D[Gs] > 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 3 
case (extdis_G[Gs] > threshold_default_G && extdis_D[Gs] < 
threshold_default_D):  





The above algorithm does not take in users’ preference on level of 
originality but it uses a default threshold that is calculated based on average 
semantic distance of all sources. This algorithm performs at its best if sources are 
diverse, i.e. have wide range of relatedness measure from low related to highly 
related in both general and discipline-specific domain. If users indicate their 
preference, the program can adjust the thresholds by increasing or decreasing 
them with respect to their average values.  
c. Measure for relatedness distance in KR approach:  
Next, we will detail measures of relatedness to feed to the algorithm of Multi-area 
Inspiration Search above.  
There is a number of “rules of thumb” for any relatedness measure in 
information retrieval (Mishne, 2003, p. 29). Given a graph query G and a 
relatedness measure between G and the collection of graph or concepts {G1, G2 … 
Gn}, the relatedness measure should possess the following properties: 
1. Symmetry: for all graph Gi, Gj, we expect relatedness measure between Gi 
and Gj is same as that between Gi and Gj 
2. Domain-dependence14: relatedness measure between given graphs may 
vary across domains. For example: ‘bullet train’ and ‘kingfisher’ are 
unrelated in common sense, but they are closely related in Biomimicry data 
point.  
3. Reflection or Self-similarity: relatedness measure between a graph and itself 
is maximal.  
4. Capture order of relatedness: relatedness measure increases as the two 
graphs or two concepts have more thing in relation. This property is 
especially clear among concepts in a hierarchy where the relatedness 
measure is defined by the hierarchical path between them.  
5. Bounded Complexity: this is not a property, but rather a requirement for any 
implementation to be computational tractable.  
The table below summarizes different relatedness measure for concepts 
nodes and relation nodes: 
 
 
                                                          
14
 This characteristic was not in Mishne’s thesis, but it is a valid feature we wish to have.  
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Table 4. 2 Summary table of relatedness measure 
Nodes for comparison Factors of Relatedness Distance  
Overall relatedness of a 
query and a source which 
are in the form of 
Conceptual Graph  
extdisn = wrdisr (n) + wcdisc (n) 
Overall relatedness between two target concepts 
extdisn depends on their context measured by the 
distance between their neighboring concepts disc and 
relation nodes disr within n-level extension. 
The relatedness of concept nodes and relation nodes 
are explained below.  
Concept nodes  disc = wtypedistype + wsemdissem 
There are two main measures to assess relatedness 
of two concepts: 
1) Concept type or content of concept node: 
searching a database for sequences with high 
similarity to a query without extreme precision. We 
apply Levenstein string-distance value (distype) 
2) Semantic distance of concepts of same 
hierarchy:  
dissem (c1,c2) = L(c1)+L(c2)-2L(c0) - c0 is the lowest 
common ancestor 
Relation nodes disr = wtypedistype + wsem/topodissem* distopo 
There are three main measures to assess 
relatedness of two relations: 
1) Levenstein string-distance value (distype) 
2) Semantic distance. In practice, if relation 
hierarchy is unavailable, we can simplify the measure 
as follow: 
dissem(r1, r2) = 1 if r1 and r2 have subsumption 
relation and 0 other wise.  
3) Arity similarity between two matched relation 
nodes: 





4.9. Multi-area Inspiration Search Process in statistics-based approach 
4.9.1. Statistics-based Search Architecture 
Figure 4.9 shows a process of Multi-area Inspiration Search by statistics-based 
approach.  
 
Figure 4. 9 Multi-area Inspiration Search process by statistics-based approach 
First of all, in an offline process, domain-specific articles are identified by 
target concepts, context and extracted into token or short phrases. Main difference 
between non-KR and KR approach at this step is that for non-KR approach, source 
elements can be short phrases or multi-words. For instance, the velvet worm 
example can be extracted into “shoot at prey”, “two nozzles”, “dries in seconds”. 
The reason is that non-KR approach builds Multi-area Inspiration Search upon 
traditional search engines, so we are able to receive any queries and have more 
flexibility in upstream process. 
Second, source elements are dropped into exterior search engines, one of 
which is a general search engine such as Google. The number of search engines 
to use depends on the number of domains that we would like to explore. For 
example, to search for a new design concept in Biomimicry, we only need two 
search engines, i.e. a general domain search engine and internal Biomimicry 
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search engine, to obtain two search result page counts. These page counts are 
essential statistics to calculate relatedness in the online process.  
Third, in an online process, Multi-area Inspiration Search receives queries 
from users and performs the aforementioned process to the queries: parse the 
queries, extract token with pos or short phrases called query elements, and filter 
the queries’ tokens if necessary15. Again, we obtain the number of page counts for 
each query elements in the same search engines as the offline process.  
The search then combines source and query elements and obtain page 
counts on the combined tokens. Finally, Multi-area Inspiration Search combines 
three statistics into a relatedness matrix to classify and rank the sources according 
to three groups: existing solution, inspiration search and others. 
Similar to KR approach, an advanced Multi-area Inspiration Search should 
be designed to perceive user’s preference on levels of novelty and usefulness.  
4.9.2. Statistics-based semantic relatedness measure  
Non-KR approach does not manipulate symbols by logics or specifics rules but use 
numerical computation with a heuristics to achieve similar results. We do not need 
to construct and maintain domain knowledge or ontologies from World Wide Web 
database, but directly use analytics from World Wide Web database and discipline 
database.  
Non-KR approach in this section refers to statistics-based approach. The 
general framework is similar to that of KR approach where we classify sources into 
four SDM groups. Main difference of the two approaches is the method of 
calculating relatedness measure. 
a. Problem Formulation for Non-KR approach 
We refine the Problem Formulation in non-KR approach as follow: 
Input: a query that includes a query target concept cq and query context. 
Users preference on novelty is translated into a threshold for SDM classification. 
Output: system returns sources that are classified under four groups in the 
SDM and ranked them based on users’ reference.   
                                                          
15
 We envision that the query filter result could provide useful information for source filtering process; 
however, the mechanism of such feedback loop is out of scope for the moment. While filtering does save time 
and computation effort, too strict filtering often restricts search space and hence reduces possibilities to looks 




(1) Extract/receive query content and context into a part-of-speech (POS).  
(2) Measure semantic distance of each query’ POS to that of each source. 
(3) Combine semantic distance of each pair of POS to obtain an overall semantic 
distance between the given query and a source.  
(4) Classify and rank sources accordingly into SDM.  
b. Algorithm to calculate overall relatedness distance 
The general framework is similar to that of KR approach where we classify sources 
into four SDM groups. 
double extdis_NRD(q, s, database D pointer): 
//This function is to calculate the relatedness of query and source based on their 
normalize retrieval distance to a database D. Database D can be a discipline-
general or discipline-specific database. 
//input: query q and source s  
//output: relatedness distance between source and query concept 
dis := 0  
count :=0 
for each pos_q in q  
 for pos_s  in s  
  count = count +1 
                              dis := (dis+ NRD(x, msn,D))/count  
//The function NRD(x,y,D) calculate relatedness distance which are defined in the 
below section (section c. under 4.9.2)  
return dis 
 
int classifySDM (source,query): 
// This function is to classify sources to corresponding groups in SDM.  
// Input: set of sources, query q  
// Optional: discipline-general threshold, discipline-specific threshold  
// Output: classification of sources into four groups of SDM matrix based on 
threshold 
int count_src = count_num(source) //number of sources  
double sum_G := 0 
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double sum_D :=0 
double extdis_NRD_G[count_src] = 0 
double extdis_NRD_D[count_src] = 0 
int groupSDM[count_src] = 0 
For each source graph Gs in GRPH_SRC: 
 extdis_NRD_G[Gs] =  extdis_NRD(q,s,G) 
 extdis_NRD_D[Gs] =  extdis_NRD (q,s,D) 
 sum_G += extdis_NRD_G[Gs] 
 sum_D += extdis_NRD_D[Gs] 
End for loop 
threshold_default_G = sum_G/ count_src 
threshold_default_D = sum_D/ count_src 
For each Gs in GRPH_SRC 
switch (true){ 
case (extdis_NRD _G[Gs] < threshold_default_G && extdis_NRD _D[Gs] < 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 1 
case (extdis_NRD _G[Gs] < threshold_default_G && extdis_NRD _D[Gs] > 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 2 
case (extdis_NRD _G[Gs] > threshold_default_G && extdis_NRD _D[Gs] > 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 3 
case (extdis_NRD _G[Gs] > threshold_default_G && extdis_NRD _D[Gs] < 
threshold_default_D):  
groupSDM[Gs] = 4 
return 0; 
 
c. Statistics-based measure for relatedness distance  
The only measure of relatedness in this statistics-based approach is 
Normalized Retrieval Distance which is a generalization of Google Similarity 
Distance. Google Similarity Distance is created by Cilibrasi & Vitanyi (2007) and 
named as Normalized Google Distance. They measure the semantic relatedness 
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between words and phrases by exploiting World Wide Web contextual information 
as automatic semantics. The name Normalized Google Distance comes from the 
use of Google search statistics of page counts in their formula. In other words, the 
method is a heuristic based on Google statistics 
 
 𝐺 (   )   
   {    ( )      ( )}        (   )
         {    ( )     ( )}
 
 
  ( ) denotes the number of pages containing x.  (   ) denotes the 
number of pages containing both x and y. In the normalized Google Similarity 
distance, NGD, the number of pages is based on Google search counts. The 
formula remains the same for any search engines. For parameter N, which is 
usually the number of indexed pages, we use 12,329 for AskNature database and 
50 billion as an approximate of indexed Google page number. We keep these 
parameters fixed for the entire work. 
Normalized Retrieval Distance (NRD) is generalization of NGD in any 
given database. In this work, we are especially interested in the Biomimicry 
Database.  Normalized Biomimicry Distance includes two sub-measures limited 
search (NBDl) and full search (NBDf). The former is default search algorithm in 
Biomimicry database while the latter is an extended search.  
4.10. Semantic threshold: Sensitivity on Threshold 
In the above analysis, we use average value to calculate our threshold. The 
advantage of this approach is that the threshold is neutral and can be used to 
compare three queries to each other for our evaluation purpose. In practice, users 
may exert certain preference that influences the choice of our thresholds. This 
section is to explain the implication of user preference on our thresholds and vice 
versa.  
The smaller the threshold α is, the stricter condition of connecting between 
two concepts is. Therefore, with small threshold for NGD, we see high number of 
sources in Group 2 and 3. With small threshold for NBDl, we see a high number of 
sources in Group 3 and 4. If we push both of the thresholds to be equally very 
small, we see all sources are classified under Group 3. This behavior of threshold 
is coherent with our intuition and explains a common fact. If we are too strict or 
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rigid in connecting concepts, we end up having no connection at all, which is a 
barrier for cross-domain creativity.  
 
Figure 4. 10 Small Semantic threshold effect on the plan of Semantic Distance Matrix reflects 
how it modifies the probability that a search result falls in each group. 
In contrast, the bigger the threshold α is, the looser condition of connecting 
between two concepts is. Therefore, with big threshold for NGD, we see high 
number of sources in Group 1 and 4. With big threshold for NBDl, we see a high 
number of sources in Group 1 and 2. If we push both of the thresholds to be 
equally very big, we see all sources are classified under Group 1. It is undesirable 
as the search lost its capacity to distinguish between potential sources for creativity 
and conventional sources. However, the behavior is still coherent with our intuition 
where too loose condition in connecting concepts leads to a merge of cross-
domains. We accept the relation of even very unlikely related concepts.  
 
Figure 4. 11 Big Semantic threshold effect on the plan of Semantic Distance Matrix reflects 
how it modifies the probability that a search result falls in each group. 
We also see that keeping one of the two threshold static, the relation 
between Group 2-4 and Group 1-3, our desirable groups, falls into Pareto 







In this chapter, we consider two approaches for Conceptual Blending Framework, 
namely KR approach and statistics-based (non-KR) approach. We apply these 
approaches in an application called Multi-area Inspiration Search. The Multi-area 
Inspiration Search is a search tool to support the early stages of creativity. 
In Multi-area Inspiration Search, the two approaches are similar in their 
ecosystem and search clustering and ranking. They are different in relatedness 
measure and search architecture. Further research needs to examine in which 
circumstances which approach is preferred, but in this work, the two approaches 
are complementary. We recognize both pros and cons in each approach: 
On one hand, KR approach is equipped with formal theory inheriting well-
grounded reasoning mechanism and expressiveness. However, it faces practical 
issues: (1) to construct and update ontologies in broad and ever-changing human 
knowledge base and (2) to design a logical KR based metric to capture semantic 
connection between two contexts.  
On the other hand, statistics-based (non-KR) approach leverages on other 
search engines analytics and does not require any knowledge model. Within the 
scope of this thesis and due to time and resource constraint, the statistics-based 
approach appears to be a more appealing feasible solution. Its main constraints 
are (1) potential legal restriction from other search engines and (2) non-
expressiveness of search results. The search algorithm and relatedness metric are 
still at the preliminary state and are exposed to negative manipulation.  
Although a hybrid is possible and has been seen in other works related to 
semantic search and ontology merging (Maree & Belkhatir, 2010), we would like to 
emphasize a statistics-based approach in Conceptual Blending and contrast it 
against KR approach. A hybrid solution might be an incremental improvement 
holding us back because we need to compromise some design and advantage of 
both approaches on search architecture and relatedness measure to 




5. MULTI-AREA INSPIRATION SEARCH IN BIOMIMIRY: EXPERIMENT 
AND EVALUATION 
We would like to evaluate the statistics-based approach, especially the usefulness 
and appropriateness defined by sematic distances (Chapter 4). In Chapter 4, we 
propose an application of Conceptual Blending named Multi-area Inspiration 
Search and in this chapter, we will carry on experiments on this search method. 
Our experiments show us that the sematic distance by statistics-based approach 
follows intuition and experiment expectation.  
Given a query in specific domain knowledge, Multi-area Inspiration Search looks 
for ideas in various domains to match the query. In this chapter, we look for ideas 
from nature, biology, biometrics to inspire engineering design questions. As a 
result, we use Biomimicry, a research domain that imitates nature systems to solve 
human problems, as our search domain for Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
 
5.1. Introduction to Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry 
5.1.1. Context  
Biomimicry is a research branch imitating nature’s models to solve complex human 
problem. Typical examples of Biomimicry in Engineering and design include 
Lotusan® Paint, which biomimics the Lotus effect to create paint with self-clean 
quality, or bullet train inspired by kingfisher. In a TEC talk, Janine Benyus send a 
message across to inventors: ‘When solving a design problem, look to nature first.’ 
Nature, with million years of evolution, contains surprising and simple solutions to 
many human problems.  
Similar to many other research domains, Biomimicry has been relied solely 
on experts (i.e. biologists, naturalist) to bring its findings from shelves to real life 
applications. Such integration requires conversation between experts across 
different domains: engineers or designers to raise a good problem and Biomimicry 
scientists to inspire a solution with appropriate Biomimicry knowledge of nature. 




On one hand, knowledge of nature scatters over a broad spectrum of 
research, so engineers and designers need to know which domain specialists they 
should engage. To save time, they often rely on their experience and intuition to 
map a problem to a solution before approaching these ‘potential’ specialists. As 
such, involvement of Biomimicry scientists is not in early stages of design phrase, 
but only at later stages when a solution framework has been somewhat 
established. The pattern inevitably limits search space and often leads to 
incremental change of design, which rarely matches a scale of design in nature. 
Chris Gavin, a champion of biomimetic design, senior associate at Cook+Fox 
Architects commented on such incremental approach: 
“Mankind hasn’t gotten close to replicating anything close to the simple 
complexity of nature. We most often see forms from nature being mimicked. 
For example, the bullet train mimics the dive of a kingfisher; a model of 
concept car mimics the shape of a box fish. Mirasol’s display 
technology [from Qualcomm] mimics the nanostructure of a butterfly’s wing. 
But rarely do we see a form that manages to use one function to achieve 
myriad results, as we often find in nature. […] 
I would posit that the incremental approach is holding us back, and that we 
need more scientists and entrepreneurs to break the innovation barrier to 
use biomimicry in a more comprehensive and holistic manner.” (Reena, 
2011) 
On the other hand, biologists may have limited knowledge and access 
outside their field to proactively detect problems that can be solved by Biomimicry. 
Or according to Chris Gavin, biologists are neither accustomed to nor motivated to 
pursue an industrial or ‘capitalist’ problem (Reena, 2011).  
 “We also need better tools to get out-of-the-box research and innovation 
out of the lab and into our lives. Unfortunately, biologists don’t have a long 
track record of engaging venture capitalists. But this must change, because 
too many wildly innovative technologies are sitting on shelves waiting to be 
scaled up” (Chris Gavin) 
 Nowadays, there is strong awareness of learning from nature among 
inventors. Engineers and designers go to field study, emerging them in nature for 
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inspiration. Biomimicry scientists such as Janine Benyus actively promote natural 
design through talks, conferences, books and websites. A new field, Biomimicry, 
which tackle the challenges of knowledge integration from both ends of the 
inventor-biologist conversation, emerges. We would like to contribute to raise 
awareness and create a starting point of engineering-biologist conversation by an 
inspiration search engine: Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry.  
5.1.2. Multi-area Inspiration Search vision and example 
Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry takes in a query from a domain 
knowledge like any normal search engines. The main difference is that it can 
associate knowledge from totally different domain knowledge to produce results 
answering the query. Specifically, in this thesis, taking a query, the Multi-area 
Inspiration Search will associate Biomimicry knowledge from AskNature, a 
Biomimicry database, to respond to the query.  
As further as our knowledge, there is no search mechanism to integrate 
knowledge from different areas like Multi-area Inspiration Search. Presently, an 
expert needs to manually and intelligently map a problem in real life to knowledge 
in Biomimicry and create tags in Biomimicry source. Even so, it is rarely that 
Google or any search engines would be able to pick up correct sources by tags.  
There are two main reasons. Firstly, phrasing a problem could be subjective 
and varied by individuals, which makes tag an ad hoc and unreliable activity. 
Secondly, Biomimicry sources often have no common keyword or links to the 
original query. For example, king fishers is Biomimicry source of inspiration of 
bullet trains, but there is no common vocabulary or trivial connection between the 
two concepts. In fact, we are mapping source and query from different areas of 
knowledge which include dissimilar or even non-related vocabulary.  
As such, searching requirement across domains does not support by any 




Figure 5. 1 Manual integration of knowledge from different areas by experts 
 
Multi-area Inspiration Search can connect unrelated knowledge across 
disciplines or knowledge area to automatically identify potential ideas. In this work, 
given queries on technical design problems, we would like to provide Biomimicry 





Figure 5. 2 Automatic integration of knowledge from different areas by Multi-area Inspiration 
Search. Experts refine ideas and develop solutions 
 
More specifically, given a query, the search engine is able to find and 
segregate returning results into different group of relevancy. ‘Available solution’ 
group contains relevant products developed based on nature principle. ‘Inspiration’ 
group contains articles in Biomimicry that can inspire a solution for the query. 
Finally, the last group ‘Further more’ contains Biomimicry articles that have certain 




Figure 5. 3 Interface and example of Multi-area Inspiration Search 
 
The query is ‘paint furniture environmentally friendly’. We assume that 
users’ intention is to find an inspiration from nature for a ‘painting furniture’ 
problem. They are not searching for articles or catalogs or list of furniture painting 
vendors. An ideal Multi-area Inspiration Search will return search results in three 
groups. The first group contains ‘Lotusan paint’ and ‘Shark paint’ as they are 
developed solutions, which apply Biomimicry principles. The second group 
contains ‘Kingfisher feather’, ‘Swordtail butterfly’ and ‘velvet worm’ as potential 
source of inspiration. Kingfisher feather’s and swordtail butterfly wings contain 
special structures (spongy nanostructures, thin films, or scales on ventral sides) 
which enhance colors by light effects. Velvet worm has mechanism to eject 
adhesive liquid from two nozzles next to the mouth. It is somewhat related to 
painting or coloration in painting. Finally, the last group contains other interesting 





5.1.3. Chapter overview 
Section 5.2 describes how we use Chapter 4’s theory in the following 
experiments. We will review and introduce Normal Retrieval Distance (NRD) 
Comparison Matrix and AskNature data source. NRD matrix is a tool to segregate 
search results into different groups. Section 5.3 examines integrity of relatedness 
measure based on NRD on single word query and source. Based on the success 
of section 5.3, section 5.4 extends the experiment to a more complex source. It is 
because Multi-area Inspiration Search does not rely on tags, which are often single 
words. Instead, it reads and extracts information from research articles or abstracts 
which are composed of paragraphs. Section 5.5 is the experiment in which we use 
more complex query and complex source. We will demonstrate how our method 
can segregate search results into expected groups and observe the search 
behavior. Finally section 5.6 concludes the chapter.  
5.2. Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry – Experiment Rationale 
and Approach 
This section describes grouping and ranking by re-introducing NRD Matrix in the 
context of Biomimicry (section 5.2.1). With that background, we then explain the 
experimental rationale, approach, assumption and settings (section 5.2.2).  
Multi-area Inspiration Search includes two steps: Grouping and ranking. Grouping 
receives a query and segregate sources into four groups depending on the 
potential and relatedness of the source to the query. Ranking defines an order of 
sources in each group to display to users.  
5.2.1. Normal Retrieval Distance Comparison Matrix  
Multi-area Inspiration Search can connect unrelated knowledge across disciplines 
or area of knowledge to automatically identify potential creative ideas. In this work, 
given a search query on a technical problem, we would like to provide users with 
Biomimicry knowledge to inspire a nature-friendly solution. 
A general method is as follows: At any instances, a typical example of Multi-
area Inspiration Search studies two key concepts.  One is a natural creature in 
Biomimicry (source concept) and the other is a query of a problem (query concept). 
We measure semantic distance of the source and the query in both Google and 
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AskNature database. We then compare their semantic distance with semantic 
distance from all sources to the same query. The relative comparison allows us to 
classify the sources into corresponding Semantic Distance Matrix group.  
Based on the above method, we see that the heuristics of our comparison 
comes from the Web content and its semantic measure. As the World Wide Web is 
the largest database on the planet, its measure, Normalized Google Distance 
(NGD), is a good estimation of common sense and general knowledge on relation 
between source and query. In other words, it is a Google heuristics to assess the 
relatedness between concepts. The smaller NGD of two concepts is; the more 
related they are. The relatedness not only includes hyponym, hypernym (is-a 
relation), but also other relations such as is-made-of, has-part, etc.  Similarly, as 
AskNature database is an award-winning source of Biomimicry, AskNature 
distance or Normalized Biomimicry Distance (NBD), is a good estimation of 
concept relatedness in Biomimicry perspective. Furthermore, in this research, 
there are two types of internal search engines in AskNature: limited search and full 
search, which produce two sets of statistics and hence two semantic distances: 
NBDl and NBDf.  
In brief, there are three types of search engines in our experiments and their 
query statistics give rise to three semantic distances: NGD, NBDl and NBDf. The 
foremost, NGD, is derived from Google search while the other two are derived from 
AskNature’s limited search and full search.     
Depending on the relative distance between NBDl, NBDf and NGD between 
source and a given query, we classify sources into the NRD Comparison Matrix 
below. NRD comparison Matrix is a special case of Semantic Distance Matrix 
(SDM, chapter 4) in which measure of semantic distance is based on Normalized 
Retrieval Distance. 




Figure 5. 4(NGD, NRD) plane and four groups of Semantic Distance Matrix or NRD Comparison 
Matrix 
We describe the four groups based on the following narrative tables: 
Table 5. 1 NRD Comparison Matrix or Semantic Distance Matrix on Biomimicry 
 Small NBDl and NBDf Large NBDl and NBDf 
Large 
NGD 
Group 2: Unpopular concepts of 
Biomimicry 
The existing source is associated 
with the query only in Biomimicry 
database. The source, however, is 
not well-known to be associated as 
the query in general. There are 
rooms for creative application of the 
source.  
Group 3: Open for further 
research or unrelated concepts 
There is little evidence and semantic 
connection between the source and 
the query.   
Small 
NGD 
Group 1: Well-known concepts of 
Biomimicry 
The source of Biomimicry is well-
known to be associated with the 
query. 
Group 4: Biomimicry knowledge 
that has yet been recognized and 
connected  
In some sense, the source is 
recognized as related to the query 
by its context. However, in 
Biomimicry database, the source is 
not related to the query. We see 
opportunities to research further to 
enhance or reject this relation 
between the source and the query.  
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Group 1: Well-known concepts of Biomimicry 
This group includes Biomimicry concepts that have been widely recognized 
outside the domain, in the current Web. The small NGD and NRD of source and 
query indicate their close semantic relation in both Google and Biomimicry 
database. As Google is a heuristic for approximate mapping between concepts in 
society, small NGD implies that the source is well known to be associated with the 
query in current Web’s knowledge. The source, which belongs to this group, may 
not offer novelty to a query but it offers confidence, familiarity and high acceptance 
level. All typical concepts of Biomimicry that have been widely applied in 
engineering and design fall into this group.  
For instances, kingfisher’s beak is an inspiration for Shinkansen train or 
sharp skin is a design concept for swimming suit. Given a query (e.g. noisy train) 
and a source (e.g. kingfisher), their distance should very close in both Google and 
Biomimicry search database. In other words, their NGD and NRD are both close to 
0 and hence the source falls into Group 1.  
Group 2: Creative but yet popular concepts of Biomimicry 
This group includes Biomimicry concepts that has not been popular in 
general knowledge background of Google. The source and query in this group 
have close distance in Biomimicry database but long distance outside the domain. 
The contradiction means that the Biomimicry source is not recognized as closely 
related to a query in current Web knowledge reflected by Google distance. A 
source, however, does relate to a query in Biomimicry domain. It may be a good 
source of inspiration that Google fails to detect by their general algorithms.  
We will explore this phenomenon further in Multi-Area Inspiration Search 
algorithm to search for inspiration to a longer query. Inspiration may come from 
totally different domains that current search algorithms based on keywords 
occurrences or links fail to detect. Most of Biomimicry concept or Biology research, 
which have not been widely adopted in engineering and design, fall into this 
category. As such, this group is very useful for engineers, designers or any 
problem solvers to look for inspiration in nature design.  
For instances, ‘swordtail butterfly’ and ‘paint furniture’. Swordtail butterfly 
has been studied because their colorful wings are results of nanostructure and 
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lighting instead of pigment. There is a certain connection between the butterfly’s 
coloration mechanism and painting; however, the technology has not been widely 
applied. As such, their Google Distance (represented for our common sense) is far 
way while the Biomimicry distance is much closer. The source ‘swordtail butterfly’ 
should be under Group 2 in the query ‘paint furniture’. 
The grouping distinction can be fuzzy. Depending on the specification of 
query, pairs of concepts can be misplaced between Group 1 and Group 2. If a 
query is not specified enough or is understood in an incorrect direction, a ‘similar’ 
pair of concepts may be classified under Group 2 instead of Group 1. In general, 
the misclassification is undesirable, but such phenomenon actually follows our 
intuition. For example, the NGD between ‘train’ and ‘kingfisher’ is larger than that 
of ‘noisy train’ and ‘kingfisher’. Because in general, ‘train’ and ‘kingfisher’ are 
indeed unrelated concept, they will be classified under Group 2 instead of Group 1 
(Please refer to experiment 1b). To avoid misclassification, as mentioned in section 
4.6, users should always specify their investigation direction of a query instead of 
query a general concept (e.g. the query should be ‘noisy train’ instead of ‘train’ to 
specify the problem of noise to be resolved and not any other problems).  
Group 3: Open for further research or unrelated concepts 
There are two possibilities of a pair of concepts falling in the Group 3: they 
are either totally unrelated concepts or yet-to-be discovered concepts. The latter 
refers to biomimicry concepts, which are currently unrelated to a specific query but 
maybe move to Group 2 by further research. It would be an inspiration for 
biologists and biomimicry researchers to study a creature towards a specific 
application and move it to Group 2.  
For example, ‘sharkskin’ and ‘wide-screen’ is an intuitively unrelated pair of 
concepts but a potential pair for future research, e.g. we could create a wide-
screen that auto-clean as sharkskin.  
This group still opens for further investigation since the statistical-based 





Group 4: Biomimicry knowledge that has yet been recognized and 
connected  
The source and query in this group are related in our common sense but are 
far apart in current Biomimicry database. The Biomimicry database and its search 
engine are limited, so it fails to detect implicit relations between sources and query 
which Google’s huge database is able to detect. This is an important phenomenon 
that we will apply to build our Multi-Area Inspiration Search Algorithm leveraged on 
Biomimicry and Google Search Engine. Up to now, all applications of Biomimicry 
knowledge are manually constructed by biologists, scientists, and biology domain 
experts. They may not be able to know all industrial needs and miss out new areas 
of applications. With the ‘Google heuristics’, it is possible recognized potential 
application for a Biology creature without expert interpretation.   
For example: ‘velvet worm’ is a creature studied in Biomimicry for its 
ejectable adhesive liquid to catch insects. There seems to be no relation between 
‘velvet worm’ and ‘paint furniture’ in Biomimicry database. The Google search 
engine, however, recognize a relation between the two concepts through their 
context. The article of velvet worm describes how the creature ejects stream of 
glue to capture insects. The projection is described as ‘multiple strands’ with 
‘lasso-like motion’. Such context can be related to a device to control fluid flow, 
which relates to painting device.   
Intuitively from the (NRD, NGD) plane, there are two thresholds that divide 
the plane into four groups. We summarize the threshold condition and 
corresponding groups in the NRD Threshold Conditioning Table below. The 
table includes N/A for Group 3 whose behavior cannot be fully accessed by 
statistics-based approach if there is no statistics available (i.e. no results found).  
Table 5. 2 NRD Threshold Conditioning Table 
Group Average NRD including target concepts NGD NBDl NBDf 
1 Well-known concepts of Biomimicry < αNGD < αNBDl < αNBDf 
2 Creative but yet popular concepts of Biomimicry > αNGD < αNBDl < αNBDf 
3 Open for further research or unrelated concepts > αNGD or 
N/A 




4 Biomimicry knowledge that has yet been 
recognized and connected 





Hard-coding threshold is undesirable as threshold value may different 
across sources and search engines. We propose an adaptive threshold, which is 
based on data bases and user intent (experiment 3).  
At this point, we would like to combine all statistics to rank our sources 
against the query ‘paint furniture’. The statistics (NGD, NBDf and NBDl) have 2 
dimensions: database (Google, AskNature limited search and full search) and 
target-context (target concept or its context). We propose a two-step approach for 
Multi-Area Inspiration Search: 
1)  We segregate concepts under four groups depending on their NRDs to a query.  
2)  The preferred ranking in each group is based on the NRD Preferred Ranking 
table 
Table 5. 3 NRD Preferred Ranking Table 
Group Average NRD including target concepts NGD NBDl NBDf 
1 Well-known concepts of Biomimicry close close close 
2 Creative but yet popular concepts of 
Biomimicry 
far close close 








4 Biomimicry knowledge that has yet been 





Group 1 – Popularity and logics as criteria: rank by conventionality, the 
closer in Google distance and NBDf, NBDl the better. 
Group 2 – Creativity and availability of research as criteria: rank by 
novelty in Google but proximity of semantic distance in AskNature. 
Group 3 – Totally novelty with little logics or foundation as criteria 
Group 4 – Novelty yet following intuition as criteria: rank by novelty in 
AskNature but prefer close semantic distance in Google.  
Among all groups of NRD matrix, Group 2 and Group 4 play an important 




5.2.2. Rationale and Approach to experiment set up 
In this session, we discuss the objectives, the approach, the rationale and 
the evaluation measures. Then we introduce the experiment set up without going 
too much into details. Readers will find assumptions and more detailed objectives 
as well as set up for each experiment is at the first section of the experiment 
section.  
General objectives: The general objectives of our experiments in the 
section 5.3 to 5.5 are to see if Multi-area Inspiration Search is able to link related 
knowledge across domains using statistics method. In other words, given a source 
in domain A and a query outside the domain, can Multi-area Inspiration Search 
rank knowledge in domain A according to its relatedness to the query? 
Approach: To tackle the question, our approach is to start with simple 
source and query, validate the results and progressively increase the complexity of 
source and query. That is why section 5.3 starts with Single Query – Single 
Source. We validate the experiment 1’s results are reasonable before continuing 
the procedure to more complex experiments: extended source (experiment 2) and 
extend both source and query (experiment 3). 
Rationale: The rationale behind the association across domain is as follow: 
Knowledge in different domains is different in their vocabulary but can be related 
by their context. For example, ‘bullet train’ and ‘kingfisher bird’ are objects in 
different domains, but they relate to each other in the context of ‘speed’, ‘reduce air 
resistance’, ‘fast’, ‘reduce noise’. Multi-area Inspiration Search uses Google 
semantic distance to link source (from AskNature database) to a query in general 




Figure 5. 5 Abstract framework of Multi-area Inspiration Search: context is used to connect 
concepts from different areas of knowledge 
Evaluation measure and detailed objectives:  
Our evaluation measure is based on the statistics NRD, which computes the 
relatedness between a source and a query. We will see if this statistics follow our 
intuition to relate knowledge across domain. 
Drilling down on the general objectives afore-mentioned, the experiment is 
to verify three hypotheses to construct a Multi-Area Inspiration Search Engine: 
-  Only based on statistics-based method, we are able to detect implicit 
relation between source and query.  
- Based on statistics-based method, we are able to rank the source in criteria 
of relevancy and novelty. The ranking follows our intuition. 
- We are also able to construct the common frame of source and query. The 
common frame is the perspective or creative viewpoint in which the two unrelated 
concepts become related.  
Experiment settings:  
The experiments in section 5.3 to 5.5 are based on two sources of 
database: Google search database (google.com.sg) and Biomimicry Taxonomy 
(AskNature.org). We drop queries and sources into search engines and extract 
query’s statistics to an Excel spreadsheet. Query and Source both contain a target 
concept (title of the query or source) and context. For example, the query ‘train’ 
may have the context ‘increase a train’s speed without creating noise’ or ‘improve 
a train’s surface to reduce energy consumption’. Based on the context’s statistics, 
we will decide if the two target concept from source and query are related, and 
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classify the pairs into four groups (NRD matrix). We design our experiments in 
three parts distinguished by complexity and computational efforts.   
The first part of experiments is about single query and source to observe a 
relation between their NGD and NRD. The query or source in this case is called 
target query or source respectively. Single query/source experiment requires less 
computational power and yet we are able to verify our hypothesis on NRD 
Comparison matrix. However, single query/source is too simplified for a Multi-Area 
Inspiration Search since we do not account for semantic context of target 
concepts. The innovation of Multi-Area Inspiration Search is to relate concepts that 
seem to be unrelated in a general domain but maybe related in some domain. Our 
hypothesis is that two target concepts are related if their neighbor concepts are 
related.  The second and third parts of our experiments verify if NRD is a good 
measure to justify such hypothesis.  
In the second part of our experiments, query is still single-word but a source 
from Biomimicry Taxonomy includes a target concept and its contextual or related 
concepts that are manually extracted as part-of-speech of AskNature’s articles. We 
call the former ‘target source’ and the latter ‘source related POS16’. This 
experiment is designed to mainly assess Group 2 and 4 of the NRD Comparison 
Matrix.  
In the third part of our experiments, both the query and source include a 
target concept and its related concepts. The related concepts of a query are called 
‘query related POS’ to distinguish with ‘target query’.  
The next three sections describe our experiment in details.  
 
5.3. Experiment 1: Single Query – Source Experiments 
5.3.1. Objectives and Experimental set up 
In the experiment 1, we validate the statistics based approach with single word 
query and source.  
Objectives: The purpose of this experiment is twofold:  
                                                          
16
 POS stands for part-of-speech 
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(1) To assess integrity of statistic method at small scale. We would like to see if 
the statistics-based semantic distance follows our intuition (or at least 
comparable to Knowledge based approach) before deploying the method in 
a large database and more complex query.  
(2) To evaluate importance of context in semantic distance measurement. If we 
change context of a query, resulting in an effectively new query, will new 
results follow our intuition?  
Experiment set up and procedure 
Input: single source and query. The experiment 1 evaluates 15 random pairs of 
source and query. Please refer to Annex 1 for more details. In this report, we 
analyze five representative pairs of typical cases: 
(1) Related concepts in Biomimicry, e.g. ‘noisy train’ and ‘kingfisher’ 
(2) Unrelated concepts in Biomimicry due to context, e.g. ‘cheap train’ and 
‘kingfisher’ 
(3) Context-general  versus context-specific concepts comparison, e.g. ‘train’ 
vs. ‘noisy train’ and ‘cheap train’ in relation with ‘king fisher’ 
(4) Unrelated concept in both common sense and Biomimicry, e.g. ‘dancing’ 
and ‘cow saliva’ 
(5) Unknown concept in Biomimicry, e.g. ‘sharkskin’ and ‘auto-clean wide 
screen’ 
Output: the semantic distances (NGD, NBDl, NBDf) based on statistics-based 
approach 
5.3.2. Experiment and Observation 
Set 1a: ‘noisy train’ and ‘kingfisher’  
Table 5. 4 Experiment 1a Summary 
noisy train - kingfisher 
AskNature full 
Result Counts 




noisy train 29 pages 6 pages 26 100 000  pages  
kingfisher 32 pages  6 pages 6 630 000   pages 
Or(noisy train, kingfisher) 56 pages 10 pages 
 And(noisy train, kingfisher) 5 pages 2 pages 16 000 000  pages 
NGD or NRD NBDf = 0.31 NBDl = 0.14 NGD = 0.05 
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Observation on set 1a: Firstly, the NGD is very small (0.05) and is even smaller 
than NBDl (0.14) and NBDf (0.31). The two concepts ‘kingfisher’ and ‘noisy train’ 
often appear together, which implies their well-known relationship in the current 
Web. This result goes with our intuition since kingfisher’s beak as inspiration for 
bullet train is indeed a typical example of Biomimicry. The set 1a clearly belongs to 
Group 1 in the NRD comparison Matrix. Secondly, as NBDl < NBDf, AskNature 
limited search statistics is a better heuristics than its full version.  This result also 
follows our intuition about limited search. Limited search is supposed to return 
fewer results with better relevancy.  
Set 1b: 
Table 5. 5 Experiment 1b summary 







cheap train 66 pages 14 pages 146 000 000  pages  
kingfisher 32 pages  6 pages 6 630 000   pages 
Or(cheap train, kingfisher) 94 pages 18 pages 
 And(cheap train, kingfisher) 4 pages  2 pages 16 000 000  pages 
NGD or NRD NBDf = 0.47 NBDl = 0.26 NGD = 0.42 
Observation on set 1b: ‘cheap train’ has no relation with ‘kingfisher’ in Biomimicry 
context. The semantic distance in set 1b in comparison with set 1a agrees with that 
fact as all NBDf, NBDl and NGD of set 1b is bigger than those of set 1a. The set 2a 
probably belongs to Group 2 or Group 3 in the NRD comparison Matrix depending 
on NRD threshold and statistics we choose to use. 
Set 1c: 
Table 5. 6 Experiment 1c summary 
train - kingfisher 
AskNature full 
Result Counts 




train 25 pages 5 pages 982 000 000  pages  
kingfisher 32 pages  6 pages 6 630 000   pages 
Or(train, kingfisher) 52 pages 10 pages 
 And(train, kingfisher) 5 pages  1 pages 3 750 000  pages 
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NGD or NRD NBDf = 0.30 NBDl = 0.23 NGD = 0.62 
Observation on set 1c: The set 1c belongs to Group 2 in the NRD comparison 
Matrix because of big NGD and small NBD17. 
For Google NGD, as we delete investigation direction from query (e.g. ‘train’ 
instead of ‘noisy train’), the relation between ‘train’ and ‘kingfisher’ become much 
far apart. Google score increasing from 0.05 in set 1a to 0.63 in set 1c well 
captures such ‘failure’ of current search engine, which is designed based on 
general knowledge. In a general knowledge of society reflected by Google search, 
train and kingfisher has little in common. Their relationship is diluted in millions of 
pages where they are totally unrelated.  
For NRD, reduction of details in query also affects AskNature’s search 
engine, especially their limited search. NBDl increases from 0.14 in set 1a to 0.23 
in set 1c indicate that the distance between ‘train’ and ‘kingfisher’ is perceived as 
further apart than that of ‘noisy train’ and ‘kingfisher’.  
It is also reasonable that NRD on set 1c is smaller than that of set 1b. 
‘Cheap train’ is further from ‘kingfisher’ than a general concept ‘train’ against 
‘kingfisher’.  
Limitations: There are two major limitations of statistics-based approach. First of 
all, there is no guarantee of page counts accuracy in current search engines. In 
AskNature, the number of pages for ‘noisy train’ is 29 while that of ‘train’ is only 25. 
We sometimes observe similar faulty counts in Google. An explanation is that 
changes in search engines database in each instance of query result in different 
estimation of page counts (Sullivan, 2010). For example, as ‘train’ is very common 
search keywords, so AskNature could return results based on past query and not 
re-query their database. ‘Noisy train’, however, is not a familiar keyword for 
AskNature, so when it digs further into the database, there are more results found. 
A question is how page count accuracy affects effectiveness of Normalized 
Retrieval Distance. Up to now, we have not encountered any counter examples of 
using NRD to measure relatedness. However, the sample size of experiment 1 is 
very limited in comparison with World Wide Web database. As a result, we need to 
be very cautious when generalizing the results.  
                                                          
17
 From empirical study, we set our threshold for both NBD and NGD is 0.5 
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Secondly, as an innate limitation, statistics-based approach is not able to 
provide useful results when there is no statistics. The following example 
demonstrates such limits.  
Experiment 1bis: We intentionally choose totally unrelated concepts (‘dancing’ 
and ‘cow saliva’; ‘sharkskin auto-clean’ and ‘wide-screen’) to assess the accuracy 
of NRD and NGD in reflecting our intuition. 
Set 1d: 
Table 5. 7 Experiment 1d summary 
Dancing – Cow Saliva 
AskNature full 
Result Counts 




dancing 3 pages 1 pages 631 000 000  pages  
Cow saliva 39 pages  16 pages 2 250 000   pages 
Or(dancing, cow saliva) 42 pages 17 pages 
 And(dancing, cow saliva) 0 pages  0 pages 5  pages18 
NGD or NRD NBDf = 999 NBDl = 999 NGD = 1.86 
 
Set 1e: 
Table 5. 8 Experiment 1e summary 








Sharkskin (c1) 1 pages 8 pages 44 200  pages  
Auto-clean wide screen (c2) 0 pages  0 pages 367 000 000   pages 
Or(c1, c2) 0 pages 0 pages 
 And(c1, c2) 0 pages  0 pages 11 500  pages 
NGD or NRD NBDf = 999 NBDl = 999 NGD = 0.74 
 
                                                          
18
 Although Google page counts is 55 million on the keywords ‘Cow Saliva Dancing’, only first 5 results are 
listed before the line ‘Results for similar searches’ where they change to use the ‘OR’ operation. Among the 5 
results, none of them is relevant for both ‘Cow Saliva’ and ‘Dancing’. However, to be consistent in using page 
counts as input for NGD, we keep the 5 pages in Google Result counts. Similarly, we apply the measure for 




Because of high value in NGD and NRD, the set 1d and 1e belong to Group 
3 in the NRD comparison Matrix without any further possible distinction. However, 
although we can recognize non-relatedness through abnormally high NRD, NRD 
value is not valid when there is no result containing both of the keywords, i.e. And 
(c1,c2) = 0. It is because the original formula of Normalized Retrieval Distance 
(section 4.9.1) does not account for such cases. These pairs of query-source 
cannot be evaluated by statistics-based approach since there is no valid statistics 
and hence they both belong to Group 3. In the example 1bis, concepts in the set 
1d are not related either in common sense or in Biomimicry database. However, 
the concept in the set 1e is a new idea of Biomimicry: learn self-clean feature of 
sharkskin to apply to auto-clean widescreen. The statistic-based method cannot 
distinguish the two cases; that is when we may need to use semantic-based 
approach.  
In brief, the accuracy of page counts and the lack of eligible background 
knowledge are two major weaknesses of statistics-based approach.  
Conclusion of experiment 1: To conclude, the experiment 1 assesses the 
integrity of NGD and NRD in measuring relatedness of two concepts. The 
experiment results show that the statistics-based approach does reflect our 
intuition and capture context changes in five typical cases  
(1) Related concepts in Biomimicry 
(2) Unrelated concepts in Biomimicry due to context 
(3) Context-general versus context-specific concepts comparison 
(4) Unrelated concept in both common sense and Biomimicry 
(5) Unrelated concept in Biomimicry but potentially creative ideas  
The two main limitations of statistics-based approaches are the accuracy of page 
counts and the usefulness of NRD when statistics is unavailable. 
Note: The result counts are accurate at the point of data gathering (25 May 
2013). As the Web knowledge and database evolve, the result counts may change. 





5.4. Experiment 2: Single Query and Extended Source – Four Search 
Groups of Multi-Area Inspiration Search Engine 
5.4.1. Objectives and Experimental set up 
Objectives: The purposes of the experiment 2 are as follows: 
(1) Deploy the statistics-based method in a larger scale to test NRD scalability.  
(2) Observe experimental NRD of Group 2 and 4 in NRD Comparison matrix to 
see if the experimental results match with prediction of theoretical work. We 
are mainly interested in Group 2 and 4 in the report because they are the 
potential group for inspiration among four groups. Group 1 is a retrieval of 
well-known relation while Group 3 often contains unrelated or irrelevant 
concepts.   
(3) Validate if NRD Comparison Matrix can segregate pairs of concepts in 
expected four groups 
Experiment set up and procedure: 
The experiment comprises of the following steps: 
1. Input Query: ‘paint furniture’ is a query on a design problem 
2. Input Source: 4 articles in AskNature database as sources. 
The four articles are ‘Swordtail butterfly’, ‘velvet worm’, ‘oriental hornet’ and 
‘earthworm’. In each group, main creatures are target concepts (e.g. ‘velvet 
worm’ is a target concept of an article about how velvet worm ejects 
adhesive liquid to catch insects (AskNature, 2012)). Content of the articles 
is extracted into part-of-speech. Each part-of-speech is called a source 
element, which specifies context of target concept.  
3. Calculation: We calculate NGD, NBDf and NBDl for each pair of concepts, 
which includes a source element and the query. A final result is the average 
of semantic distance of each pair.  
4. Output: Finally, we apply NRD comparison matrix to segregate the four 




5.4.2. Experiment data and Observation 
A. Grouping 
Annex 2 displays detailed results of the experiment. The final semantic distance is 
calculated by taking average of element semantic distances including target 
concepts. The classification into groups is as follows: 
Group 2: ‘Swordtail butterfly’ 
Group 4: ‘velvet worm’, ‘oriental hornet’ and ‘earthworm’ 
NGD, NBDf and NBDl thresholds are all set at 0.5.  
Table 5. 9 Grouping result of Experiment 2 
Set NGD NBDl NBDf Group 
Swordtail butterfly 0.556 0.254 0.279 2 
Velvet worm 0.386 0.631 0.871 4 
Earth worm 0,330 0,620 0,928 4 
Oriental hornet 0.357 0.571 0.817 4 
Group 2: Creative but yet popular concepts of Biomimicry 
Set 2a: Target concept is Swordtail butterfly. Related source POS is manually 
extracted from a short article in Biomimicry. The article describes how lighting 
effects such as reflection and diffusion enhance blue/green in Swordtail butterfly 
wings. We access the retrieval distance between the pairs of concept source-query 
as in the table below by three search result counts NGD, NBDl, and NBDf. 
Observation on set 2a:  
There is a long Google distance (NGD) while NBDl and NBDf are much 
shorter between target source ‘Swordtail butterfly’ and query ‘paint furniture’. 
Although the NGD distance is shortened by taking into account the context of 
swordtail butterfly article (through source related POS) versus query, we can see 
the clear difference between this experiment and the ‘velvet worm – paint furniture’ 
experiment.  
In ‘velvet worm – paint furniture’ experiment, NBDl and NBDf is larger than 
NGD. In this experiment, NGD is larger than its counterpart. The main reason is 
because ‘Swordtail butterfly’ is recognized in AskNature to be an inspiration source 
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for ‘Color enhancement techniques’ or ‘enhanced photonics’ which is closed to 
‘paint furniture’ query. As a result, the pair is classified under Group 2 “Creative 
but yet popular concepts of Biomimicry”. The application idea, however, is 
under-development and not as well known as ‘kingfisher – bullet train’ pair.  
Group 4: Biomimicry knowledge that has yet been recognized and connected  
Set 2b: Target source concept is Velvet worm. Related source POS is extracted 
from a short article in Biomimicry. The article describes a feature of velvet worm to 
eject quick-dry adhesive liquid to ensnare prey. 
Observation on set 2b: 
NGD between ‘velvet worm’ and ‘paint furniture’ is much smaller than their 
NBDf and NBDl. Surprisingly, Google seems to perceive these concepts to be 
closer to each other than AskNature does although there is little hope to reach to 
‘velvet worm’ from a keyword ‘paint furniture’. The two words seem to be totally 
unrelated in our common sense. However, the semantic distance calculated by 
NGD, NBDl and NBDf between target source, its context (source related POS) and 
query shows us otherwise. 
Table 5. 10 Experiment 2 summary 
Source Query 






NGD NBDl NBDf 
velvet worm paint furniture 0.209 0.431 0.794 
eject paint furniture 0.064 999 999 
nozzle paint furniture 0.088 0.390 0.576 
multiple strands paint furniture 0.108 0.725 0.881 
stream of glue paint furniture 0.192 0.460 0.728 
crisscross paint furniture 0.311 999 999 
lasso-like motion paint furniture 0.394 0.683 0.956 
shoot paint furniture 0.438 999 999 
mouth paint furniture 0.442 999 999 




Based on NGD, the first 5 related POS source which are closest to the 
target query and smaller than 0.5 are “eject, nozzle, multiple strands, stream of 
glue, crisscross”. As ‘nozzle’ can be understood as a device to control fluid flow 
and other words could be fit in a context related to painting, the NRD does point 
out how ‘velvet worm’ can be close to ‘paint furniture’. Although NRD miss out 
some important concepts such as ‘dry in seconds’, it does provide a low 
computational cost yet effective way to link two concepts by related POS. We can 
think of a device or a kind of paint inspired by ‘velvet worm’ to paint furniture in a 
creative way.  
This pair of concept is classified under Group 4 ‘Biomimicry knowledge 
that has yet been recognized and connected’ because ‘velvet worm’ has not 
been identified as an inspiration for painting or industrial paint device even in 
Biomimicry database. We can see from the table, the semantic distance of the 
concepts in Biomimicry database is larger than that in Google. There are also 
many pairs of source related POS – query which cannot be found in Biomimicry 
database.  
As Biomimicry does not capture the relation between those concepts while 
Google does, they belong to Group 4.  Most importantly, in this group, general 
search engine such as Google plays an important role to connect unrelated 
knowledge (e.g. ‘velvet worm’ and ‘paint furniture’) by their related POS.   
Set 2c and 2d: Target source concept is Oriental hornet and earthworm. 
Related source POS is extracted from a short article in Biomimicry.  
Oriental hornet’ and ‘earthworm’ in the query ‘paint furniture’ fall into Group 
4. The group classification is again justifiable. ‘Earthworm’ and ‘Oriental hornet’ are 
not recognized as inspiration sources for ‘paint furniture’ in Biomimicry database, 
which clearly shows by 999 (no results found) in NBDl and NBDf19. Their context is 
also far away from the query in the viewpoint of AskNature Database. Google, 
however, does recognize a close semantic relation between the creatures’ context 
and the query in some aspects. The close semantic is represented by a low NGD 
of the bolded source in the table 5.10.   
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Within Group 4, we would like to rank the 3 entries against the query ‘paint 
furniture’ based on the criteria ‘Novelty yet following intuition’ in the NRD 
Preferred Ranking Table (section 5.2.1).  
Table 5. 11 Ranking results of Experiment 2 
Average NRD including 
target concepts NGD NBDl NBDf 
velvet worm - paint furniture 0,374 0,611 0,863 
earthworm - paint furniture 0,330 0,620 0,928 
Oriental hornet - paint furniture 0,357 0,571 0,817 
The ranking from largest to smallest in NBDl-NBDf, we obtain:  
Earthworm > velvet worm> oriental hornet   
The ranking based on statistics is in accordance with our understanding 
from Biomimicry articles about the three creatures. On one hand, earthworm, the 
furthest away from ‘paint furniture’, is described in context of self-generating 
electric current to repel soil adhesion and reduce friction. The article does not at all 
imagine earthworm as an inspiration for painting or similar concepts. More 
importantly, the frame of earthworm is composed with concepts which are also far 
from the query. As a result, earthworm has the highest NRD, corresponding to a 
long semantic distance against ‘paint furniture’. On the other hand, Oriental 
hornet’s photovoltaic pigments are studied because of their ability to transform 
sunlight into electrical potential for a biochemical process. Although there is no 
direct application similar to ‘paint furniture’, the frame of oriental hornet includes 
color, pigment, etc., making it the closest to ‘paint furniture’ among 3 candidates 
5.4.3. Conclusion on experiment 2: 
The experiment 2 validates our method to identify potential creative applications for 
Biomimicry concepts by Google similarity distance. The experiment manages to 
segregate sources into corresponding group based on their semantic distance to a 
query. This is the base of Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
Most importantly, we succeed in demonstrating the idea of using context to 
connect concepts in different areas of knowledge. We use semantic distance 
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between source contexts to a query to create such connection. We refer to this 
method as Google heuristics. This heuristics reduces expert efforts to tag a natural 
creature by their function or prospective application. By using Google heuristics to 
computationally connect knowledge of Biomimicry to a query, we bring the 
discipline closer to real life problems. That is one of main contributions of Multi-
Area Inspiration Search Engine – an inspiration search engine.  
Up to now, by empirical studies, we have not encountered any counter 
examples to our hypothesis: Context is an indirect connection among concept in 
different area of knowledge. In spite of statistics-based approach’s innate 
limitations, it has produced expected results in all of our experiments.  
We would like to increase scale of our experiment to validate and further 
validate Multi-Area Inspiration Search Engine on statistics-based approach.  
5.5. Experiment 3: Extended Query and Extended Sources 
5.5.1. Objectives and Experimental set up 
The third series of experiments is to validate our theory in a larger scale, 
which includes all four groups. Specifically, we would like see if Multi-area 
Inspiration Search could produce reasonable results in three scenarios: 
Table 5. 12 Experiment 3 set up 
Scenarios Expected Results Query (Target – Related POS) 
Search for info in the 
database 
Return the matched info in 
the database as highest 
ranking 
Qry 5: mushroom (waste 
consumption) 
Expected return:  
Source 15 – Fungi 
Search for similar 
info in the database 
Return the similar info in the 
database as highest ranking 
Fuel cell  
Expected return:  
Source 5 – Geobacter 
Connect data for a 
totally new concept 
Segregate data in a 
meaningfully in 4 groups 
with reasonable ranking  




To totally avoid ranking by keyword occurrences, we purposely make all 
search query words different from database keyword.  Even for the first scenario: 
we replace ‘fungi’ by ‘mushroom’. 
The third experiment composes of following steps:  
1. Construct a database (source) by manually extracting part-of-speech from 
summary of 19 articles in Biomimicry taxonomy. The database contains 386 
concepts including target concepts (natural creature in an article) and its 
context (related POS).  
2. Construct 3 queries containing 19 concepts (3 target concepts and 16 
related POS). The 3 queries follow the characteristics and purposes of the 
experiment as table above.  
3. Construct training spreadsheet and train data with Google and AskNature 
result counts. We use VBA to facilitate the experiment procedure.  
4. Compute NGD, NRD for every pairwise concept query-source. Our data 
comprises of 386*19 = 7334 data rows.  
5. Compute the average NRD. We look at three statistics 
a. Average NRD exclude source target: This measure only accounts for the 
distance between query and the source context, not the target concept in 
Biomimicry source. For instance: query 3 is about a quiet lawn mower. To 
calculate this measure, we only take into account the distance between the 
full query (target concept + context) to the summary text of the source. We, 
however, exclude all distances between source target concepts (kingfisher, 
Lotusan paint, etc.) and the query. There are 19*(386-19) = 6973 data rows 
in this measure.  
b. Average NRD include source target: In contrast of the first measure, we 
take into account all pairwise distance between query and source. All 7334 
data rows contribute to this measure 
c. NRD between source target and query target: The measure only on target 
concept. There are 19*3 = 56 data rows in this measure.  
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5.5.2. Experiment data and Observation 
The tables below summarize our results.  








NGD on source 
target - query target 
Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 
Src1 
Swordtail 
butterfly 0.525 0.515 0.475 0.525 0.509 0.468 0.384 0.620 0.293 
Src2 Lotusan paint 0.507 0.385 0.306 0.522 0.406 0.329 0.818 0.597 0.663 
Src3 fungus 0.482 0.371 0.305 0.484 0.371 0.303 0.582 0.444 0.431 
Src5 Geobacter 0.502 0.416 0.324 0.512 0.421 0.328 0.932 0.644 0.494 
Src6 Oriental hornet 0.518 0.410 0.351 0.514 0.411 0.352 0.274 0.367 0.223 
Src7 Kingfisher 0.479 0.423 0.373 0.479 0.423 0.373 0.830 0.488 0.690 
Src8 pied kingfisher 0.452 0.460 0.421 0.461 0.468 0.427 0.656 0.798 0.503 
Src9 Kingfisher 0.379 0.351 0.348 0.403 0.364 0.367 0.830 0.488 0.690 
Src10 velvet worm 0.530 0.504 0.420 0.523 0.499 0.416 0.246 0.369 0.189 
Src11 plant 0.481 0.357 0.301 0.471 0.357 0.307 0.339 0.308 0.360 
Src12 rattlesnake 0.477 0.457 0.389 0.482 0.461 0.387 0.366 0.531 0.380 
Src13 parasitic fly 0.471 0.354 0.307 0.471 0.352 0.302 0.276 0.260 0.189 
Src14 earthworm 0.481 0.362 0.303 0.482 0.363 0.303 0.609 0.179 0.573 
Src15 fungi 0.470 0.437 0.376 0.477 0.432 0.366 0.596 0.631 0.433 
Src16 limpet 0.475 0.417 0.364 0.477 0.417 0.362 0.538 0.565 0.441 
Src17 shipworm 0.465 0.449 0.371 0.468 0.451 0.370 0.684 0.630 0.493 
Src18 burying beetle 0.536 0.432 0.360 0.528 0.425 0.356 0.294 0.371 0.190 
Src19 sea squirt 0.480 0.408 0.338 0.487 0.413 0.340 0.749 0.613 0.525 
Src20 stony coral 0.458 0.455 0.388 0.454 0.456 0.389 0.262 0.389 0.415 










Table 5. 14 Experiment 3 summary on Ask Nature Distance (NBDl) 







NBDl on source 
target - query target 
Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 
Src1 Swordtail butterfly 0.496 0.604 0.601 0.505 0.619 0.602 _ 0.814 _ 
Src2 Lotusan paint 0.627 0.606 0.598 0.622 0.613 0.596 _ 0.667 _ 
Src3 fungus 0.591 0.577 0.580 0.590 0.581 0.578 0.460 0.570 0.394 
Src5 Geobacter 0.619 0.537 0.582 0.619 0.538 0.584 _ 0.511 _ 
Src6 Oriental hornet 0.637 0.590 0.624 0.636 0.590 0.626 _ 0.629 _ 
Src7 Kingfisher 0.656 0.618 0.646 0.656 0.618 0.646 0.830 0.488 0.690 
Src8 pied kingfisher 0.639 0.655 0.637 0.640 0.655 0.638 _ 0.642 _ 
Src9 Kingfisher 0.646 0.607 0.633 0.646 0.608 0.635 0.830 0.488 0.690 
Src10 velvet worm 0.546 0.658 0.598 0.548 0.665 0.603 _ 0.912 _ 
Src11 plant 0.608 0.562 0.565 0.603 0.566 0.564 0.339 0.308 0.360 
Src12 rattlesnake 0.664 0.643 0.664 0.664 0.644 0.665 _ 0.683 _ 
Src13 parasitic fly 0.637 0.636 0.621 0.639 0.636 0.622 _ 0.682 _ 
Src14 earthworm 0.609 0.575 0.601 0.610 0.576 0.607 _ _ _ 
Src15 fungi 0.618 0.601 0.538 0.619 0.612 0.540 _ 0.546 0.525 
Src16 limpet 0.623 0.634 0.623 0.623 0.634 0.624 _ _ _ 
Src17 shipworm 0.627 0.639 0.612 0.625 0.639 0.613 _ _ _ 
Src18 burying beetle 0.645 0.606 0.616 0.643 0.608 0.618 _ 0.726 0.588 
Src19 sea squirt 0.647 0.639 0.596 0.648 0.639 0.597 _ 0.698 0.600 
Src20 stony coral 0.616 0.623 0.591 0.617 0.627 0.591 _ 0.747 0.432 
Average NBDl 0.618 0.611 0.607 0.618 0.614 0.608 0.615 0.632 0.535 
 
1. Relative Google Semantic Distance from Query to Source reflects 
human intuition. 
Observation 1: In our experiment design, the query 3 is the furthest query with 
respect to Biomimicry database as there is no article directly related to a quiet lawn 
mower in Biomimicry. The query 5 (a mushroom that digest plastics) is taken from 
the database, so it is the closest. The query 4 (a fuel cell based on bacteria pili) is 
closely related to one of the article (Geobacter), so it is closer to the database than 
query 3 but further than query 5.  




Table 5. 15 Summary of average semantic distance in Experiment 3 
 
Average NGD exclude 
source target 
Average NGD include 
source target 
NGD on source target - 
query target 
Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 
Average NGD 0.483 0.419 0.359 0.485 0.421 0.360 0.540 0.489 0.430 
Average NBDl 0.618 0.611 0.607 0.618 0.614 0.608 0.615 0.632 0.535 
Average Google similarity distance clearly depicts the expected relative 
semantic distance of each query: query 3 has the biggest NGD (0.483) following by 
query 4 (0.421) and query 5 (0.360). The average NGD including, excluding source 
target shows the same ranking. Average NBDl measures show the same distance 
(0.618 – 0.611 – 0.607).  
Hypothesis 1: The background knowledge of Google and AskNature creates a 
connection between a source and a query by looking at their context. By 
calculating pairwise semantic distance and taking average, we take into account 
such judgment, and relative semantic distance of the three queries are expected.  
Implication 1: The results imply that using context and background in Google and 
AskNature database, we manage to judge relatedness of a query to a given 
source. There is probably higher chance to find good results for query 4 and 5 than 
query 3 in Biomimicry database. We can use average semantic distance of a 
query to a database to locate the best area of knowledge to inspire a query. 
Given a problem, the conventional solutions may come from the source which has 
closer distance to the query problem while radical solutions often come from the 
source with further semantic distance to the query.  
1.  The semantic distance between two concepts depends on three 
elements: content of concepts, context and most importantly, the database 
or search engines on which we base the statistics calculation.  
Observation 2: Google consistently ranks query 3 as the furthest semantic 
distance from AskNature database, following by query 4 and 5. However, 




Figure 5. 6 Average Normalized Google Distance of the three queries to 19 sources of Biomimicry 
database 
 
Figure 5. 7 Average Normalized Google Distance of the three queries to 19 sources of Biomimicry 
database 
Hypothesis/Explanation 2: Google and AskNature contain different background 
knowledge, which leads to such difference in their evaluation. While AskNature 
contains only expert knowledge as their background intelligence, Google similarity 
distance contains society general knowledge as their background. Thanks to their 
large database and their algorithms, Google search engine can relate context of 
query and source better than AskNature search engine does. Google, in fact, often 
over-relate concepts. For example, ‘fungi’ and ‘digesting plastics’ has NGD = 0.22 
and NRD = 0.54. ‘Petroleum’ and ‘mushroom’ are unconnected in AskNature, but 



































meaningless pair of concepts) raises concerns of the validity of NRD as estimation 
of semantic distance. It may be a major drawback of our simplistic approach when 
automatically (blindly) comparing all pairs of concepts.  
Because of their over-relating behavior, Google distance of all queries, 
especially query 5 is smaller than their corresponding distance in AskNature. 
Although we cannot directly compare those numbers since Google does not power 
AskNature search engine, it is useful to have an idea on the nature of the two 
database and two search engines. Essentially, when we apply same formula of 
Normal Similarity Distance to same pairs of concepts, but the two search engines 
produces different semantic distance value.  
Implication 2: The semantic distance between a query and a source depends on 
background knowledge of each database or search engine. Human intuition on 
relatedness is a semantic distance that can be estimated by World Wide Web 
database, the largest database on the planet.  
Most importantly, while human beings cannot change intuition easily 
(which hinder ‘out of the box thinking’), computer can change ‘convention’ 
by using different databases. Two concepts that appear unrelated in common 
sense might be related by applying semantic distance on a different database or 
different perspectives. We have just proposed a way to demonstrate that idea 
computationally. 
2. AskNature semantic distance (NBDl) is able to retrieve the correct 
source to the experiment’s queries while Google semantic distance (NGD) 
fails to do so.  




source no.  
Distance to expected results Smallest Semantic distance 
NGD NBDl NGD NBDl 
4 5 0.416 0.537 0.351 0.537 
5 15 0.376 0.538 0.301 0.538 
As can be seen from table 5.16 which is a summary from 5.13 and 5.14, 
Biomimicry statistics (NBDl) correctly points out that semantic distance query 4 
(and query 5) to source 5 (and 15 respectively) is the smallest among all distance 
from the query to other sources. This result meets the experiment design in which 
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query 4 and 5 are a paraphrase and existing application to source 5 and 15 
respectively. Since the knowledge on such relation is from Biomimicry, it is harder 
for a general search engine like Google to detect correct matches. Google 
heuristics considers many other sources of information and not only Biomimicry 
source, and its search statistics is ‘contaminated’. We should not base on NGD to 
detect information in Biomimicry source. It is as good as searching an entire library 
for relation between ‘Jane Austen’ and ‘Price and Prejudice’ instead of 
concentrating on its literature section.  
3. The Multi-area Inspiration Search correctly classifies Biomimicry 
sources to the four groups with respect to the three queries 
Table 5. 17 Grouping of Sources with respect to three queries. 
According to the source-query design, query 4 points to source 5 and query 5 points to source 





 αNGD 0.613 
 αNGD 0.422 
 
Average NGD including source target 
 
Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 
Src1 2 3 2 
Src2 3 1 1 
Src3 2 1 1 
Src5 3 1 1 
Src6 3 1 4 
Src7 3 3 4 
Src8 3 3 3 
Src9 4 1 4 
Src10 2 3 1 
Src11 2 1 1 
Src12 3 3 4 
Src13 3 4 4 
Src14 2 1 1 
Src15 3 2 1 
Src16 3 4 4 
Src17 3 3 1 
Src18 3 2 4 
Src19 3 4 1 
Src4 3 3 1 
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As mentioned in section 5.2.1, we need two thresholds to classify our 
sources into four groups depending with respect to three queries of the 
experiment. Since the numerical results of Google distance and AskNature 
distance are not comparable, we need to have two different thresholds for Google 
and AskNature database, denoted as αNGD and αNBDl respectively. We take the 
average value of NBDl and NGD across three queries in the summary tables as 
value for our thresholds. The average value is not applicable in general because it 
does not reflect any user preference and it may vary greatly according to 
experiment inputs. In this analysis, however, it is interesting for us to take average 
value as our threshold since we would like to know how NRD Threshold 
Conditioning Table classifies sources under different scenarios (different queries). 
Although we cannot justify the classification by expert knowledge, we can compare 
the number of sources in each group from 3 queries and explain the results 
intuitively.  
Conclusion 4: The way that Multi-area Inspiration Search segregates of 
sources into four groups reveals relatedness of a query to database. 
Let us quickly revisit the characteristics of four groups. 
  Group 1, “Well-known concepts of Biomimicry”, includes Biomimicry 
concepts that have been widely recognized outside the domain, in the current 
Web. 
Group 2, “Creative but yet popular concepts of Biomimicry”, includes 
Biomimicry concepts that has not been popular in general knowledge background 
of Google. 
Group 3, “Open for further research or unrelated concepts”, includes either 
totally unrelated concepts or yet-to-be discovered concepts. This group still opens 
for further investigation since the statistical-based approach cannot draw any 
further conclusion on this group.  
Group 4, “Biomimicry knowledge that has yet been recognized and 
connected”, includes source and query whose context may be closely related in 




Conclusion 4.1: The distribution of sources on a (NGD, NBDl) plane indicates 
relatedness of a query to database. 
 
Figure 5. 8 Distribution of sources with respect to query 4 
Data points are sources that fall into one of four groups based on their NGD and NBDl. The 
red dot is the expected return (source 5) to the query 4. 
Query 4 is a potential application of the source 5 in AskNature database, i.e. 
using bacteria (Geobacter – source 5) in bio-chemical fuel cell (query 4). For the 
purpose of the experiment, we do not mention the application in the source 5, and 
expect to receive either Group 2 as classification of query 4 – source 5. Although 
the source 5 for query 4 is classified under Group 1 in the experiment, we still see 
that it is very close to the frontier of Group 2. Our experiment does not severely go 




Figure 5. 9 Distribution of sources with respect to query 5 
Data points are sources that fall into one of four groups based on their NGD and NBDl. The 
red dot is the expected return (source 15) to the query 5. 
Query 5 is a re-phrase of existing knowledge in AskNature database, which 
makes both its AskNature distance and Google distance close to its original 
source, Source 15. The experiment follows theoretical prediction; we do see that 
source 15 is classified under Group 1 for query 5. In the graph above, we can see 




Figure 5. 10 Distribution of sources with respect to query 3. 
In query 3, we do not have any expected sources for query 3 when 
designing the query. A ‘quiet lawn mower’ is a strange concept for both Biomimicry 
and Google database. We design this query simply to test if the experiment can 
produce any reasonable results for such a strange case. The chart above list most 
of our sources under Group 3 and no source in Group 1, which is exactly our 
design ‘expectation’: there is no source related to query 3.  
Our experiment achieves the expected result in classifying expected source 
according to the queries.   
Conclusion 4.2: Group classification profile is an indication of semantic 
distance between query and source database 
We observe the different profiles of 3 queries by this histogram. We order 
the three queries from the furthest to the closest in term of semantic distance to 
AskNature database. From the point of view of AskNature database, query 3 asks 
for an unfamiliar concept; therefore it is the furthest query from the database. 
Query 5 is a rephrasing of existing knowledge in the database, so it is the closest 
to the sources in AskNature. Query 4 is an application of a source in AskNature but 
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we purposely do not explicitly mention the keywords of the query 4 in our source, 
so it is the one in between query 3 and 5.  
 
Figure 5. 11 Distribution of sources into groups with respect to three queries. 
 
Segregation based on Average NGD including 
source target 
 
Qry3 Qry4 Qry5 
# of sources in Group 1 0 7 10 
# of sources in Group 2 5 2 1 
# of sources in Group 3 13 7 1 
# of sources in Group 4 1 3 7 
 
To observe data pattern in the histogram above better, we will slice the 
(NGD,NRD) plane by NGD threshold: Group 1 and Group 4 have close Google 






























We will now observe Group 1 & 4 in the same chart, similarly to Group 2 & 
3. We would like to show how the number of sources in each group is an indication 
of the semantic distance of the query and the database.  
  
Observation: As Group 1 and Group 4 have close distance to the database; the 
query that incurs more sources to be classified under these groups is closer to the 
database and vice versa. In the chart of Group 1 and 4, query 5 has the most 
number of sources under Group 1 and 4 and query 3 has the least. Query 4 is in 
between the two extremes.  
Similarly, as Group 2 and Group 3 have far distance to the database, the 
query that incurs more sources to be classified under these groups is further away 
to the database and vice versa. In the chart of Group 2 and 3 below, query 5 has 
the least number of sources under Group 2 and 3 and query 3 has the most. Query 
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The experiment results not only support our theoretical framework of four 
group table but also propose to use the number of sources in the four group table 
as an indication of semantic distance between a query and a data source.  
Explanation: Now, we will take a closer look at the meaning of each group in 
these charts:  
Query 3 represents an unfamiliar concept in both Google database and 
Biomimicry; therefore, according to the Grouping Identification Table, we expect 
the dominance of Group 3 and non-existence of Group 1 source. To be specific, 
since query 3, ‘quiet lawn mower’, does not exist in Biomimicry domain, its 
AskNature semantic distance (measured by NBDl in our experiment) should be 
long to all sources. Moreover, according to our common sense, the query context 
is not associated with any of source context, so its Google similarity distance 
(NGD) is also long. As a result, it is unlikely that there is an existing concept 
(source) that is close to the query either by Google distance or AskNature 
distance. The experiment result for query 3 shows accordingly: there are no 
sources classified under Group 1 for query 3 but 13 out of 19 sources are 
classified under Group 3.  
In contrast to query 3, query 5 is a rephrasing of existing knowledge in 
AskNature database, which makes both its AskNature distance and Google 
distance close to its original source. In the chart above, the dominance of Group 1 
source in the query 5 may be resulted from over-related concepts. However, the 
results of experiment 3 are still reasonable as we consider the dominance of Group 
1 source as an indication of the close distance between query 5 and our sources.  
Finally, we expect query 4 to be a neutral case between query 3 and 5. 
Query 4 is a potential application of a concept in AskNature database, i.e. using 
bacteria in bio-chemical fuel cell. For the purpose of the experiment, we do not 
mention the application in the source 5. As such, its AskNature distance to the 
source is closer to that of query 3 is but further than that of query 5 is.  
The number of sources of each group for query 5 is coherent with our 
expectation. Query 5 represents existing knowledge in AskNature, so its 
AskNature distance is small. However, the concept of using fungi to digest waste 
products is far from our common sense (represented by Google search), so its 
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Google distance is large. As results, we expect more sources classified under 
Group 2 than in other groups. 16 over 19 sources of AskNature database are 
classified under Group 2, which is coherent with our understanding.  
Finally, we expect query 4 to be a neutral case between query 3 and 5. 
Query 4 is a potential application of a concept in AskNature database. As such, its 
AskNature distance to the source is closer to that of query 3 is but further than that 
of query 5 is. The closer the AskNature distance is, the higher number of Group 1 
or 2 a query should have. Since the query 4 is unfamiliar in common sense, its 
Google distance is large and hence there are no Group 1. The number of Group 2 
of query 4 is more than that of query 3 but lower than that of query 5.  
The same argument applies to Google distance to explain the number of 
Group 3 in query 4. Query 4 is not a well-known concept in general knowledge (a 
fuel cell empowered by bacteria), but unlike query 3, research on fuel cell has 
already existed. As such, its Google distance is further from the source than that of 
query 5 is, but closer than that of query 3 is. This profile explains why query 4 has 
more sources in Group 3 than query 5 does, but less than query 3 does. 
5.6. Summary 
In this chapter, we apply the method discussed in Chapter 4 for Biomimicry 
database. Although the domain is limited in Biomimicry, the experiments 
demonstrate fundamental operation of Multi-area Inspiration Search.  
The first experiment showed that Google statistics was able to produce 
reasonable and intuitive relatedness measure in all experiment cases. The second 
experiment showed that the Normal Retrieval Distance was able to classify and 
rank results to expected inspiration Group 2 and 4 for a simple query. Finally, the 
last experiment showed that the search result clustering and ranking was intuitively 
correct for all four groups with more complex source and query. The search was 
also able to retrieve expected information to a designed query. These results 
suggested that pursuing the statistic-based approach in Conceptual Blending 
would be worthwhile to consider. Although the search mechanism has not been 
fully implemented due to certain external constraints, we look forward to bring the 
empirical study into a prototype in future work.  
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By using this ‘Google heuristic’ to computationally connect the knowledge of 
Biomimicry to a query, we bring the discipline closer to real life problem. That is 
one of main contribution of Multi-area Inspiration Search – a search engine that 
inspires new ideas. 
Semantic Web encounters many challenges: vastness of World Wide Web’; 
vagueness of query (requires fuzzy logic); uncertainty (requires probabilistic 
reasoning); inconsistency during development of large ontologies (requires 
defeasible reasoning and paraconsistent reasoning) and deceit (requires 
cryptography techniques).  Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry as a special 
branch in Semantic Web is not an exception.  
The experiments were in small scale in comparison with the vast World 
Wide Web. The main challenges to conduct large-scale experiment are the 
restriction of Google on robot’s search and the capability of source domain server 
(Biomimicry website) to support robot’s search on their internal search engines.  
Also, as the experiments are designed mainly to evaluate if statistics-based 
approach could produce meaningful results, we did not implement an automatically 
parser or query retrieval, which are vital automation process for Multi-area 
Inspiration Search. The expert involvement in the experiments could inevitable 
introduces bias in search results. Finally, we did not examine how manipulate 
search parameter such as the two thresholds and Google statistics could alter 
search results. The search robust against manipulation is important to provide an 
integrity search, especially in the early phase of design to influence creativity 
direction in later stages. Despite these limitations, with the current experiment 
results, we are confident in potentials of statistics-based approach as a new and 
promising direction for Semantic Web and Conceptual Blending Framework. In that 
direction, Multi-area Inspiration Search will be a useful tool to support expert 




6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this chapter, we examine possible extension of theoretical and practical results 
in Chapter 3, 4, and 5. We also discuss limitations and draw conclusions from the 
work presented in this book. 
6.1. Possible extensions from the book 
“Exploration is the best way to find out whether exploration is worthwhile”- (De 
Bono, 1984, p. 10) 
Multi-area Inspiration Search and Conceptual Blending Framework can be 
extended into other cross-domain exploration tasks. 
6.1.1. Applications of Multi-area Inspiration Search other than in Biomimicry 
Multi-area Inspiration Search is a model of an inspiration search that can be 
applied in many areas such as architecture, fashion, or product design. Generally 
speaking, we can make use of the search whenever there is an aspiration to 
integrate concepts from one area to another. The search can be a feature or a 
module of a program or website to support designers. An example of such a 
support is Idea Space Systems (ISS).  
ISS is an ideation support system, which captures the design draft to 
generate semantic associations and display them in form of word graph (Segers, 
2004; Segers & de Vries, 2003; Segers et al., 2005). Multi-area Inspiration Search 
can be a search module in (ISS). 
We propose to include Multi-area Inspiration Search as an internal search 
engine to look for relevant concepts to the ones that has been written down or 
drawn out by architects. The search then displays search results in a running 





Figure 6. 1 Example of design draft including Multi-Area Inspiration Search as search module 
with visualization of search results 
The figure 6.1 above demonstrates our idea to use Multi-area Inspiration 
Search as a search module in current ISS. The search results are one of 
feedbacks from ISS that can stimulate design, increase pleasure experience and 
improve workflow by proposing association outside users’ mental space. Most 
importantly, we hope to reduce mental fixations and facilitate an interactive design 
process.  
6.1.2. Applications of Conceptual Blending Framework in Security and 
Education 
In addition to support concept generation, we recognize Conceptual Blending 
Framework’s potentials in detecting security threats and empower people with new 
education approach.  
Firstly, we imagine a support for security threat detection. This idea has 
been first explored by Kian Moh Terence Tan in his Master thesis to generate 
tactical plan for Singapore’s maritime interdiction (Tan, 2007). The thesis, however, 
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made use of either social media or knowledge in World Wide Web, focusing only 
on documented experience to construct probability model of Singapore’s maritime.   
This work proposes to extend Tan’s thesis coverage by blending concepts 
from a wide range of sources which could be from various security concerns (air 
attack, biological attack, etc.) or even outside of the security domains. The 
motivation lies in the complication and severity of presently international crime that 
exceeds conventional methods. To protect a target, security agents must have 
enough experience, common sense and crime understanding to brainstorm 
possible scenarios of attacks. They cannot, however, always think as criminals 
think.  With Conceptual Blending Framework, we empower computers to gather 
information in past incidents, interviews, suspicious blogs, Facebook, forums, 
Twitter, worldwide newspaper and put them in context of the protected target to 
generate all possible scenarios. Random combination of criminal ideas is then 
examined and developed into an attacking simulation. Computers power in 
gathering information and its randomness could break mental fixations, pushing 
exhaustive searching to its limits.  
  Secondly, Conceptual Blending Framework has inspired a new philosophy 
in education and hence a novel pedagogy. For centuries, even high education level 
students have only used to and focused on replicating materials from their 
professors. While lectures was the only way to distribute knowledge when printing 
and other means of information spreading was limited, it should not be the case in 
nowadays society where we can make knowledge accessible faster than ever by 
various means: books, electrical copies, website, blogs, webcast. Nevertheless, we 
still see the majority of students simply replicate their course without being able to 
connect, criticize concepts, re-conceptualize new knowledge themselves and 
interweave different materials into their course materials. These are all important 
skill sets which are much more important than simply understand and replicate 
existing knowledge. Conceptual Blending Framework can create a tool to 
encourage higher education students to focus on such skill set on integration of 
knowledge instead of isolated knowledge.  
 Such idea has been explore by the Society for Conceptual Logistics in 
Communication Research (SCLCR, 2013). Their preliminary online tool based on 
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pedagogical Conceptual Blending which encourage student to visualize unrelated 
concepts and create a new concept by blending the two (Sosnoski, 2012). 
Multi-area Inspiration Search and the Conceptual Blending Framework in 
this book can contribute to such a tool. The Multi-area Inspiration Search 
interactively proposes students with unrelated concepts from their coursework and 
stimulates students thinking process of connecting them. For example, the tool 
encourages students to relate concepts of chapter 1 to chapter 2 and 3 instead of 
only studying each of the chapters separately. Conceptual Blending Framework 
could also inspire professors in preparing challenging homework and exams that 
interlink concepts in the course. Students or professors input a concept into Multi-
area Inspiration Search. Afterwards, the search measures semantic distance of the 
query to source concepts in the database. Source concepts are then categorized 
into 4 groups by SDM as in chapter 4 and 5. Depending on the level of desired 
difficulties, students or professors can pick up those concepts in one of the four 
groups for further exercises on elaboration, developing the relation into new 
knowledge, homework, tests. 
This pedagogical Conceptual Blending technique pays attention to the 
connectivity of knowledge in different angles rather than simple replication. It is a 
new and more effective science education which the new generation should 
embrace in their acquisition of scientific knowledge.  
6.2. Limitations and Future work 
The work in this book suffers from several weaknesses on which future research 
should focus: 
6.2.1. KR-approach 
 Use of mapping to perform blending mechanism. Conceptual Graph-based 
formalism should describe blending mechanism – not merely mapping:  
When depending on Conceptual Graph as a representation, we performed only 
mapping or selective projection between two graphs, not a real blending in 
cognitive science term or ‘running the blend’.  This research has not constructed a 
computational model of entire blending framework. That is why we propose an 
application of blending in concept generation which corresponds to Composition 
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stage in Fauconnier and Turner work. Completion and Elaboration stages have 
been mentioned, but we are far from their original definition in blending framework. 
 Limited background knowledge and difficulty in updating and maintaining 
knowledge representation:  
Construction of ontologies and hierarchy from ever-changing and vast 
knowledge implies huge hindrance for KR approach. Since the performance of 
concept generation based on Conceptual Blending heavily depends on knowledge 
domain, we must be able to extract automatically to effectively represent and 
update complex knowledge in our support. The support should have sufficient 
background knowledge and update it regularly to meet concept generation 
requirement from designers. None of the state of the art ontologies has reached 
this desire. 
6.2.2. Non-KR approach 
The statistics-based (non-KR) approach of Multi-area Inspiration Search at this 
stage is built upon traditional search engines. As a result, Multi-area Inspiration 
Search depends on the quality of other searches and encounters many 
restrictions.  
 Google restriction. Google restriction of 100 queries a day for machine querying 
is the number one hindrance of statistical approach for large scale research. If 
Multi-area Inspiration Search needs to use Google analytics data as it uses in 
this thesis’s experiments, no one else except Google can implement the 
search. 
 Google expressiveness. Google is unstructured and does not include any 
representation for formal deduction. In comparison with Cyc project which is a 
commercial project to create artificial common sense, Google does not nearly 
match in expressiveness. Cyc is a structural knowledge base written in a formal 
language by paid human experts. Nevertheless, Google size compensates for 
its lack of expressiveness (Cilibrasi & Vitanyi, 2007). 
 Statistics-based reliability and accuracy. Statistics-based approach is not 
expressive enough for an easy assessment of its logics. At this moment, since 
statistics-based approach has yet to been popular, the critical task is to ensure 
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that Google statistics is as accurate as possible. The method, subsequently, is 
prone to manipulation. Extra-care should be given to ensure objective results. 
 Over-related issue. The background knowledge from Google may over-relate 
queries to many unrelated sources. The noise of knowledge background 
deteriorates the search ranking on semantic distance when comparing all 
possible pairs of concepts.  
6.3. Conclusions 
A support system for Concept Generation inspires designers to ideas beyond their 
domain of knowledge, which frees designers and engineers from ‘I didn’t know’ 
problems and triggers unconventional ideas across domains. As possible solution 
is made available, the support system allows them to focus on analyze and 
elaborate creative products, instead of wandering around in to a strange domain 
with uncertainty and frustration. 
 In this book, I have made a forward move on the Concept Generation 
Support System with its practical aspects. Specifically, working with Conceptual 
Blending framework, Conceptual Graph and Google Distance, I have proposed:  
 A use of Conceptual Blending in Concept Generation. Knowledge integration is 
one of major hindrance for creativity, and that Conceptual Blending framework 
is a highly potential solution for a support system to generate new ideas. 
Conceptual Blending is not only account for various creativity domains, but is 
also regarded as a computational tractable framework.  
 A KR approach to formulize Conceptual Blending by Conceptual Graph. The 
representation of mental spaces by Conceptual Graph allows visualization of 
knowledge structure (ontologies and simple graphs) and is capable of perform 
reasoning mechanism on graph.  I combine two branches of research, cognitive 
science and artificial intelligence, to facilitate human generating of new 
concepts at the early phase of creativity. 
 Multi-area Inspiration Search, new type of search, to support concepts 
generation at the early stage of creativity across domain knowledge.  
 Two approaches to Multi-area Inspiration Search, KR and statistics-based (non-
KR) approach. The approaches built system architectures, search processes 
and relatedness measures for Multi-area Inspiration Search. Especially, I 
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propose to leverage Multi-area Inspiration Search on existing search engines in 
a non-KR approach using Google Similarity Distance. The experimental study 
in this book shows expected results even in highly ambiguous scenarios.  
 Application of Multi-area Inspiration Search in Biomimicry with three empirical 
studies. The experiments point out the feasibility and usefulness of Multi-area 
Inspiration Search in navigating designers in across domains. 
Another conclusion from this work is on relationship of KR and non-KR 
approach: KR and statistic approach should not be viewed as contradicting or 
undermining each other. In fact, they are complementary to each other in different 
levels of theory formulization. KR approach allows a logical and systematic way to 
lay down hypothesis and testing design to explain/replicate a phenomenon. 
Statistics-based approach allows practical experiment setting to test KR theory. 
Although statistics-based approach is usually simpler and more specific to a 
domain, it is not merely an implementation of KR approach. Non-KR approach 
extends capacity of handling large amount of data and uncertainty without creating 
too much rules and exceptions if we have known only KR approach. The variety of 
approaches to the same problem helps to gain rich understanding of different 
angles of the solution.  
 Most important, the two approaches in materialize concept generation 
system offers promising solution, Multi-area Inspiration Search, to support 
creativity that has not been explored in any previous work of ideation support. 
Despite the methodology and algorithm for the search, the main challenge for both 
approaches lie in the construction, maintenance and retrieval of background 
knowledge in Semantic Web. If we can meet this challenge, we can open the Multi-







   
 
The book has come to the end in the mission to bring Conceptual Blending 
to support concept generation. I would like to conclude with Richard Feynman’s 
words which express all of my hope, my utmost joy, my anxiety, and sometimes 
desperation in this work. The love of discovering new things has kept me.  
“That was the beginning and the idea seemed so obvious to me that I fell 
deeply in love with it. And, like falling in love with a woman, it is only possible if 
you don’t know too much about her, so you cannot see her faults. The faults 
will become apparent later, but after the love is strong enough to hold you to 
her. So, I was held to this theory, in spite of all the difficulties, by my youthful 
enthusiasm.”  
– Richard Feynman 1966 Nobel Prize Lecture (Minsky, 2006, p. 11) 
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ANNEX 1. EXPERIMENT 1 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 
  
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
train 25 1.40 5 0.70 982,000,000            8.99
kingfisher 32 1.51 6 0.78 6,630,000                    6.82
or (train, kingfisher) 52 10
and (train, kingfisher) 5 0.70 1 0.00 3,750,000                    6.57
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 0.30 NRDf 0.23 NRDl 0.62 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
noisy train 29 1.46 6 0.78 26,100,000              7.42
kingfisher 32 1.51 6 0.78 6,630,000                    6.82
or 56 10
and 5 0.70 2 0.30 16,000,000                 7.20
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 0.31 NRDf 0.14 NRDl 0.05 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
airplane 13 1.11 9 0.95 123,000,000            8.09
kingfisher 32 1.51 6 0.78 6,630,000                    6.82
or 45 15
and 0 #N/A 0 #N/A 1,130,000                    6.05
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 999.00 0.53
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
Dancing 3 0.48 1 0.00 631,000,000            8.80
Saliva 27 1.43 13 1.11 31,800,000                 7.50
or 30 14
and 0 #N/A 0 #N/A 2,670,000                    6.43
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 999.00 0.74
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
Dancing 3 0.48 1 0.00 631,000,000            8.80
Cow Saliva 39 1.59 16 1.20 2,250,000                    6.35
or 42 17
and 0 #N/A 0 #N/A 5                                    0.70
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 999.00 1.86
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature Biomimicry Taxonomy Google Search
Experiment
AskNature Biomimicry Taxonomy Google Search
Experiment




Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
Sharkskin auto-clean 1 0.00 8 0.90 44,200                          4.65
wide-screen 0 #N/A 0 #N/A 367,000,000               8.56
or 0 0
and 0 #N/A 0 #N/A 11,500                          4.06
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 999.00 0.74
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
horse 41 1.61 9 0.95 46700000 7.67
rider 1 #N/A 1 #N/A 12200000 7.09
or (horse, rider) 42 10
and (horse, rider) 0 #N/A 0 #N/A 2630000 6.42
N ##### #NUM! 50000000000 10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 NRDf 999.00 NRDl 0.35 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
Shakespeare 0 0 73,700,000                 7.87
Cheese 5 213,000,000               8.33
or (shakespeare, cheese)
and  (shakespeare, cheese) 0 0 7,160,000                    6.85
N 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 NRDf 999.00 NRDl 0.52 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
run 105 38 1,400,000,000           9.15
dive 29 10 36,600,000                 7.56
or (run, dive) 134 48
and (run, dive) 0 0 92,200,000                 7.96
N 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 NRDf 999.00 NRDl 0.38 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
fungus 144 47 1.67 25,100,000              7.40
mushroom error of display 12 1.08 122,000,000               8.09
or (fungus, mushroom) 175 56
and (fungus, mushroom) 3 0.48 5,505,000                    6.74
N 12329 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000         10.70
NGD or NRD #DIV/0! NRDf 0.40 NRDl 0.41 NGD
Experiment
AskNature Biomimicry Taxonomy Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
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Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
train 25 1.40 5 0.70 622,000,000 8.79
turtle error 9 0.95 118,000,000 8.07
or (train, turtle) error 14
and (train, turtle) 0 #NUM! 38,000,000 7.58
N 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000          10.70
NGD or NRD NRDf 999.00 NRDl 0.46 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
noisy train 29 1.46 6 0.78 25,500,000 7.41
turtle error 9 0.95 118,000,000 8.07
or (noisy train, turtle) error 15
and (noisy train, turtle) 0 25,200,000 7.40
N 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000          10.70
NGD or NRD NRDf 999.00 NRDl 0.20 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
bird 58 1.76 124,000,000 8.09
train 5 0.70 622,000,000 8.79
or 63
and 0 160,000,000 8.20
N 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000          10.70
NGD or NRD #DIV/0! NRDf 999.00 NRDl 0.23 NGD
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
shark skin 436 2.64 184 2.26 18,800,000 7.27
swimming suit 160 2.20 70 1.85 22,300,000 7.35
or 572 238
and 24 1.38 16 1.20 1,150,000 6.06
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000          10.70
NGD or NRD 0.67 0.47 0.38
Result Counts Log Result Counts Log Result Counts Log
cat error #VALUE! 12 1.08 321,000,000 8.51
fish 327 2.51 128 2.11 629,000,000 8.80
or 139
and error #N/A 1 0.00 102,000,000 8.01
N 12329 4.09 12329 4.09 50,000,000,000          10.70
NGD or NRD 999.00 0.70 0.36
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment
AskNature full AskNature limited Google Search
Experiment




ANNEX 2. EXPERIMENT 2 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 
Table A2. 1 Experiment 2 on ‘Swordtail butterfly’ 
Source Query 







NGD NBDl NBDf 
Swordtail butterfly paint furniture 1,315 0.386 0.748 
blue green paint furniture 
-                      
0.007    0.181 0.128 
coloring paint furniture 0.228 0.256 0.138 
enhance paint furniture 0.299 0.545 0.780 
diffusion paint furniture 0.488 0.144 0.072 
butterfly wings paint furniture 0.564 0.167 0.116 
light reflection paint furniture 0.652 0.162 0.124 
coloration paint furniture 0.712 0.328 0.212 
scattering paint furniture 0.754 0.120 0.189 
Average NRD related POS 
(excl.999) 0.461 0.238 0.220 
Average NRD including 












Table A2. 2 Experiment 2 on ‘Velvet worm’ 
Source Query 






NGD NBDl NBDf 
velvet worm paint furniture 0.209 0.431 0.794 
eject paint furniture 0.064 999 999 
nozzle paint furniture 0.088 0.390 0.576 
multiple strands paint furniture 0.108 0.725 0.881 
stream of glue paint furniture 0.192 0.460 0.728 
crisscross paint furniture 0.311 999 999 
lasso-like motion paint furniture 0.394 0.683 0.956 
shoot paint furniture 0.438 999 999 
mouth paint furniture 0.442 999 999 
move from side to side paint furniture 0.458 0.705 0.973 
ensnare prey paint furniture 0.510 0.747 1.040 
dry in seconds paint furniture 0.529 0.703 1.0003 
ejectable adhesive liquid paint furniture 0.531 0.574 0.845 
dry paint furniture 0.539 0.691 0.841 
seconds paint furniture 0.795 999,000 
999,00
0 
Average NRD related POS (excl.999) 0.386 0.631 0.871 
Average NRD including target 










Table A2. 3 Experiment 2 on ‘Earthworm’ 
Source Query 






NGD NBDl NBDf 
earthworm paint furniture 0,374 999 999 
electric current paint furniture 0,008 999 1,027 
reducing drag paint furniture 0,087 0,618 0,891 
soil adhesion paint furniture 0,089 0,835 1,206 
friction paint furniture 0,102 0,512 0,833 
without toxic 
lubricants paint furniture 0,173 0,550 0,725 
repels paint furniture 0,185 0,462 0,673 
aggregate water paint furniture 0,214 0,730 1,127 
reduces friction paint furniture 0,298 0,739 1,016 
auto-lubrication paint furniture 0,319 not found not found 
skin of earthworms paint furniture 0,326 0,647 0,842 
self-generated 
electricity paint furniture 0,411 999 0,859 
thin water film paint furniture 0,558 0,685 1,065 
electro-osmotic flow paint furniture 0,622 999 1,136 
charges paint furniture 0,680 0,420 0,617 
cutaneous bioelectrical 
current paint furniture 0,833 999 0,977 
Average NRD related POS (excl.999) 0,327 0,620 0,928 
Average NRD including target 












Table A2. 4 Experiment 2 on ‘Oriental hornet’ 
Source Query 






NGD NBDl NBDf 
Oriental hornet paint furniture 0.221 999 999 
synthesized paint furniture 0.039 0 0.734 
biomineralization paint furniture 0.060 999 999 
electrons paint furniture 0.084 0.506 0.738 
microscopic paint furniture 0.090 0.512 0.656 
higher 
wavelengths paint furniture 0.130 999 999 
strengthen  paint furniture 0.134 999 999 
yellow bands paint furniture 0.149 1 1 
reflected paint furniture 0.186 0 1 
cuticular  paint furniture 0.193 999 999 
granules paint furniture 0.223 999 999 
electrical energy paint furniture 0.251 1 1 
cuticle paint furniture 0.252 999 999 
ridges paint furniture 0.279 0.467 0.704 
electrical potential paint furniture 0.342 0.584 0.802 
absorbed paint furniture 0.425 999 999 
Photovoltaic 
pigment paint furniture 0.482 0.623 0.910 
pigment paint furniture 0.488 0.561 0.847 
sunlight paint furniture 0.530 999 999 
UV light paint furniture 0.534 1 1 
solar energy paint furniture 0.551 1 1 
compound paint furniture 0.569 999 999 
transform paint furniture 0.583 999 1 
shell paint furniture 0.654 0.662 0.905 
calcium carbonate paint furniture 0.690 999 999 
movement paint furniture 0.711 1 1 
xanthopterin paint furniture 0.797 999 999 
Average NRD related POS 
(excl.999) 0.362 0.571 0.817 





ANNEX 3. BIOMIMICRY ARTICLES FOR EXPERIMENT 3 
Articles used in Experiment 3 of this book are extracted from the official 
AskNature.org website. It is an award winning open source of knowledge for nature 
design in engineering.  
The following article titles were randomly chosen for experiment 3. Interesting 
readers can find a full article at www.asknature.org 
1. Scales on the ventral side of swordtail butterfly wings enhance blue/green 
coloring via light reflection and diffusion. 
2. Lotusan® paint 
3. Relationship provides thermal protection: hot springs panic grass, fungus 
4. Secretions break down algal walls: stony corals 
5. Pili direct electron transfer: Geobacter 
6. Photovoltaic pigments aid biomineralization: Oriental hornet 
7. Structures create colorful feathers: common kingfisher 
8. Covering protects eye: pied kingfisher 
9. Eyes manage glare: kingfishers 
10. Adhesive glues prey: velvet worms 
11. Enzyme catalyzes many reactions: plants 
12. Electrosensitivity used to navigate: rattlesnake 
13. Larvae ditch threatened hosts: parasitic fly 
14. Electric current reduces friction: common earthworm 
15. Digesting various substances: fungi 
16. Mineral crystals enhance cutting ability: limpet 
17. Head bores through wood: shipworm 
18. Secretion kills bacteria: burying beetle 




ANNEX 4. EXPERIMENT 3 
Due to large size of data, we enclosed the experiment details in the 
Compact Disc attached to this book in form of an Excel file.  
The Excel file is named as ‘Experiment Data’ and consists of all 
experimental data in this book and Visual basic program to execute the 
experiments.  
In the file, the experiment 3 data is documented as follow: 
1. Ex3_Query Record: contains all query concepts in experiment 3, each of 
which is encoded by query number, type of concept (target or related) 
2. Ex3_Source Record:  contains all source concepts in experiment 3, each of 
which is encoded by query number, type of concept (target or related). These 
concepts are extracted from Biomimicry source in Annex 3.  
3. Experiment_3_Data: contains all statistics of the experiments 
The tab ‘Experiment_3_Sim Matrix’, ‘Experiment 3_Summary’ and ‘Experiment 
3_Close up’ calculate the results which have been presented in Chapter 5.  
